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THE ADVENTURES OF SILENT WOLF

Fire on the Water

After the harrowing events at court, Silent Wolf spends the next few days confined to the private  
chambers Oggdyn had reserved for her. Though by now, word of her stay in Holmgard has undoubtedly  
spread across the entire city, Oggdyn suggests that the less seen or known of her activities, the better.  
After all, she is the last of the Kai and a grave destiny is hers to fulfill.

There is little to pass the time except count the number of Kraan that cross the sun during the day.  
Silent Wolf spends her energies mastering her healing skills by tending to her many wounds gained  
from her flight through the forest. She also begins to awaken to a new discipline, that of the inner  
sense. She can feel the tension in the castle as clearly as if someone were in her room wringing their  
hands.

Oggdyn keeps her informed as to the current state of affairs. After the assassination attempt, the King  
remains badly wounded. The herbalist could do little to speed the healing of the wound the dagger  
caused. The weapon melted upon the Helghast's death and he rightfully suspects dark magic has  
pierced more than just the King's flesh.

He cannot not say whether the King will live or die. In a way, Oggdyn says, the armies outside  
Holmgard's gates are a boon. As long as the Darklord Zagarna camps outside the walls with his  
armies, no one in court will dare scheme for the throne. It would be too grievous a blow to lose the  
King right now over petty fights for power.

In every other way, however, it is a death knell.  Holmgard's allies at Toran, Tyso, and Anskaven are all  
being blocked along the main highways.  Furthermore, the destruction of the Alema bridge has proven  
a double-edged sword.  While it bought the King's armies precious time to secure their borders, it is  
now forcing potential allies to ride through the difficult passes of the forest to lesser known fording  
points on the Unoram.  If help is coming, it will not come swiftly and then it will still have to meet  
Darklord Zagarna's army at Holmgard's gates, an army Zagarna is said to head personally.

Oggdyn also fears that neighboring kingdoms, such as Vassagonia and Lyris to the South, may take  
advantage of Holmgard's weakness in some way. Silent Wolf, now christened Lone Wolf by her  
supporter Oggdyn, has a difficult task to complete.  Yet, her journey has not begun and time is already  
against her.

Session 1: A Sea Journey

GM: On the third day of your stay in Holmgard, you are called to the King's chambers. There the King 
is waited on by his daughter, Sera, and the knight who struck at the Helghast, a man whom you now 
know is Ser Armadalus, lord general of the King's armies. The King sits up in bed, looking pale but 
surprisingly well for a man who sits at death's door by all accounts.

"Silent Wolf..." King Ulnar said. "I trust you have been properly accommodated these last few days."
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"I have been, your majesty. The accommodations have been far more than I deserve. How do you  
fare?"

"My strength is in my kingdom. I shall not fall during a time of war unless they tear me asunder along  
with every brick in the streets. But we have matters to discuss that, I'm afraid, are far more important  
and dire than my health."

"As you know, after the defeat of Vashna, the Sommerswerd had been bestowed upon our allies in  
Durenor as a mark of trust and allegiance that exists between our two kingdoms. In return, King Alin  
of Durenor gave Sommerlund a magnificent golden ring bearing the royal arms of Durenor. This ring  
is known as the Seal of Hammerdal. At that time, King Alin vowed that if ever the shadow of the west  
should rise again to threaten Sommerlund, Durenor would come to the aid of her ally."

The king slipped a ring off his finger and held it aloft for Silent Wolf to see.

"This is the Seal of Hammerdal. I give it to you now. You must travel to Durenor and present this to the  
King of that nation. The time has come for Durenor to return the Sword of the Sun."

Silent Wolf took the ring and examined its large seal. Her new senses twinged a warning as she stared  
at its inlay of mountains and stars.

"Are you sure Durenor will be so eager to exchange?"

"Durenor is an honorable kingdom. Besides, the fall of Holmgard would not bode well for them."

“That shall not happen. I shall depart as soon as possible. Time is of the essence, no doubt."

"Time is indeed of the essence. I leave you to Ser Armadalus. He will explain the rest. Go with the  
grace of the gods and with all the hopes of Holmgard and Sommerlund, Lady Kai."

Silent Wolf bowed. "I wish you well, your majesty."

Ser Armadalus opened the door and beckoned the Kai Lady to follow him. "We go to the armoury," he  
said. "You will require equipment."

She nodded and followed.  Armadalus did not spend the trip in silence: he explained to her the  
complete details of the plan to recover the Sommerswerd.  Fortunately, the Darklords have no naval  
forces and thus were not able to blockade Holmgard's harbour on the Holmgulf.  This has left the  
kingdom with a critical point of escape, though their ships are limited, with the bulk of Sommerlund's  
fleet being stationed on outposts at the Kirlundin islands where they can deal with the constant threat  
of pirates.

One of the remaining ships was waiting for Silent Wolf to take her to Port Bax, a city located past the  
wide and dangerous expanse of the Wild Lands.  From Port Bax, it would be a swift journey down the  
highway to Hammerdal, the Capital of Durenor.
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"It is a simple plan," Armadalus said. "But you should travel in secrecy as much as you can. The seal  
of Hammerdal and the name of Kai should be kept close. Fear is a weapon that drives men to betray  
their own kind. Remember that you have few enough friends outside these walls." The harshness in his  
voice as he spoke this made Silent Wolf wonder think that she might have few enough friends inside the  
city's walls.  She didn't understand why Armadalus seemed to despise her, but she thought back to  
Oggdyn's words and wondered where the knight would stand if contenders for the throne arose.

GM: You have reached the armoury. You can take up to four of the following items:

- one weapon of any kind, normal craft
- 2 meals (counts as one choice)
- a potion of Laumspur (+4 END when injured)
- chainmail (+4 END to total while worn)
- shield (can only be used with one-handed weapons, can block some attacks or add to CS score)
- flint and tinder
- rope
- Alether berries (these are powerful stimulants that add a large CS bonus to one fight. They increase 
agility, damage, and all that good stuff. Highly addictive.)

LW: I'll definitely take a sword. I'll take the meals, as well.

GM: Oh, they also replace your backpack

LW: Oh, yeah, I didn’t actually have one anymore, did I?  Was that the river?

GM: yeah

LW: So what exactly is a normal craft meal?

GM: No, that's for the weapons!

LW: OH!

GM: normal craft weapon = no damage bonus.

Normal craft meals = hilarious.

LW: I was like... why am I bringing cheesy noodles?

GM: Ser! This meal is only NORMAL CRAFT!  I specifically asked for MASTER CRAFTED meals!

LW: Ha ha... ok so I'll grab the sword, the 2 meals. . .

Silent Wolf, or Lone Wolf, as Oggdyn had called her, took stock of her inventory.  The Giak Spear she  
had used to kill a Vordak, Kraan, and a Doom Wolf, along with numerous Giak, she kept for  
sentimental reasons.  The Seal of Hammerdal she put on a chain and slipped around her neck,  
surprised a bit at its weight.  The Giak Scroll written in the Darkland language Oggdyn had burned  
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after deciphering, lest its presence in the castle be misconstrued.  The note had simply said that a Kai  
Lord had survived the massacre.  Lone Wolf was fairly positive that the scroll referred to her, but it  
raised a small hope in her mind that another Kai might have survived.  It didn't change her mission,  
however.  If another Kai had survived, he or she wasn't here now, and so she would be carrying the  
burden of her quest alone.  To these items, she added a sword, a shield, a long rope she coiled inside  
her backpack and a couple meals.  They were base military rations... dried fruit and bread and some  
cheese so old it didn't matter if it got any older.

GM: Of course, you also have your map.

The rope takes up two slots.  Okay, ready to go?

LW: Yep.

GM: Ser Armadalus gathers his best captain, Captain D'Val of the Kingsward, and some soldiers and 
escorts you to the citadel gate where a covered wagon awaits you.

Armadalus has wished you godspeed and you are just clambering in when you hear a by-now-familiar 
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voice hailing you. Oggdyn is running across the courtyard, his robes and long beard flapping about 
him, making him look like some crazed old man.

He approaches the covered wagon and breathlessly pushes something into your hand, a small bag filled 
with coins.

"From my personal coffers," he says, still catching his breath. "I wouldn't want you to starve in 
Durenor."

LW: "You have my thanks, m'lord. This is more than I would have expected." *bow*

GM: There are 12 gold crowns in the bag. As you take them, Oggdyn leans forwards and whispers...

"Take heed, Lone Wolf," he says, using the name he seems to have adopted for you. "The enemy broke 
through our outer defenses this morning and are preparing their siege weapons. Forty days, Lone Wolf. 
We have the strength to withstand them for forty days."

Before you have a chance to respond, the driver whips his horses and you are hurried away through the 
crowded streets of Holmgard. After a short but uncomfortable journey, the wagon stops and the driver 
pulls open the canvas flap.

“This is the quay, my lord. There is your ship, the Green Sceptre.” As he speaks the driver points across 
the quay to a sleek trade caravel anchored near to the harbour wall.

'The first mate's name is Ronan. You will find him waiting for you across the square at the Good Cheer 
Inn.” Then the driver bids you farewell and quickly disappears into the teeming crowds.

The Good Cheer inn is highly visible, being coloured a conspicuous white amidst the greying buildings 
of the quay. Action?

LW:I head for the Good Cheer inn at a quick pace.

GM: You dart across the open square to the inn. Oddly, even though it is a warm day, the windows are 
shut and the blinds closed. The door is unlocked, but the inn appears deserted and dark as you open it 
with a hissing creak.

LW: I'll go in. I'm ready for another ambush of sorts; it's been a few days but my nerves are still on 
edge.

GM: As you enter, a hand come out of the darkness by the door and grabs your shoulder. The hand 
quickly falls to your breast and gives it a quick pat.

LW: I punch whoever just did that.

GM: You are about to strike when your assailant shouts, "I am Ronan, my lady. I mean you no harm!" 
You manage to hold your blow at the last moment and your arm quivers with the effort.
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"My apologies, my Lady,” the man stammers. “No one is safe these days. I had to make sure it was 
you."

LW: Snort. "Make sure it was me?! And how, exactly, does fondling my breast prove who I am?!"

GM: "No, not fondle, no!” the man protests meekly. “Lord Oggdyn said a woman will come. I am to 
meet her and take her to my captain's ship. She is a Kai Lord, he says. She is called Lone Wolf. I didn't 
know the Kai had females in their order."

LW: "Well, now you know. Touch me again and I'll break the offending appendage."

GM: "Forgive me my Lord, I did not mean to startle you.  Ah, my Lady, I mean." The man seems 
nervous, and the open hand that he extends towards one of the tables is visibly shaking. "Can we take a 
quick seat, my Lady? I'm afraid waiting in the dark has taken its toll on my nerves."

LW: Nods and sits down. "That's a feeling I can sympathize with."

GM: Aside from you and Ronan, the place is deserted save for a couple of mice gnawing at a large 
chunk of cheese. Ronan takes a pull on a large bottle that sits at the table and sighs. He stares at you a 
moment, then speaks...

"You hear strange rumours these days. Rumours like Helghast posing as the King. Captain Kelman has 
instructed me to take you to the Green Sceptre, but only if I am sure that you are the Kai Lord they call  
Lone Wolf."

"I hear the Kai have powers no Dark Creature can use," he says, inviting you to demonstrate one of 
your disciplines.

LW: "I'm afraid I would rather not, at least now. Perhaps if we're ever assaulted by Giak, or you 
presume to test my womanhood again, then I'll show you.  And that's a threat, not an invitation."

GM: The sailor's face changes from a smile to a sneer at your reply. He quickly moves away from the 
table.

"In that case, I'm afraid the only place you are going is to Naar's icy hell."

You hear a door crash open behind you. Spinning round, you see three harbour thugs moving towards 
you. Each is armed with a scimitar.

LW: I am beginning to think I have been charged with protecting fools.

GM: Or maybe someone at court doesn't like you and your mission.
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LW: I stand up and quickly draw my blade and shield.

GM: As usual, we need a combat roll. Add 9 to the roll, plus 2 for weaponskill and 2 for shield.

DIE ROLL: 9+9+2+2: 22

GM: Nice.

LW: Whoa, that was a pretty epic roll.

GM: Okay, you 
have a large 
advantage in this 
fight. However, 
always keep in 
mind that true 
success is 
determined by 
your actions.

Intelligent actions 
can best the most 
dire of foes, while 
poor decisions can 
drag out a fight 
against an armless 
beggar.

In this case, your 
combat expertise 
allows you to 
assess the situation 
as thus: there are 
three opponents, 
so it is crucial you 
do not let them 
surround you. 

Thankfully, the 
inn is full of chairs 
and tables, which 
are both obstacles 
and possible 
weapons. Finally, 
you highly doubt 
these thugs have 

ever tasted the pain 
of a nice mental 
blast!

LW: I want to get the 
friends first; I'd like 
to keep Ronan alive 
for questioning.

GM: Ronan backed 
off towards the door. 
He had a table 
between him and 
you, so it's gonna be 
hard to get to him. 
These guys came in 
through a back door 
and you spun to face 
them.

Lone Wolf jumped 
from her chair with  
her blade sliding  
from its sheath into  
her left hand.  She  
turned, planted a  
foot against her  
chair, and sent it  
flying towards the  
newcomers.

She then turned her  
attentions towards  
Ronan, determined  
not to let him 
escape, and sent a
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wave of  psychic energy in his direction.

The chair struck one of the three thugs in his long legs, sending him sprawling, but the lead thug, a  
mass of muscle and fat, batted aside the piece of furniture and advanced on Lone Wolf.  She had just  
had the satisfaction of seeing Ronan tumble to the
ground with a cry and was caught off guard, dodging just in time to turn an eviscerating blow into a  
flesh wound.

LW 22 end

Lone Wolf jumped back but found herself trapped between her attackers and the table.  The only good  
thing was that she had a wall on her right.  Being left handed, this gave her one less area to defend and  
she could hold her shield in front of her face, limiting the possibilities of attacking her.  She decided to  
test their resolve.  As the spindly legged thug advanced towards her left, she turned slammed the shield  
into his face.

DIE ROLL: 2; LW 19 end; Thugs 19 end

Her blow broke his nose and sent a splash of nose blood across the front of her shield. But the other  
two thugs closed in immediately and she just barely managed to catch their blades on her shield as she  
turned. It seemed they were determined to kill her as quickly as possible, throwing aside caution to rely  
on their numbers.  Already they were raising their cutlasses again..

DIE ROLL: 8; Thugs 8 end

Lone Wolf didn't hesitate either; she aimed for the larger thug with a swing that cut his chest open to  
the heart, killing him instantly. The thug with the broken nose backed off as his compatriot went down  
and then turned and ran, a move Lone Wolf had expected: she had sensed his fear from the start of the  
fight. The third thug still seemed intent on killing her, though.  She sneered at him, despising him for  
being a paid murderer, and lunged forward with her shield arm, sword poised underneath the edge of  
the shield.  In this manner she shoved the man back and stabbed at the same time, cutting him in a  
lung.  As his guard fell, she showed no mercy but moved in to slice her blade across his throat.  A  
second later she clutched her side with a hiss of breath: the speed of her attack had torn the wound in  
her side wider.

DIE ROLL: 3; Thugs dead; LW 16 end

The fight over, Lone Wolf turned her attentions to finding Ronan and getting some answers...

GM: Frustratingly, though... he has fled while you were fighting his mates.  Still, your mindblast wasn't 
ineffective. In his fall, the man seems to have cut himself: a line of blood leads out a side door of the 
inn. You can follow, search the bodies, or return to the quay.

LW: With a slightly twisted grin I wipe my blade clean and sheath my weapons, and follow the train of 
blood.

GM: The side door leads to, lo and behold, a side room. The blood trails continues past some stairs in 
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this room, passing the body of a dead sailor... not the sailor you are after. Do you wish to stop to 
examine this corpse?

LW: Yes I think I will this time. I still have a still slight hope that Oggdyn's contacts weren’t actually 
against me.

GM: It was right of you to trust Oggdyn. Inside the collar of this sailor's bloodstained jacket is a tag 
bearing the name 'Ronan'. This must be the real Ronan. He has been murdered. There is a strange note 
pinned to his corpse. It bears a single image: that of a curling serpent

Perhaps the moniker of his murderers?

LW: I'll take it with me and perhaps someone can tell me what it means later.

GM: Mark it as a special item as: mark of the serpent.  Did you mark Oggdyn's gold, by the by?

LW: Yeah. Up to 43 coins on my sheet.

GM: What's your next action?

LW: I'll continue to follow the blood.

GM: The blood leaves this side room and heads outside. Here, you turn and look towards the quay, 
where the Green Sceptre is anchored about three hundred yards from the harbour wall. The blood trail 
heads off in the opposite direction, heading for a series of alleys that you assume eventually connects 
back to Holmgard's main streets

LW: Knowing that I'm in a hurry, I'll let this one go and turn toward the Green Sceptre.

GM: (shaking your metaphorical fist, no doubt!)

LW: (Yeah there was an angry look)

GM: Taking one of the many small boats lining the quay, you begin to paddle out towards the sleek 
trade caravel. As you approach, you notice to your surprise that the boarding ladder is being pulled up. 
A mean-looking sailor leans over the gunwale and curses at you. He seems to think that you are a 
refugee trying to stowaway on board.

LW: I'll call out to him. "I have passage on this ship and news of Ronan!"

GM: The sailor is pushed aside by a tall man in a gold-braided uniform. His face is almost totally 
covered by a shock of bright red hair and a bright red beard.

"Lone Wolf? Is that you my Lady?" he shouts.

LW: "Aye, 'tis!"
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GM: Within seconds the ladder is lowered and you are welcomed aboard the Green Sceptre by the red-
beard, who is captain Kelman.

LW: "Greetings, captain. I regret to inform you that Ronan will not be coming. I found him dead in the 
Good Cheer Inn and was attacked by a man pretending to be him."

GM: 'Haul anchor!' the captain booms before the crew can respond to your news. They spring into 
action as if their very lives depended on it. The captain then ushers you down to his chambers below 
deck. "This sort of news requires strong drink," he says, waving an arm to indicate you should go with 
him.

LW: I nod and follow.

GM: The Captain leads you to his cabin where he pours two glasses of Wanlo, the same strong spirit 
you tasted upon your arrival in Holmgard. The captain's face shows concern as you tell him the full 
account of what has happened.

"Black Serpents," he says, shaking his head. "They are a brotherhood of thieves and murderers. They 
have no base of operations and thus have managed to survive even concentrated efforts by the king's 
men to flush them out. They are the vilest scum.  Sell swords who only band together to give them 
more opportunity to ply their trade."

He slugs back some Wanlo and looks at you gravely.  "There is evil treachery at work when the enemy 
already has plans afoot to thwart your quest," he says.

LW: "I'm getting all too used to it.  How long until we reach Port Bay?"

GM: "Depends on the roll of lady luck's dice," he says with a grim smile. "Still... I wonder if she has 
turned her back on us... it seems that you have lost the element of surprise--and I have lost a 
courageous first mate. Let us hope the passage to Durenor be swift and sure."

LW: I nod. "Let us indeed."  I'll take a sip of the brew and cough as the strong spirits settle in my throat.

GM: Eventually, you leave Captain Kelman to go up on deck. You are just in time to see the outline of 
Holmgard on the horizon. With mixed feelings of pride and apprehension, you descend the stairway to 
your cabin as the last spire of the capital disappears from view...
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... and Lady Luck rolls her dice.

GM: This roll will decide somewhat about the fate of your journey. 

DIE ROLL: 5

GM: Alright. Well, your first night aboard the ship isn't entirely pleasant. You've never been to the 
ocean before, much less upon it. You wonder if you'll ever get used to the rocking and swaying of the 
vessel, not to mention the constant sound of creaking wood. Each creak makes you wonder just how 
old the vessel is and how many voyages it has sustained against the beating of the waves.

Still, you haven't mastered the discipline of healing for nothing.

LW: I was about to ask if I'd get to heal, too!

DIE ROLL: 6

GM: I know you. Okay, your administrations and unnaturally fast healing ability allow the cut in your 
side to heal overnight.. Back to full endurance.

LW: Oh nice.

GM: Still, sleep is a long time in coming. Morning dawns bright and much too early. Your cabin is near 
to the upper decks, and you awake to the cries of the lookout in the crow's nest.

"Longboat adrift! Longboat adrift off the port stern!"

LW: I run up to see what is going on

GM: You climb up on the deck and meet the captain, bracing yourself against the chill breeze. Less 
than fifty yards off the port stern, a damaged longboat bobs up and down in the heavy sea. On board are 
three men huddled together against the wind. The Captain makes no movement. The crew await his 
orders.

LW: I have a suspicious feeling about this.

GM: You could try to tap into sixth sense. You're learning it, so it may not be as much use as it 
eventually will, but still...

LW: I'll try

DIE ROLL: 9

GM: While it may seem unusual for a longboat to be out this far from shore and somewhat coincidental 
for them to bump into you, you realize it would probably take a supernaturally gifted strategist to have 
set this up as an ambush. You turn your sense towards the captain and realize that he is thinking mostly 
of your safety, from the sideways glances he keeps throwing you. He is probably not inclined to pick 
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these men up, though by all chance they are castaways in need of aid.

LW: How about the crew?

GM: You've been separated from the crew so far during the journey. After all, out to sea, with a woman 
on board... even the dumbest Captain knows that means trouble, and Kelman is not stupid. The upshot 
of all this is you haven't had enough exposure to the crew to read their emotions. Not at this early stage 
of sixth sense.

LW: kay

GM: And Silent Wolf is an attractive woman, besides.

LW: That everyone keeps mistaking for a boy!  Maybe she could pass for a teenage boy?

GM: I think so far it was only Timris that truly thought you were a man...

LW: Yeah, that was funny!

GM: … and he's dead.

LW: (Grief-filled pause as I remember this).  I tell the captain that, "While I have an uneasy feeling 
about this, I doubt it would look good in the eyes of the crew if we just left these men to the sea.”

GM: The Captain gives a non-committal grunt at your words. Roll the die.

DIE ROLL: 1

GM: That's actually in your favour in this case,

LW: Oh, wow.

GM: You were rolling for the Captain's resolve.

LW: Ahh

GM: "I agree," the Captain tells you. "We cannot leave stranded men out to sea. That is every sailor's 
worst fear." The captain orders the ship to go alongside and pick up the three men. They are fishermen 
from the Sommerlund port of Tyso. Their boat was attacked last night by pirates, and they are the only 
survivors.

You give them food and warm clothing and they can barely hold back their tears of gratitude. As you 
prepare to continue your journey to Durenor, one of the men offers you a packet of healing herbs as a 
gift.

"It was the only thing I managed to save from the attack," he says.
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LW: "Thank you for this gift, I am glad we could help."

GM: (mark the healing herbs as a backpack item. They take up one space and can be used on yourself 
when healing to add +2 to the die roll. They may be able to be used on someone else to help heal them, 
if the situation arises)

LW: ok

GM: The next three days are uneventful. Indeed, you find shipboard life rather dreary. The crew, for the 
most part, stays away from you. You guess this is on Kelman's orders. The fishermen you rescued have 
little to say and spend most of their time helping the crew or staring off into the horizon with heavy 
faces. One of them has a wound from the fight, a bad burn on his back and you've been meaning to take 
a look at it. On the afternoon of the fourth day, you are on deck, watching this man and debating 
whether to approach him, when you smell smoke seeping from the hold.

LW: I'll investigate.

GM: You heading down to the hold?

LW: Yar

GM: You release the lock and slide back the hatch cover to the hold. The sudden draught of air causes 
flames to billow out of the hold. You stumble backwards, clutching your burnt face.

LW 23 end

GM: Any action?

LW: I call to the crew that we have a fire, we need water! Then i look and see what it looks like inside.

GM: Okay, first we got to fight the fire!  You joining in the fight, or letting the crew handle it?

LW: I'll join in

GM: Okay, we're going to "combat" the fire. No CS roll for this one. Your CS will naturally get better 
as more and more crew join the cause.

DIE ROLLS: 6, 1, 8, 6, 7

Lone Wolf attacked the fire like it was an agent of the Darklords... and after her experience at the  
harbor inn, she couldn't be sure that it wasn't. Lone Wolf set up a bucket line, with her at the front and  
nearest the flames. The crew members, under her cool direction, did not panic but instead focused on  
dipping buckets into the sea, hauling them out, and handing them down the line.  When they reached  
her, Lone Wolf practically carried them into the hold to fight the fire at its source. By the time they were  
fighting greasy smoke instead of flames, she was  exhausted. Her arms ached from the weight of the  
buckets, her lungs burned with hot smoke, and she had several large areas of burns over her face and  
hands, where her Kai tunic and cloak did little to protect her.
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LW 9 end

Her efforts had not been for naught, though. She had saved the ship from becoming a funeral pyre and  
gained the respect of the crew for leading them with an example of bravery.  She sensed that she was  
now held in almost as much esteem as the Captain.

LW: Exhausted but also disturbed about the cause of the fire. My interest is piqued about the fisherman 
with the burn marks. Did he have them when we first met him or did I just notice them that day?

GM: It's easy to let paranoia take over when people are trying to kill you, isn't it?

LW: Yarp

GM: But the fisherman is most likely innocent. He gained those burns from the sinking of his own 
vessel at the hands of the pirates he spoke of. Plus, you saw him on deck when the fire was started.

LW: True. I am curious as to what started the fire.

GM: Your paranoia is understandable. The damage from the fire is considerable--the entire store of 
food and fresh water was in that hold, and the fire has completely ruined both, as well as weakened the 
structure of the ship.

As for the cause... as you stand surveying the 
wreckage, the captain approaches you, his face 
blackened by the smoke. He is carrying something in a 
bundle under his arm. “We must talk in private, my 
lady.” he says quietly.

LW: I nod and follow him.

GM: He takes you to his cabin. After taking care to 
close his door, the captain opens the mysterious 
bundle and tips the contents onto his cabin table. A 
large charred earthenware jug and several blackened 
rags drop in a heap. They give off a strange oily smell.

“This was no accidental fire,” he says solemnly.”This 
was an act of sabotage. The forward hold is a food 
store yet I find this oil jug and these soaked rags upon 
the floor. Someone on this ship is prepared to risk his 
life to stop us reaching Durenor.”

LW: "I feared as much. We should question the crew 
and try to determine the whereabouts of everyone 
when the fire started."
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GM: “There is something else I haven't told you yet,” he says uncomfortably, pulling at the remains of 
his beard. 'Two days before we set sail, the majority of my usual crew took ill. At the time, I thought it 
food poisoning. Then I got the orders to escort you, my Lady, and I was forced to quickly hire new 
crew. I do not know half of these men.”

LW: That is interesting

GM: Before the captain can say anything else, there is another cry from above decks:

“Ship Ahoy! Ship off the port bow!”

Grabbing his sword and telescope, the captain disappears through the door and up the ladder to the 
deck above. You could follow him, if you wish...

LW: I will.

GM: … or you could take a moment to search his quarters.

LW: Eh, sure, I'll glance about really quickly.

GM: Keeping one eye on the door, you quickly search the drawers of an ornate chart table. There does 
not appear to be anything unusual about the contents. You find mainly charts, island maps and 
navigational instruments. You are about to abandon this fruitless search when you notice a small lever 
hidden below the tabletop. You push it and a panel flips open to reveal a small wooden box with a brass 
lock.

LW: I'll pick it with my mind...

GM: Good call.

LW: I really want to respect the captain, but trust is not something that comes easy for me.

GM: You focus your concentration on the small, brass lock. After a few seconds, you hear a faint click 
that tells you that the inner latch is now unlocked. Inside is a scroll bearing the royal seal of 
Sommerlund and containing confidential orders about your mission to Durenor. There is also a journal 
of the captain's. It is bookmarked at yesterday's entry, if you want to read it.

LW: Yeah

GM: The journal confirms your (probably) high opinion of the captain. It mostly talks about sea-points 
and other items that don't interest you. It makes mention of a wife and child in Tyso that he is anxious 
to see and describes his sorrow over having lost Ronan, who it seems was an old friend. It ends with a 
prayer to the sea gods and to Kai and Ishir to see this journey reach a safe and quick conclusion.

LW: Feeling guilty I put everything back and lock the cabinet.
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GM: As you put the box back into its hiding place, you notice that a deadly trap had been hidden in the 
lid. Anyone opening the box with their bare hands and without pressing on a specific point, would 
receive a poisoned needle in their hand.  Your Kai Discipline has saved you from a swift death. Closing 
the drawers, you quickly check that nothing looks as though it has been disturbed before joining the 
captain on deck.

(I should note: these kind of trapped boxes are sold at cities all over the world. They are common and 
not a sign of evil)

LW: Yeah, he wants to protect stuff, that's fine!

GM: You come up on deck in time to hear the Captain curse. He turns to you and hands you his 
spyglass. “'Point it there,” he says.

LW: I take a look.

GM: “It seems our bird has flown,” says the captain, as you spot a longboat moving swiftly towards 
another ship on the horizon. The longboat is manned by one of the crew members, though as you've 
been separated from them most of the journey, you can't put a name, or even a distinct face, to the man.

The ship he heads towards is a dark silent thing. The Captain shivers next to you. “She flies no flag, 
and her hull is of a strange shape,” he says.  “I've ne'er before seen the like.”

You watch as the longboat reaches the mysterious ship. As if by magic a sea fog appears from nowhere 
and engulfs the vessel. Moments later, both the ship and the fog have disappeared, leaving only the 
chill of the sea breeze.

LW: That was rather creepy.  "At least he failed in killing us, at any rate. I think we need to be 
cautious."

GM: The crew thinks so, too. Though their method of caution seems to be bent more towards fear. You 
hear whispering around you and catch the words 'ghost-ships' and 'cursed voyage', though the 
whispering stops when the captain's voice calls for all hands on deck. A silence descends on the Green 
Sceptre as Captain Kelman addresses the crew in a loud voice:

“Men, we are three days' sail from Port Bax, but with a strong wind and a stout heart we'll drop anchor 
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and feast there in two. The fire has claimed many of our provisions and rations are hereby cut to one 
meal a day. A guard shall be placed upon the freshwater cask. But we are strong. We shall endure. Any 
man found thieving will receive a hundred lashes. Dismissed.”

LW: I kind of want to seek out the fisherman with the burns and see if I can still offer to help him out. 
He's been dragged into a worse situation than he was, I think! I agree with the captain’s proclamation.

GM: Well, you have several options for the night's passing. You receive invitations from both the 
captain and the crew to eat with them, for starters. Obviously, eating with the crew would help boost 
morale. But the Captain is also under a great burden and is good company besides. You could also seek 
out the injured fisherman, who is not eating with the crew, or spend the night tending to your own 
wounds incurred from the fire.

LW: oh, they are all so tempting!

GM: Yeah, aren't they, though?

LW: I'm not sure I'd want to eat with the crew - a whole a bunch of lonely men at sea and me being the 
only women around...

GM: Tough decision, isn't it?

LW: May I join the crew for a toast, then run off to dine with the captain? Heh heh...

GM: Ha, no! Logistically, to eat with the crew would be something you would do for morale's sake, so 
you'd have to stick with them the whole meal

LW: Indeed.

GM: There's no "right" answer here. Every choice caters to a different set of ethics and “goodly 
behavior.”

LW: Indeed.

Interlude: A Long Game of Samor (made longer by internet issues)

Lone Wolf sent a polite decline to the crew.  She felt that the captain was one of the few people she  
could trust and he seemed a decent fellow beyond that; he didn't deserve to eat alone and it would be  
the height of rudeness to deny his request.

The captain's meal was poor and meagre. He was obviously holding himself to the same restrictions as  
the rest of the crew. The meal was made up of yesterday's leftovers, and what the captain told Lone  
Wolf as she finished her meagre supper was about as appetizing.

“I have a confession to make, Kai Lord,” he said. “The fire destroyed our entire food store; we had  
barely enough in the galley for this meal. We will have to hope that the sea yields up fish for us, or we  
will have a mutiny on our hands within a day.”
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Lone Wolf chewed on a rubbery piece of salted meat.  "That is dire news indeed. Is there nothing else  
that can be done?"

“Nothing except tighten our belts. Unless you count drink,” the captain finished, producing his bottle  
of Wanlo and two glasses. He poured and pushed a glass and the majority of the food her way. 'I won't  
have it be said that I am not a gracious host!' he said loudly, laughing.

"It is not necessary,” Lone Wolf said without a hint of humour.  "I've become used to eating little; you  
need your strength as well. But I thank you for the offer.”

After haggling over, and finally eating, dinner, the captain challenged Lone Wolf to a game of Samor, a  
board game equivalent to what we call chess, involving skillful strategy and a little bit of bluff. To add  
extra excitement, the captain suggested a small wager.  Lone Wolf had never played Samor, but she had  
always enjoyed games at the Monastery and thought it might take her thoughts, however briefly, off of  
the troubles of her journey.

She felt a twinge of wonder as Captain Kelman unlocked a  
display case and delicately removed a Samor board.  The  
beautifully carved playing pieces were already in position  
when he carefully set it down upon the table. 

“Your wager, Lone Wolf?”

“I'll wager five coins.”

The captain laughed. “Are all Kai so meager with their wallets? How about ten?” She could tell from  
his broad smile that the pre-game of betting was as much fun to the captain as the game itself.

“Ah, I am new to the game. How about eight?”

The captain's smile grew broader. “Nine and not a crown less! Haven't you heard of beginner's luck?”

“You drivea hard bargain.  Nine it is.”

With gusto, the captain set about the game, explaining the rules as he went. He was a decent teacher.  
Lone Wolf made a few mistakes early on, but she picked it up fairly quickly. Soon the captain stopped  
laughing smugly at the moves she made and began instead to bend over the board in silence each turn,  
mumbling a couple times about “beginner's luck.”  The game did seem to come naturally to her. It felt  
like it equated to roughly the same principles as those of the battlefield. Thrust forward and be  
prepared to parry with back up pieces... keep position over trying to collect pieces...

They ended up in the final moves of the game within the hour. The Captain was staring at the board,  
mopping his sweating brow with a hanky every few minutes. Lone Wolf, too, kept her eyes fixed on the  
ivory pieces. It was her move, and she felt that there was a win waiting for her, somewhere.
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She was white, and it was her turn.  She decided to test her sixth sense against the game, to see if it  
would offer her any suggestions, but it did her little good except to assure her that the Samor board  
wished her no harm.  Wryly thinking that the gods were plainly telling her “no cheating,” she hunkered  
down in her chair and drew upon the knowledge she'd gained of the game.  In Samor, the point was to  
use your moves to force the other player into responding.  By continually doing so, a player could force  
their opponent into ever-smaller spaces and eventually capture their king, winning the game.

“I'll move the one knight right in front of the rook,” Lone Wolf thought.  She reached out her hand and  
the Captain took a sharp breath.  Her hand darted back from the piece instantly, as she considered his  
reaction.  Bluff played a role in the game: was he baiting her to move that piece so that he could bring  
in his rooks?  She studied Kelman as he wiped a line of sweat from his head with his handkerchief.  For  
five more minutes, she watched him.

“I see your strategy,” the Captain chuckled. “You'd have me asleep and then steal away to your  
chamber!”

Lone Wolf laughed.  "I think you're onto me.”

Despite her laughter, in her mind she was thinking that she'd seen combats that were less stressful than  
this game.  She considered briefly using her Weaponskill to cut the board in half, then reached towards  
the board and made her first move.

GM NOTE: AND NOW FOLLOWED AN ENTIRE 20 MINUTES OF GARBLED MESSAGES AND 
BUG OUTS. THE ENSUING END GAME WAS LOST TO THE RAVAGES OF THE INTERNET, 
WHO IS A FICKLE MISTRESS. THE GIST OF IT WAS THAT LONE WOLF  CAME UP WITH A 
DARING THREE-STEP WIN THAT I TOTALLY DIDN'T SEE, FOCUSED AS I WAS ON THE 
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TWO-STEP WIN. THUS, SHE WON THE GAME AND THE CAPTAIN ACKNOWLEDGED HER 
EXPERTISE.

GM: Kelman reaches into his waistcoat pocket and hands you a small pouch containing 10 Gold 
Crowns. “Keep the change,” he says with his usual smile and goes back to staring at the final position. 
When you leave the captain's chambers, he is still staring at the board and shaking his head in wonder.

Back in your chambers, your stomache starts to rumble loudly. The captain's meagre meal did little to  
relieve your hunger, despite your proclamations. At this point you must eat one of your meals from 
your backpack or lose 2 end.

LW: I'll eat my meal.

GM: I thought you would! So erase one meal from your action chart.

LW: (Lone Wolf is feeling a bit chunky lately and decides to not eat)

GM: The adventures of Anorexic Wolf!

As dawn breaks, a fierce storm rises and you are woken by the violent rocking of the ship. The floor of 
your cabin is awash, and the shouts of the crew can hardly be heard above the howling wind. The ship 
is lurching back and forth in the storm and even standing proves difficult. You quickly dress, gather up 
your equipment and make your way to the deck.

The Captain is the first to see you come up. He grabs your arm and yells above the roar of the storm for 
you to go back below deck, where it's safe.

(Please tell me these messages came through... I think I fixed the net problems)

LW: (reset the router or something?)

GM: (Prayer)

LW: I'll listen to what the captain says.

GM: You start to go down. There is a thunderous crack as, high in the rigging, part of the mast snaps. 
You look up to see the shattered pole falling towards you.

LW: I'm going to jump out of the way of that mast.

GM: Roll it; high numbers are good.

LW: urgh

DIE ROLL: 4

LW: The die-roller hates me!
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GM: As the mast comes towards you, you try to jump aside, but the lurching of the ship throws you 
back. Suddenly the Captain rushes at you and throws you aside, but only just in time to avoid the 
falling mast as it smashes straight through the deck. You stagger upright and peer into the mass of 
shattered timbers. Pinned beneath the broken mast is the lifeless body of Captain Kelman.

LW: I'm definitely sad for this loss and for my inability to save my own skin. I remember  this is the 
second time someone died for me and it's not a good feeling.

GM: You may get a chance to save your own skin, yet! As you stare in horror, a loud crack fills the air 
as the storm breaks open the already damaged hull of the Green Sceptre. As the ship breaks up you are 
hurled over the side and into the raging sea.

LW: yeay...

GM: Gasping for air, you claw your way up to the surface but strike your head on a hatch cover. Still, 
it's a good makeshift raft! Give me a die roll.

DIE ROLL: 7

LW: lucky 7s!

GM: Hey! You manage to pull yourself onto the hatch cover and stay afloat. Grimly, you recall the 
Alema bridge. It seems these scenarios always end with you half drowning. You also recall Oggdyn's 
words and the name he gave you as, in the grey light of the storm, you watch the broken ship and its 
crew sink beneath the heaving sea. You are feeling dizzy and very sick. Hanging on to the cover with 
all your strength, you gradually slip into unconsciousness.

Once again, you are alone.

GM THOUGHTS: The ship journey is an interesting one in the series because it's one of the few  
set of sections where events are decided by a roll of the dice.  It hearkens back to the more  
standardized system of “random encounters” that I actually would have liked to seen more of in  
the Lone Wolf series.  There is something intrinsically exciting about having a die roll decide  
what you see on a journey.  Will I run into a traveling herbalish and get a chance to buy  
potions?  Will I be ambushed on the road by bandits?  When you don't know the possibilities  
and yet you know that things are “going to happen” and that they are going to happen to you,  
that's a form of foreshadowing that is unique to the gaming setting.

Session 2: Welcome to Ragadorn

GM: You dream dark dreams. In them, a host of ships manned by the dead drift by you as you float on 
your raft. You know that if you don't move, the ghosts will think you dead and claim you as part of 
their crew. But you can't get yourself to move at all.
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One of the ships releases a longboat, which drifts towards you through the water, silent as the dead men 
that man it. The leading man reaches out for you, and with a shock you realize he has the face of your 
father, whom you only knew for two years of your life before he was lost to sea.

With a jolt, you awaken.

LW: Am I still at sea?

GM: Indeed you are, though thankfully the storm has passed. The only trace of the Green Sceptre is the 
hatch cover on which you lie. By the position of the sun you suppose it to be late afternoon, probably 
on the same day that the Sceptre went down.  In the distance, you can see what looks to be a small 
fishing boat and, beyond it, the coastline stretches out along the horizon.

You could try and use your cloak to flag down the boat, or you could ignore it and make for the 
shoreline... or you could ask what your chances are of making shore!

LW: What are my chances?

GM: Actually, you deem your chances to be pretty good. You could paddle your makeshift raft towards 
shore if you got rid of some weight. Specifically you'd have to get rid of your weapons, your shield, 
and the rope.

LW: That would not be very good. I'll take my chances with the fishermen, I think.

GM: Desperately, then, you untie your wet cloak and wave it above your head, hoping they will see 
you.  Roll a die. Odd they spot you. Even, they don't.

DIE ROLL: 5

GM: You are in luck, for the boat has seen your distress signal and is heading towards you. As it pulls 
nearer, you see it is manned by four fishermen.

"There's better ways to get to Ragadorn!" one of them says, pulling you out of the water. The fishermen 
are a rough-looking bunch, but they speak politely enough, wrap you in a warm blanket and offer you 
some food.

LW: I thank them and say that would be much appreciated.

GM: The man who pulled you out is tall with a long scar running across his nose and a perpetual squint 
gained from warding his eyes against the salty wind. He kindly gives you a hunk of cheese and bread. 
"Maybe tonight you'll dine on fish, girl," he says with a twist of his mouth that indicates a smile. "We're 
gonna be out here a bit, yet. Might as well catch some sleep. Don't mind us. Our only love is the sea." 
He winks at you.

(Sleeping would give your healing a chance to activate by the way)

LW: I'll take that opportunity, then, for I be tired and in pain.
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GM: You fall into a deep and thankfully dreamless sleep. Roll the Healing Die and add 2 to the result.

DIE ROLL: 3+2; LW 15 end

GM: When you awake, you feel like you've been run over by a horse cart. Looking around, you are 
shocked to find yourself lying beneath a wooden jetty, face down in shallow water that fills your 
nostrils with a foul stench. You quickly bring your head up and spend several minutes coughing out 
water.  Each cough racks your body with pain and, when you feel the back of your head, you find a 
large lump is forming there. Looks like you have four more people to add to your "people I hate" list.

LW: Figures!

GM: At least you are fully clothed. It seems that they had no interest in your body, truly, and for that 
you are grateful

LW: Indeed.

GM: However, your Gold, your Backpack, and your Weapons have all been stolen by the fishermen. 
That's not the worst of it, though. The chain around your neck is gone, and with it the Seal of 
Hammerdal.

LW: Well, time to work on getting myself free and getting that stuff back.

GM: The mark of the serpent was destroyed in the water, but 
your map has survived mostly intact. You get to your feet, 
giving a vicious growl towards an old beggar who shares your 
jetty and is watching you with a lascivious look in his eyes. He 
scampers away quickly.

Pulling yourself up onto the jetty, you see a sign: Welcome to 
Ragadorn.

LW: Well, to begin with I want to try to find the fishing crew. I can perhaps use my skills of tracking to 
find how I got to where I am.

GM: Indeed, you must find the Seal if you are to persuade the Durenese to give you the Sommerswerd. 
Looking round, you see a large market square with a stone signpost in the centre, indicating the various 
roads that lead off the square. It is nearly dark and it has started to rain.

You suddenly recall a journeyman of your monastery called Swift Fox. He told you tales of his many 
travels to Ragadorn. Most of them involved stories of thieves and tavern brawls. Ragadorn is a city 
that, despite the almost constant rain, feels layered with grease. The city has a history of sickness and 
corruption. The Red Death killed over half the population here. It also killed Swift Fox.

With this disturbing memory, you read the signpost in front of you.
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One road is called Barnacle Street and heads towards the east. From the look of it, this is where all the 
taverns are. To the South is Westbank Wharf. The smell coming off that street is extremely offensive, 
not helped by your keen senses. North is Booty Walk, which seems to be a warehouse district of sorts. 
Finally, you could also go west, back to the jetty, and search for the fisherman's boat. From there, your 
tracking skills may be of better use.

LW: Then that is what I shall do

GM: There are many ships of all sizes and nationalities moored on this side of the harbour. The River 
Dorn, which divides the city of Ragadorn, is always busy. Using your skills of tracking, it doesn't take 
you long to find the fishing boat. There is nobody aboard, but a thorough search of the cabin reveals a 
Mace and 3 Gold Crowns. You can take these if you want.

LW: I will.

GM: Suddenly you hear a loud voice hailing you. On shore there is an old man leaning heavily on a 
cane. "What you doing there, boy?"

(remember that camouflage can be used to conceal your accent and bluff people; you sense that this 
man might be a friend of your would-be robbers)

LW: I'll try to pull off being a local and ask if the man knows where the captain and crew of this vessel 
went, that I may have a deal for them.

GM: "Ah!" the old man says, fooled by your the dialect you masterfully copy, your quick response, and 
probably by his poor eyesight. "You must be the man they been waiting to see. Heard they got 
something to sell to you, something nice they picked up this morning. They always stay in the North 
Star Tavern. You'll find it off Barnacle street."

LW: "Ah, why thank you. A coin for your trouble and to keep quiet."

GM: "Hee hee, I always keep quiet! But I'll take the coin. I thought you sounded young to be trading 
with such men, but youse a good sort for all that."

LW: "Ah, it is a family trade and one I adopted easily."

GM: I assume you are heading to the inn at this point?
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LW: Yeah.

GM: Thirty yards along on the left side of Barnacle street, you hear the sound of merriment drifting out 
of a large ramshackle building. There is a creaking sign above the door that proclaims this to be the 
North Star Tavern.

LW: Using my camouflage skills to disguise myself as a local; hopefully I blend in as I enter the tavern 
to find the fishing crew.

GM: The tavern is full of brigands and drunks: the good-for-nothing crews of trading ships moored at 
the jetty, all singing and drinking. Some try their strength at arm-wrestling, drawing a large crowd.  A 
girl with a stringed instrument plays loudly in the corner, occasionally distracted by a groping hand or a 
catcall.  Partially because of your skill of camouflage and partially because half the room is roaring 
drunk, no one notices you.

In a far corner, you see the fishermen that robbed you. They are seated at a round table covered with 
empty ale tankards. One has his head resting on the table, obviously passed out. The other two look 
ready to join him, while the tall one with the scar, who you think of as the captain of the group, seems 
pre-occupied with some tale he is telling to no one in particular.

LW: Camouflage doesn’t help me out to steal stuff does it? tee hee!

GM: Stealing is kind've a mixture of skills. There is no "Discipline of Stealing" amongst the Kai! 
Shame on you, Silent Wolf! What would your dead father say? Probably hraararrrraaoooo... (the dead 
don't speak none too well)

LW: Hah! Well, since I am amply disguised as a local, and the captain and crew are mighty drunk, I 
may use this opportunity to play a tavern wench and help them get to the passing-out phase of their 
stupor.

GM: Okay. You non-nonchalantly grab an unwatched tankard of 
ale from the bar counter and walk it over to the Captain and his 
crew. You saying anything?

LW: "A tankard of ale fer a mighty fine sailin' crew!"

GM: "What? This lot?" the captain says. "They're a bunch of 
worthle-" 
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He suddenly catches sight of 
who exactly he is talking to. 
Your green Kai Cloak has 
probably helped jog his 
memory, as well as the fact that 
it is hard to forget a face you've 
tried to bash in. Or maybe it's 
the barely concealed look of 
blood lust on your face. Hard to 
tell.

LW: Catching his recognition I 
quickly lash out with my 
powers of the mind to floor the 
man, hoping that, coupled with 
the ale, it will do more than stun him.

GM: The captain curses and grabs his head in pain, yelling loudly. The two other men leap to their feet 
at the sound. One kicks over the table, knocking it, the Captain, and their unconscious friend to the 
floor with a lot of cursing. Then the two men, with the table and their mates between them and you, 
take off for the back door and are through it in a flash. You can go after them or make do with the two 
you've got at your feet.

LW: I'll take care of these guys first, and see what they still have.

GM: Action?

LW: I want to render the captain unconscious; I may need him later, so I'll just punch him in the face.  
There is just the captain and the passed out guy right? Well, plus everyone in the bar.

GM: With a single punch you knock the captain cold. It feels good to feel his teeth crunch against your 
knuckles. Chances are, he'll be a few teeth less when he awakens. The other man is beginning to stir 
and trying to move out from under the table, which has his groin pinned. You notice a gleam of silver 
on his finger.

LW: I'll check out that silver, and punch him in the face, too. This feels good.

GML: The gleam turns out, thankfully, to be the Seal of Hammerdal. You take it, nod your thanks at the 
man and then break his nose with your punch. During all of this, no one in the rest of the tavern has 
given you a second thought.

LW: I'll give the two men a quick look over to see what else of my stolen gear they may still have.

GM: Not much. It looks like most of your gold was converted into ale. You find a mere 5 crowns on 
them. There is no sign of your backpack or weapons, though the man you just punched has a dagger 
you can take.
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LW: I'll take it. Guessing the others probably don’t have the rest of my gear I think I'll take the captain 
somewhere private for questioning. . .

GM: Dragging a body through the streets of Ragadorn may gain you the unwanted attention of the city 
guards. From what you recall of this city, justice is not particularly in vogue here.

LW: Are there any rooms I could take him to in the inn?

GM: You could purchase a room by talking to the innkeep.

LW: oo, maybe the stables.

GM: Well, what exactly is your goal, here?

LW: I wanna find out who was going to meet with them and what happened to the rest of my stuff.

GM: You'll have to tread very carefully as far as your inquiries go. First of all, torture is very much 
against the teachings of the Kai. Secondly, if the man puts up a loud enough fuss, he's likely to get you 
noticed by the wrong sort of people.

LW: Damn honorable bums... they're a bunch of paladins aren’t they?

GM: Nah, they'll shiv a man if he gives them reason. But torture... that's a bit extreme. Especially when 
the higher level Kai have things like telepathy. They can just extract information. No need for messes!

LW: Aw, thats just as morally bad as torture!

GM: It's not about morals.  It's about squishiness.

LW: sure, sure.

GM: Actually, even the use of telepathy for those purposes is generally frowned upon.

LW: Anyways, I do want to find out about who hired them and where I could go to get my stuff back (if 
it's possible).

GM: If you want to find out whether it's possible, you could probably tap your sixth sense.

LW: Ok, I'll try that

GM: I'm debating whether I need a roll. Well, roll it, and if you roll really well, you'll get extra info.

LW: Well, I don’t have it fully developed.

DIE ROLL: 6
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GM: You close your eyes and try to let your mind sort together all the recent events. You remember 
Storm Hawk telling you once that the mastery of the discipline of Sixth Sense relied on ordering things 
in the mind so that one could make logical conclusions about a situation. Doing this now, you recall 
several things about these fishermen. For one, they smell badly of fish and sea salt. Obviously their 
trade is no facade.

Also, they spent all the money they took from you on ale. This is not the act of an organized criminal or 
assassin. Chances are, they meant to sell the Seal of Hammerdal as a pretty ring and naught else to 
some random smuggler they happen to know. Or any smuggler who was interested. The chances of 
tracking that larger body of crime known as smuggling could be an entertaining and rewarding venture, 
but it would also be a timely one.

You recall the words of Oggdyn. "40 days, Lone Wolf."

LW: I guess its time to get going, then.

GM: On the other hand, there is a curfew in Ragadorn. It's getting late and you'll need to spend the 
night here. In summary: you could question one or both of the men tonight, but the chances of you 
being able to do anything with the information is slim.

Oh, and by “here,” I don't necessarily mean specifically this inn. Just in Ragadorn, as they shut the city 
gates at night.  So... action?

LW: I'll leave and try to find a safe hole somewhere in the city, like an empty building or something.

GM: You casually slip out the back door (giving the downed captain a kick in the ribs as you pass him, 
for good measure). You find yourself in a small square, in the centre of which is a large stone tomb. 
You could study the tomb, or go west along Tomb Street, or east along Watchtower Street.

LW: A tomb mid city? that is pretty bizarre. I've had bad experiences in tombs. I think I'll take a peak 
but not go in 

GM: Your curiosity peaked by the tomb, you move closer to examine it AND DIE!

… just kidding.

LW: eep

GM: On examining the tomb, the reason for it being in the middle of the city becomes clear. It is the 
crypt of Killean the Overlord. He had been ruler of Ragadorn, but he and many others in Ragadorn died 
during an outbreak of Red Death plague three years ago. The same outbreak that killed Swift Fox. 
There's nothing else to see about the tomb.

LW: I'll head east.

GM: As per its name, the street ends abruptly at a large stone watch tower. You can go in or return to 
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the tavern.

LW: I'll sneak in... or, well, does the tower look abandoned?

GM: No. It looks like it probably is used by the city guard.

LW: Then I wont stay there, I'll head back down tomb street.

GM: This street follows the harbour wall towards the River Dorn where it then turns south into Booty 
Walk. As you pass the warehouses lining the waterfront, you recognize the stone signpost in the centre 
of the square ahead. You're back at the street connecting to the jetty. At this point, the only street you 
haven’t' taken is to the south.

LW: I'll check it out.

GM: Piles of rotting garbage litter this stretch of the waterfront, giving off such an evil smell that you 
are forced to cover your mouth and nose with your cloak. Ahead to your left, you notice the glow of 
torchlight streaming from an open door. Above the door is a sign.

LW: I think I will enter.

GM: You enter a magnificent emporium in which are displayed some of the finest goods of northern 
Magnamund. Even at this late hour, the trading post is busy, as captains and rich merchants haggle over 
the sale or exchange of their cargoes. The owner of the trading post appears to be a young warrior, who 
presides over the auction of goods from an ornate chair held suspended above the floor by four massive 
chains. His men are all dressed in black armour, and on their shields they bear the emblem of a black 
ship on a red crest.

You are walking past a merchant when, by chance, you notice a small boy steal a money pouch from 
his belt and slip it into his boot.

LW: hehe, can i stop the kid? Tell him to cut me in on the deal. . .
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GM: Well, you could confront him here and expose him or follow him outside and confront him there if 
you want to make a deal.

LW: I'll let the kid go, its none of my business.

GM: You ignore the child, instead focusing on the spectacular sights before you. Silk and spices from 
the opulent bazaars of Vassagonia; jewels from the mines of Bor; the finest weapons and armour from 
the smithies of Durenor; furs from the Brumalmarc of Kalte; cloth from Cloeasia; and all kinds of food 
and drink cover the tables.

Near the centre of the trading post you notice that the prices are displayed on large pieces of stretched 
vellum. One of the signs in particular catches your eye

* Swords 4 Gold Crowns each
* Daggers 2 Gold Crowns each
* Broadswords 6 Gold Crowns each
* Spears 5 Gold Crowns each
* Fine Foods 2 Gold Crowns per Meal
* Gold Rings 8 Gold Crowns each
* Fur Blankets 3 Gold Crowns each
* Backpacks 1 Gold Crown each 

Looking at the spears, you notice that one of them is a Giak spear... pretty identical to the one that was 
stolen from you. In fact, you're pretty sure the notches on the spear head were obtained from driving it 
through a certain Vordak...

LW: hehee

GM: Looks like you've found out where your weapons went.

LW: Any chance I could sneak my way out of here with my old stuff?

GM: Not a chance. Even for a Kai Lord.  Maybe a small child could do it!

LW: damn it. I'll buy my sword back, then head out. Not enough for the spear too, sniffle.

GM: Okay! Did you want the backpack?

LW: yar!

GM: You could afford that and the sword

LW: Alright, I'll do that.  Wait, can I sell the mace?

GM: Sure. For 2 crowns. You want the spear and the backpack instead? Or the sword and backpack and 
2 crowns?
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LW: ooh, can I sell the dagger too? Then I may have enough for the spear and sword!

GM: Nah, they don't want your dagger. Too common.

LW: bastards... I'll take my sword, as much as I'm sad to leave the spear behind.

GM: Okay. Let me know if you're around later.

LW: I shall be back later.

GM THOUGHTS: One of the problems with Book 2 is that it is incredibly linear without  
many branching paths.  I think this is most notable in the fact that it is one of the few  
books where you can wander for a long time even though you've already failed your  
mission (AKA lost the Seal of Hammerdal).  There were many times when Lone Wolf  
wanted to do something in this playthrough, like question the fisher captain and his  
men, that the scope of the adventure doesn't leave room for.  I debated for a long time  
the possibility of adding in a small side quest involving the men, but as I plotted it out it  
began to quickly feel contrived.  It makes more sense to me that some trails really do go  
cold and that this was an appropriate place for that to occur.  This was already a side  
quest on its own.  In fact, I had to make calling out to the men seem a little more  
attractive than the original book, what with her (understandable) trust issues.  Even so,  
I was still a bit surprised when she went for it!  Not going for it would have been an  
journey along the beach towards Ragadorn and an interesting night on the edge of the  
Wildlands.

Session 3: Skipping Town

GM: So you leave the emporium. Ragadorn is a very strangely laid out city, you think, as you leave by 
a side door. The streets twist and turn. You feel even more lost here than you did in Holmgard. You 
eventually turn east into Oxyoke Way and notice a sign above the door of a small shop to your left. You 
can continue on your way or enter, if you'd like.
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LW: I'll pass this one up, i have no money and last time I went into a shop it didn't end well.

GM: Okay. You soon reach the end of Oxyoke Way where it is crossed by another street running north 
to south. It is now so dark that you are unable to read the street signs. You must find shelter for the 
night. To your right you see a light above one sign:

Ragadorn Stables and Coach Station

LW: Sounds like it's as good a place as any. I'll sneak in and find some place to curl up.

GM: Seeing nowhere else to go tonight, you enter by a side entrance and spend the night safely hidden 
(and even somewhat comfortable) in the hay-loft. Let's give you another healing roll; +2.

DIE ROLL 5+2; LW 22/25

GM: You awake at dawn to the sound of a shrill cockcrow. You can see the crooked streets of Ragadorn 
through a veil of heavy rain beating down on the cobblestones outside. It has been six days since you 
left Holmgard and you are still 200 miles from Port Bax.

You are in the loft of a very large coach station. A group of green-clad men have arrived and have 
started to clean out one of the coaches. You overhear one of them say that the coach leaves for Port Bax 
at one o'clock this afternoon and that the journey will take seven days.

You also overhear, to your dismay, that it will be the last coach leaving Ragadorn for several days, due 
to a strike by most of the coach drivers. This strike will probably end with some rolling heads. They are 
trying to strong muscle the overlord into taxing their service less.

LW: Needless to say I need to be on that coach, somehow.

GM: Definitely. You're also hungry. You don't have any meals, so that's 3 lost endurance points.

LW: Hold on, I'll do a quick look around to see if there are any apples or such laying about for the 
horses.

GM: No, there's not... not any you'd want to eat anyways. They smell like horse dung.

LW: bummer.

GM: oh wait.

LW: Ah!

GM: They ARE horse dung

LW: Ack!

LW 19/25
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GM: So, you can go down to the street and inquire about prices, if you'd like.

LW: I think I will!

GM: The coachman is a tall fellow with a slouch and a surprisingly thick neck. “Th'fare to Port Bax 's 
20 Gold Crowns,' he says in a gruff Ragadornian accent.

LW: "I'm a bit short perhaps we can work out a deal.  See, I am rather skilled in the arts of combat and 
as I understand the roads are not safe these days. I offer you my skills in combat passage to Port Bax."

GM: The man looks you up and down with obvious contempt. Finally he hocks and spits on the 
pavement. “That's what I think of your deals, girl,” he snarls and walks back towards his coach.

From behind you hear a soft chuckle.

LW: I'll turn to see who was chuckling.

GM: It's a strangely dressed dwarf with a horribly hunched back. “In need of money, dear?” he asks. “I 
know the way to riches.”

LW: "Oh? And how is that, ser?"

GM: “No need for sers here. I am a stunted dwarf and I'd bring you to my bed if I had the strength to do 
so. No, I am no ser. But the people I work for... yes, they like customers. They need customers, if they 
are to run their gambling.”

LW: "And what can you tell me about these people you work for?"

GM: The dwarf laughs insidiously. 'Look behind me,' he says. You do so, and notice that there is a sign 
proclaiming "Gambling House!" At the end of a narrow street, you can see the establishment itself. 
Even at this distance you believe you can hear the cries of dismay, and occasionally of joy, coming 
from within.

LW: "So you want me to go in and gamble?"

GM: “That's right. You could win big, you know. Many do.”

LW: How long do I have until the coach leaves?

GM: Several hours, yet.

LW: Alright, I'll give it a shot.

GM: The establishment is guarded by a burly man who barks out a gruff "Welcome" and asks you to 
leave your weapons at the door.
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LW: So I could use camouflage to hide my dagger, right?

GM: Sure, why not.

LW: hehee... I'm sure this will get me into trouble.

GM: Just don't draw it.

LW: yarp

GM: The entrance hall opens out into a huge room where 
many gambling games are in progress. One that catches your 
eye is called 'Cartwheel'. At one end of a long table, an 
attractive young woman spins a black dish divided into ten 
sections marked 0-9. As the dish spins, she drops a small 
silver ball into it which eventually comes to rest in one of the 
numbered sections. Several merchants are seated around the 
table and they are betting heavily on the fall of the silver ball.

LW: She's got a funny forehead.

GM: Want to play?

LW: I'll sit down and ask for an explanation of the rules.

GM: To play 'Cartwheel', you must first decide the number 
you would like to bet on (1-10) and just how many Gold 
Crowns you would like to stake (you can guess where this is 
going).

LW: Yeah, then you roll and if it's the same I win?

GM: If you pick exactly the same number, you win 8 Gold 
Crowns for every 1 Gold Crown that you gamble. If the number you pick is immediately before or after 
the correct choice, you win 2 Crowns.

'You layin' down a bet, honey?' the woman asks you with a strange lilting accent.

LW: I'll give it a shot.

Lone Wolf looked at the table and wished she'd developed her sixth sense abilities more.

“Six,” she called out after a moment's debate and then, after realizing more was expected of her,  
reluctantly placed a gold crown upon the table, covering up that number.  The woman, guessing that  
yours is the final bet, holds the silver ball up for everyone to examine.  Everyone nodded curtly.  It was  
an old ritual, supposed to ensure the house wasn't cheating.  It didn't really amount to much in reality  
anymore.  The guests used to actually hold the ball in their hands to feel its weight, but that practice  
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had been changed ages ago to stop the customers from cheating.  After a moment of the nodding, the  
woman dropped the ball into the spinning wheel.

DIE ROLL: 5

The ball rolled around the wheel and then came to a bumpy stop on the five.  Lone Wolf wondered if  
she would get two or one crowns for her near-win.  It turned out to be one, bringing her total number  
of crowns to a whopping five.  She decided to try again.  This time she didn't call out her number but  
simply set a coin on the number six.  The same process repeated: the woman showed the coin, the  
wheel was set to spinning, and the ball dropped.

This time the number four came up and Lone Wolf cursed as she lost her coin. This was going to take  
forever.

LW: Are there any other games around?

GM: Yes, there's a card game going at a table.

LW: I'll take a peak at that one

GM: The card game looks like "Ragadorn Screw," a game of bluff and luck. Five people are playing. 
Most of them are sullen characters, but one, a fat merchant with a long black mustache, is laughing 
boisterously. You watch a couple of hands to try to get the feel of the game. During that time, you 
notice that the merchant is not a great player, but is exceedingly wealthy. No matter how many times he  
loses, he continues to lay ridiculous bets down on the table and keeps ordering food and wine from 
nearby waitresses, who seem to be waiting only on him.

LW: So what are the rules of the game?

GM: You are about to take an empty seat at the table when the card dealer yells out at you: “Get out of 
here! This game is closed!”

LW: “Closed? What do you mean closed?”

GM: “Club members only,” the dealer growls.

The fat merchant catches sight of you and gives a mighty roar of laughter. “Come now!” he says. “I've 
got a place for you, my little pretty.” He pats his lap.

You have sixth sense now, right?  Learning it?

LW: Yeah.

GM: You can use it to try and sense the merchant's intentions, if you want.

LW: I shall.
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DIE ROLL: 9

GM: You sense that the merchant is a fat fool (as if that wasn't obvious). He is very wealthy and has 
been slipping crowns down the shirts of the serving women. While you must look somewhat frightful 
after a morning half drowned and a night at sea, for whatever reason he has taken an interest in you. No 
doubt it will be an uncomfortable hour or two, but he's sure to slip you more crowns than you could 
ever make gambling here, if only you'll cater to his gluttonous nature. You doubt he'll even leave the 
table, so there's no fear of ending up in a room with him alone.

LW: I have a very sick feeling like I already want to vomit but I don't think I have much of a choice.

GM: So your action is...?

LW: Tough one indeed *ill*

GM: You could also check out what else is going on. There's a man arm-wrestling at another table.

LW: I'll go bother with the merchant and just get this over with.

GM: ha, okay.  For queen and country, and all that?

LW: Not going sit on his lap yet just going to stand next to him and pretend to be interested.

(mostly cause i only have 4 coins -_-)

GM: Okay, standing by the merchant, he immediately puts a chubby arm around your waist and pulls 
you against him. You can smell him from here. It smells like a combination of alcohol and milk.

LW: I'll fake a girly giggle and play with his hair while finding it hard to keep myself from vomiting on 
his lap.

GM: He chuckles at this as he makes his card plays and idly reaches a hand up to fondle your breast. 
It's the same kind of behavior he's been exhibiting on the serving girls. He's obviously used to getting 
his way. 

LW: *Grimace* I pat his back, starting to wonder if I can just steal his money pouch.

GM: You put up with about five minutes of this, feeling disgustingly used by this man and vowing to 
never return to Ragadorn. In that time, though, the merchant slips you 10 crowns.  Then, just as you are 
thinking you can't deal with another one of his pats, you realize that one of the sullen faced players is 
cheating. He's slipping cards out of a sleeve in his pocket while the dealer and everyone else is not 
looking.

LW: I think I may try using mind over matter to expose this cheater by making the cards fall out of his 
sleeves.

GM: Beautiful!
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LW: Next time he reaches for his winnings.

GM: You do so, timing it just right so that several cards fall out of the sleeve as he reaches for the 
winnings.  Immediately there is a mass of confusion as the players start yelling at each other and the 
dealer calls for guards. You never see the end of the fight. You are out of the establishment along with 
the fat merchant's coin purse, a hefty thing stuffed with crowns.  The merchant's coin purse can replace 
your current one. It can hold up to 70 crowns instead of 50.  It currently has 40 crowns inside.

LW: Nice

GM: (not including the ones you 
got from your, er, diligence)

LW: So I'm up to 54? 

GM: Yeah.  You'd better get the 
hell out of here, though, before 
the merchant realizes what's up

LW: I leave quick, picking up my sword on the way out.  I'm off to pay for travel to the city.

GM:  The coach driver doesn't even seem to remember you from before and accepts your coins with a 
non-committal grunt. Erase 20 crowns from your new-fangled purse and add a ticket to Port Bax as a 
special item.

The man takes you to a coach that is waiting near the east gate of the seaport. It is empty and you take a 
seat near one of its circular windows. You are relieved to find that the seat is quite comfortable, for the 
journey to Port Bax will take seven days.  Stowing your equipment beneath the seat, you settle back in 
comfort and doze off.  Healing roll.

DIE ROLL: 7; LW 25/25

GM: You are awoken when the cart comes to a sudden halt. Looking around, you see there are five 
other passengers and the journey to Durenor has already begun. Outside the cart there are some armed 
horsemen. They wear the black ship and red crest emblem of Lachlan the Overlord of Ragadorn (the 
same emblem you saw in the emporium). They are peering inside the cart with obvious interest.

LW: I'll try to make myself as inconspicuous as possible using my camouflage skills.

GM: The cart is too small to truly hide from these men, but your fears are soon laid to rest when they 
declare they are taxmen. They demand gold in payment for what they call 'exit taxes': one Crown from 
each passenger. The other travelers each place a Crown on a small plate and hand it to you.

LW: I'll do the same.
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GM: The guards make a mocking thank you to all of the passengers and ride off. The coach continues 
on its way..

During the course of the afternoon's journey, you chat with your fellow travelers and learn about their 
backgrounds.  Sitting opposite you are two brothers: Ganon and Dorier. They are knights in the Order 
of the White Mountain, warrior lords of Durenor who have pledged allegiance to protect the country 
from raids by the bandits of the Wildlands. They own a castle and land near Port Bax.  Next to them 
sits Halvorc the merchant. His nose is swollen and his face is badly bruised thanks to Lachlan, the 
Overlord of Ragadorn. A little misunderstanding about port taxes lost him his cargo and most of his 
gold.

Seated by the far door is a priest called Parsion. Like you, he is a Sommlending who has journeyed 
across the Wildlands by coach on his way to Port Bax, looking to take up residence at a monastery 
there. He keeps his face mostly hidden under a heavy hood.

Beside you sits a young woman called Viveka. She is a mercenary adventuress who earns her gold by 
fighting for it, and sells her services to the highest bidder. She is returning to Port Bax having collected 

payment for a successful adventure in Ragadorn.

If you wish to engage any of these passengers in 
further conversation pick one and let me know. 
Otherwise, you say little and drift back into sleep as 
the journey continues.

LW: I'll talk to Parsion - I'm curious about why he 
left.

GM: Do you mention the war in Holmgard at all?

LW: I'll ask if he has news about Holmgard, say I 
heard something about a war, but give no mention 
that I was there.

GM: Parsion says he comes from Eshnar, which is a 
city below the Wildlands that technically belongs to 
Sommerlund but is on the border of several nations. 
He says he hasn't been to Holmgard in years and 
mentions nothing about the war. In fact, from the 
comments of the others as you mention war, none of 
the passengers seem aware of Holmgard's current 
predicament.

When asked why he left Parsion becomes 
uncomfortable and stops talking abruptly for some 
time. You are just as well for the silence. He keeps his 
hood over his face the entire time you talk so you 
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can't see his eyes or much of his face. He also speaks in a monotone voice with odd pauses, as if he has 
to think about what he's saying or is distracted. It makes it tiring to talk to him.

Suddenly, though, he speaks up again... “Where are you from, stranger?” he asks.

LW: "I am originally from Summerlund, but have been traveling for quite some time."

GM: “For what purpose? What do you do?”

LW: "I just felt I wanted to see the world. I was always told stories from far off places when I was 
young, so I decided to see them for myself"

GM: “It is not cheap to travel,” the priest observes.

LW: "I make due. Odd jobs here and there. . ."

GM: “Odd jobs?” the priest asks.

LW: "I know how to use a sword, it makes me valuable on occasion. And sometimes I just get lucky."

GM: “Lucky? Is that so...” The priest is shaking. It takes you some time before you realize he is 
chuckling to himself. He doesn't say anything else. You can try talking to another passenger, if you'd 
like.

LW: I'll bother the mercenary.

GM: Anything in particular you want to talk about? Or just small talk?

LW: I'll ask to talk to her about combat.  Bad-ass battle chick conversations ya know.

GM: Viveka proves a much more lively conversationalist than Parsion. Indeed, you can hardly get a 
word in while she regales you with stories of her latest adventure, a journey that took her as far as 
Vassagonia, the exotic desert nation in the south east.

Eventually, though, she asks you where you learned your own brand of swordplay, having overheard 
you talk with the priest.

LW: I tell her my father worked for the city guard and I learned it from him, then picked up more skills 
in my travels.

GM: "Which city would that be?" she wants to know.

LW: “Holmgard, but that was years ago. I left when I was rather young.”

GM: “Ah," Viveka seems sympathetic. “It is difficult for a woman on the road. But I'd rather live my 
life by the sword than by washing dish pans or sitting in the laps of old men.”
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LW: "I completely agree."

GM: Viveka nods her head, as if saying she knows you would agree, and then launches into another 
long-winded tale about the time her travels left her stranded at the edge of the Danaarg, a vast swamp 
in the West of Magnamund, very dangerous territory. So dangerous that you're not sure you completely 
believe her tale.  Though you can't help but smile when she talks about taking on two Gourgaz at once.

Viveka's stories chew up the time left in the day. They are entertaining stories but you are just getting 
tired of the endless prattle about swordplay and monsters when the coach pulls to a halt. You are at a 
roadside inn on the way to Port Bax. The cost of a room for the night is 1 Gold Crown for coach 
passengers and 3 Gold Crowns for anyone else. As you are about to enter, the coach driver demands to 
see your ticket.

LW: I'm hoping I still have it?

GM: You do. As you are handing over the ticket for inspection, your developing powers of sixth sense 
sense a chill down your spine. You feel the eyes of someone from the coach on you, watching your 
every move.

LW: So someone is watching me? Who is it?

GM: You don't know. When you turn away from the driver, the others are already heading inside the 
inn. You want to join them?

LW: Sure. I walk in with them, though before going into the inn I glance back at the coach one more 
time.

GM: The coach sits as it normally does when it's not moving. The driver is patting down the horses. 
The inn is warm but poorly furnished. A meal costs 1 crown, ale 1 crown, and rooms 1 crown. Maybe 
the innkeeper can't count above one.

LW: I giggle at that thought.  I'll buy a meal for now and another one for the road.

GM: Sure, okay. Add that to your backpack. Of course, you'll also want to buy a room for the night. 
Everyone is staying here.

LW: Indeed!

GM: You sleep deeply without being disturbed before rising at dawn, gathering your equipment and 
joining the others as they board the coach. For two days and nights, the coach follows the trade route 
across the flat, treeless Wildlands. The only thing of interest you see in this entire time is an Elix, a  
large predatory cat, stalking the side of the road. The coach stops only to allow the driver to sleep and 
relieve himself.

At night, you stop at inns along the roadside, all of them identical to the first, and manned by 
innkeepers who say little and have the wide stares of those who are perpetually frightened. It is a rough 
life, living on the edge of the Wildlands. In this time, you spend 2 more crowns on room and board. 
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You also get the chance to learn more about your fellows. I'll let you pick one thing about each 
passenger you'd like to know, and tell you what you discover.

LW: Let me just check up to the backgrounds again one moment. I'm still only really interested in 
Parsion, but I'll ask the knights about what normal dangers they see in the wilderness

The knights, it turned out,  dealt mostly with bandits. Lone Wolf  heard a lot about the different  
organizations of the bandits, little of which she was interested in at the moment. After a while, she fell  
silent and let the two brothers carry on the conversation themselves.  Her ears perked up again,  
though, when Dorier mentioned Sommerlund.

“What were you just saying?” Lone Wolf asked and Dorier nodded to her.

“I was speaking of the bandits we've yet to catch.  
The biggest trouble has been those outlaws riding  
up from the east.  They  has been working their way  
towards the Great Forest.”

“Apparently the bandits have a brave new  
leadernamed Barraka,” Gannon added in.  
“Supposed to be a real warrior this one, maybe  
some lord who has left the Stornlands after a family  
disgrace.  You never know.  A right problem for us.”

"Yeah, but if he goes into the Great Forest, he'll find  
himself come face to face with the Kai," Dorier  
said.

“So that's the forest around Holmgard, aye?” Lone  
Wolf interjected.

"Aye!" Ganon laughed. "I'd like to see the results of  
that fight! Make our job a lot easier, wouldn't it?"

“The Kai have better things to do then hunt bandits,  
I'm sure,” Lone Wolf said, noticing that the priest  
was listening idly to the conversation.  “How are  
you doing?” she asked, all smiles and innocence.

“I hope he's well,” Viveka cut in.  She hadn't  
spoken for a half hour, it was past time for her to  
get a word (or more likely a paragraph) in.  “For a  
priest to fall ill on a trip is a poor omen, indeed.”

“No, no,” Parsion waved away her concern.  “I am 
fine.  Thinking.  But fine.  Just thinking.”
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“I'll be fine when I'm far away from these blighted lands.  Not the Wildlands... I mean Ragadorn.”  
This little hiss of convection came from Halvorc, whose swollen face forced him to slur his words.  
Halvorc had been silent most of the trip, perhaps due to his injuries, but Viveka made up for a lot of  
silence on anybody's part.  Lone Wolf had never met anyone who could draw conversation out of  
people like water from a well.

Soon Parsion was forgotten and Halvorc and Viveka were deep in a loud conversation about the ills of  
Ragadorn and the glories of Durenor, in which they both have spent the majority of their lives.  
Listening, Lone Wolf got a more or less complete history of Hammerdal.  Durenor, of which  
Hammerdal was capital, was arguably the most powerful nation in Northern Magnamund. While it  
lacked Sommerlund's Brotherhood of the Crystal Star and Kai Monks, it had bountiful harvests and  
easily defended land.  Indeed, Durenor was considered the safest nation in nearly all of Magnamund.

Halvorc also added that it was the favoured abode of merchants, because Dureneese, by their culture,  
have a ridiculously high sense of honor.

“Honor?” Lone Wolf said, thinking of the kindness and gentleness of her Kai mentors.

“Imagine an entire nation of Paladins and you start to get the picture,” Viveka said.

“Oh,” Lone Wolf felt a stab of anxiety.  She knew the word Paladin, it meant a warrior which followed  
a strict moral code which forced them to act for the good of their people.  But would Durenor see  
consider giving away one of the most powerful weapons in history an act of righteousness or an act of  
folly?

Dureneese were not Sommlending in descent. They came from the Ulnarians, who migrated from the  
South, while the Sommlending supposedly were the Children of Kai and Ishir (though most likely  
arrived from one or more of the many uncharted islands lying far off the coast of Magnamund).  The  
two nations were strong allies and between them had posed a powerful enough force to deter a full out  
invasion on either country.  Sommerlund, though, lay in a less easily defended position.  Durenor could  
hold out for years, perhaps forever, without the aid of its sister-city.

Hammerdal itself was considered the greatest city of the North and, as could be seen from any map,  
was well protected by an entire mountain range.  What threats Durenor faced came mostly from the  
sea. Pirates, especially the Shadakine from Southern Magnamund and the dread buccaneers of the  
Lakuri isles, continued to pester merchant trading vessels sailing to and from Durenor.  Also, the  
Wildlands were not a safe land to have your border on.  Though mostly dead and barren, they were the  
home of resilient beasts and bandits, neither of which had qualms about raiding the villages along  
Durenor's border.

“Do not doubt that King Alin the Second has a plan for removing those bandits,” Gannon said with a  
smile, clearly considering himself and his brother a part of that plan.

Even Viveka, who had shown a distaste for the brothers, nodded solemnly at this.

“An extremely intelligent, honorable, and justice-minded individual who values the safety and public  
benefits of his citizens over the wealth of the nation,” Halvorc's words left Lone Wolf's eyes wide.  
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There was more praise in that one sentence than Lone Wolf had heard him utter the entire trip.

“Nothing,” Parsion said.  “Nothing compared with the Grace of Ishir and her lord Kai.”

The two knights gave the priest a look that would have curdled milk.  It was not wise to insult a  
Paladin's lord in front of him.  Parsion seemed to recognize his mistake immediately.  “No, no no,” he  
said, with his characteristic twitching voice.  “Just enamored.  The Grace of the gods is all  
encompassing.  I'm sure your lord has it.”

His answer was weak, but it gave the knights an excuse not to seek further reparation.  Seizing the  
opportunity to learn more about the priest, Lone Wolf began speaking of the ways of priesthood, but it  
was to little avail.  Parsion mentioned spreading the word of Kai and Ishir (particularly Ishir) but  
didn't give many specifics as to his actions in this regards. As usual, his answers were short, curt, and  
spoken with lots of long pauses that make Lone Wolf want to strangle him. Eventually his monotone  
voice drifted off in the middle of a sentence.  He was the most absentminded priest she'd ever heard tell  
of.

GM: On the morning of the ninth day of your quest, there is an unfortunate accident.  Let's have you 
roll the die for lady luck.

DIE ROLL: 5

GM: And the unfortunate accident is...

... Halvorc launches into another lengthy lecture on Dureneese history!

LW: ha ha! I strangle him in his sleep?

GM: Of course, the accident is far worse than historical discourse. It seems that an evil fate is always 
one step ahead of you. One of the wheels jams in a deep rut and three of the large wooden spokes are 
shattered. You are forced to stop and replace the wheel before you can continue to Port Bax. The driver 
will need help and no one is volunteering to aid him.

LW: Looks like I will. I'm in a rush so I'm willing to help in anyway I can.

GM: You volunteer to help the driver by levering the coach axle with a long staff, so that the spare 
wheel can be slid into position. You are pushing down on the stout branch with all your strength, when 
the horses suddenly rear up and race forward. The staff springs back and catches you square in the face, 
knocking you backwards to the ground. You are stunned and you lose 2 ENDURANCE points. 

LW 23/25

GM: The driver is not so lucky. The coach has run over him. As the poor man dies in your arms, his last 
words are: “No accident.”

LW: So by this time I am pretty convinced we have a saboteur.
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GM: Slowly, one by one, the other travelers appear and stare in shock at the dead coachman. The 
Knights have looks of suspicion on their faces. Halvorc, seeing the crushed man, runs to be sick on the 
side of the road. Viveka toys with the hilt of her blade. Parsion is the only one to speak:

"We must bury him, so he may rest under Ishir's light."

LW: "I agree, may you do the honors?"

GM: I'm planning on keeping a closer eye on everyone at this point; maybe attempting to use my 
developing sixth sense.

GM: All your developing sense tells you right now is that you were the intended victim of this 
"accident."

LW: Did we manage to repair the coach?

GM: Yes. That's how it was able to run over the driver. Worst repairs he ever did!

LW: Indeed.

GM: The knights dig the grave, Parsion says some simple rites. There are a few moments of silence. No 
one seems to know quite what to say, but no one seems to want to cast the first dirt over the body, 
either.

Finally, the priest breaks the silence.

"I do hope we're not blamed for his death," he says, a thin line of anxiety creeping into his usually 
monotone voice.

“It was an act of the gods,” says Dorier.

“I shall testify to that,” says Ganon. “Lies are never spoken by Knights of the White Mountain.”

Viveka leans close to you and whispers in your ear.

“He speaks truth. In Durenor, a true knight will speak only the truth whether for his own good or ill.”

Parsion seems to know this fact, for he appears greatly relieved at the Knight's words. He picks up a 
mound of dirt and casts it over the body of the driver. One by one, the rest of you follow example, 
continuing the ritual until the body is buried.

Anything to add, or should I move on?

LW: I remain silent.

GM: Halvorc ends up volunteering to drive the coach, claiming that he's traveled these roads many 
times before.
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LW: Is it night or day?

GM: Morning.

LW: I offer to ride with Halvorc.

GM: Halvorc accepts your offer gratefully. He is highly nervous after the morning's events. Still, 
despite the gloom that settles over your heart, the day turns bright and cheery and you are all soon once 
more on the road heading towards the eastern horizon. It is late in the afternoon when you arrive at a 
coach station in a small coastal village known as Gorn Cove, which is mainly populated by outcasts, 
thieves and Szalls.

(This puts you at the edge of the Wildlands.  Szalls are 
lesser forms of Giak that escaped the Darklands and live 
mostly in the Wildlands. They are pitiful, distrustful, 
creatures that travel in packs and mostly subsist by 
scavenging flesh and coin from the unwary and dead)

LW: (Lovely)

GM: At Gorn's Cove, the death of the coachman is met by 
the villagers with great suspicion, but Dorier's words 
convince them that it was accidental. There is only one 
inn, a tavern known as the Forlorn Hope. Its state of 
disrepair is typical of all the other hovels in this poor sea 
village. A room for the night costs 1 Gold Crown. All the 
others pay the one-eyed innkeep before he'll let them 
inside. Then it's your turn to pay.

LW: I offer to take care of the horses since we no longer 
have a driver.

GM: Do you pay the innkeep?

LW: Sure, but I'm not going in yet.

GM: Okay. Any plans aside from caring for the horses?

LW: Stealing one and bailing.

GM: Oh yeah?

LW: I don't trust these guys: one is planning on killing me. 
I'm gonna find someone to buy some tack or steal some 
then ride off! I'm so noble, I know.
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GM: The only problem is, Halvorc shows up shortly after you get the horses in the stables, offering to 
help you in return for your accompaniment earlier.

LW: (damn, you are just gonna keep me here aren’t you?)  I refuse, saying I can take care of it. But I 
thank him for his concern.

GM: Halvorc nods and lets you care for the horses. But he seems loathe to leave, as if there is 
something on his mind he wants to talk with you about. Finally, he can contain himself no longer and 
blurts out: “I think the driver's death was no accident, despite what the knight says.”

LW: "And what makes you think this?"

GM: “Well, when you got out to help the driver, I left to... take care of... well, you know. Everyone got 
out to stretch at that point. And... well, look I've been riding and trading in horses since I was a child! 
For them to bolt like that... it's not in their breed. Something had to force them to it!”

LW: "Did you notice anyone missing when the horse spooked? or hear anything unusually?"

GM: “Like I said, I was... taking care of... you know. But everyone was milling about. It had to be one 
of them! Look, I trust you. I don't know... maybe it's because you look a bit like my daughter, bless her 
soul. But I had to tell someone. I think someone here may be trying to keep me from getting to 
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Hammerdal!”

LW: I nod. "What do you know of the others? Do you have suspicions?"

GM: Halvorc grimaces. “Could be any of 'em. That Viveka stands to make a healthy profit if someone 
has paid her to stop me. The knights... well, a perfect guise, don't you think? Knights don't lie... huh, 
unless they aren't really knights in the first place!”

LW: I nod again. “Perhaps you should get to dinner.  I'll meet you in a bit and we'll keep an eye out for 
anything out of the ordinary.”

GM: Halvorc is distinctly unsatisfied but there's nothing more for him to say.  He nods miserably and 
shuffles off, leaving you alone at last. By this time, the sun is setting.

LW: Good time to run...?

GM: You could run now, yeah

LW: It is rather tempting.

GM: Either way works for me.

LW: I need to get to the city and i know who ever it is will be after me, so I'll steal a horse and run for 
it.  Using Animal Kinship.

DIE ROLL: 8

GM: Perhaps luck is smiling upon you at last. The other horses don't panic as you try to lead the one 
away. So you have probably bought yourself a good half hour before anyone goes looking for you. 
Your theft of the horse goes unnoticed, in any case, at least until you are out of the village. You spur the 
horse along the twisting village street across a wooden bridge and up a steep path towards the crest of 
the cove. In the light of the moon, you catch a glimpse of a signpost pointing eastwards.

To further your advantage, you ride all night without sleep. As the dawn breaks, you are greeted by a 
startling change of landscape. The barren Wildlands have given way to moors and waterlogged fens. 
And a dark shadow runs the length of the eastern horizon for as far as the eye can see. This is the 
Durenor forest, the natural frontier of the mountain kingdom where it borders the untamed Wildlands. 
It is indeed a welcome sight.
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You are no more than a day's ride from Port Bax, but you are tired after your night ride and you must 
eat a Meal or lose 3 ENDURANCE Points.

(If you had the Kai Discipline of Hunting, you could use this skill to trap a wild moor-rat or marsh-bird 
for your breakfast)

LW: I'll eat the meal I bought earlier.

GM: The funny thing is, now that you've fled, you'll have the driver's death blamed on you.

LW: Hah, I kinda figured that!

GM: Could be dangerous if you make it to Hammerdal, the very justice-based city of Durenor!

LW: I'm trying to play less of a goody goody and it'll keep biting me in the ass... I'm in a hurry so I'm 
hoping to make it to Hammerdal before news of this whole event happens.

GM: Yeah, I'd say speed is your ONLY ally now.

LW: I'm not allowed to trust people anyways.  THEY keep biting me in the ass.

GM: If you can make it to Hammerdal before news of the theft spreads, you'll be in a position to make 
your case. Get there afterwards... well, the prison is full of honest men, they say.  

And women.

But women for not as long.

GM THOUGHTS: She totally knew it was Parsion.  He wasn't exactly subtle, was it?  I don't  
know if I actually thought she wouldn't pick up on the priest or if I was just having too much  
fun playing him as suspicious to care.  Still, she really threw me for a loop this time.  I spit my  
tea when she said “stealing one and bailing.”  That, “oh yeah?” from me was stalling for time.  
So was Halvorc.  But when she accused me of intending to keep her there, my better GM senses  
jumped in and I thought, hell, why not?  When you think about it, you begin to wonder why it  
wasn't an option in the original. In any case, her decision to leave the beaten path here started  
me thinking about what else could potentially change in the books.

Session 4: Undesired Fights
GM: Last we left Silent Wolf, you were on the trail to Port Bax.  In front of you was a signpost, telling 
you there were 50 miles to go. You could probably make it in a few hours if you ride hard.

LW: How does my horse seem to be faring?

GM: It is tired, but not frothing or anything. You are also tired. I think we made you eat last time, yah?
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LW: I'll push on, not too hard though - I don’t want the horse to die before reaching the city. Hell, I 
don’t want the horse to die at all!  I still kinda like the critters (they don’t try to kill me).  i think I ate  
the meal after leaving the inn? i don’t have it anymore; don’t remember when i ate it.

GM: I think you did... I think that's where we stopped.

The road follows a course along a high, grassy ridge for many miles before turning northwards to the 
coast. There isn't much civilization along the road. You pass a village where the houses curve in a circle 
around a large pond of stagnant water. As you ride through, a gaggle of Szall children come running 
towards you, shouting and throwing stones. You ride past, ignoring them.

You descend into the deep valley and gradually the moor gives way to richer land that has been cleared 
and ploughed. The hillside opposite is heavily wooded. You are not far from the coast and you can see 
the tall cliffs with their multicoloured bands of rock jutting 
out into the ocean. Then, just as you are passing through a 
small copse, you see a strange sight in the road ahead. 

You spur your horse through the tangle of trees until you 
enter a small clearing. Six Szalls are jumping excitedly 
around the writhing body of a man on the ground. A 
strangely carved spear is stuck in his chest, and lying dead 
beside him is the body of a Knight of the White Mountain. 
The creatures are shrieking at each other and appear to be unconcerned with the man's obvious agony. 
The man is crying out for your help

LW: Almost hoping I would not be recognized, I consider riding on until he calls out to me. Then I 
actually feel a bit guilty, knowing maybe I can do something about this situation. I'll charge in, sword 
drawn and shrieking like a crazy woman to try to frighten off the Szalls. If they'll run I'll let them go.

GM: The cowardly Szalls squeal in terror and run in all directions to avoid your blows. They have soon 
fled from the clearing. One calls you a "Bakdabab" a word you recognize from your camouflage 
training.  It equates, to our modern ears, as "fucking white boy."

LW: Ha ha! I'll dismount and see if I can help the knight.

GM: The Knight is dead.

LW: er, the man, then.

GM: The man is barley alive and too weak to talk beyond gasps and the occasional groan for help. 
Obviously the source of his pain is the spear stuck through his middle.

LW: I shall pull it out and then see if my healing skills can do anything to at least ease his pain.

GM: The carved spear is made of metal, yet it feels as light as if it were made of wood. You notice the 
shaft is covered in runes and magic emblems. As you carefully pull it from the man's chest, he gives a 
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long sigh of relief. The man's eyes close. You think he may be dead. At least you calmed his passing.

Roll for sixth sense real quick

DIE ROLL: 5

GM: You sense that this spear is more than just an ordinary weapon

LW: hehe, I had already gotten that impression. I'll ditch my dagger and keep this spear, it may be a 
good replacement for my lost Giak Spear.

GM: Actually, this spear is so light you can carry it as a third weapon!

LW: Oh, nice.

GM: Mark it as a Rune Spear on your special items list. It's from the old kingdom and was forged to 
fight off evil creatures.

LW: I'll assume that it was the Szaals that put it into this mans chest. I'll do a check of the rest of the 
area to see if there is anything else of note, especially to examine the knights corpse as well before 
riding on

GM: You turn away from the man and head over to the Knight's body. The knight's visor is raised and 
what you can see of his face is terrible. It has been slashes to ribbons. One eye hangs from the socket, 
staring up at you with sightless blue pupils. You are backing away from this vision of horror when you 
feel hands close around your neck from behind. A burning sensation fills your skin.

LW: This sounds familiar.

GM: And feels familiar.

LW: I Remember my experience with the Helghast before I attempt to butt my assailant with the back 
of the spear which I so recently acquired.

GM: Might I suggest the point rather than the butt?

LW: ha ha! If I can use the point I shall!

GM: I assume you kept the spear out?

LW: Yeah, I just picked it up, I'm sure I'm holding it.

GM: Then you'll twist and stab it into the creature. Roll it.

DIE ROLL: 5

GM: Okay, it's a solid blow. Your assailant shrieks and pulls away from you. The burning of its hands 
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leaves you with 2 endurance gone (although, I forgot to heal you to full during your night ride, so just 
leave yourself at 23/25).

LW 23/25

GM: You turn and see that indeed your opponent's skin is undergoing the same disturbing 
transformation that you witnessed in the king's court. This is another Helghast, one of the most vile of 
the Darkspawn and one of the deadliest. Your quick thinking has saved you from a painful death under 
its vice-like grip but now you must fight it to the death.

(At this point I'll have you roll for CS. Add 9 to the roll. The Helghast, after your last blow, has 23 life 
left).

DIE ROLL 4+9

Studying about Helghasts in her classes had always seemed a  
boring and meaningless task until very recently.  She had little  
technical knowledge to draw upon, but she remembered some  
of the details of your last encounter with one. Such as the fact  
that the creature was immune to normal weapons and could  
move surprisingly fast. Under the circumstances, its deadly  
claws were going to be her biggest concern.  She needed to  
keep her distance.

Lone Wolf also recalled the words of her tutor, Storm Hawk:  
“The best defense is a good, solid, wall.  Failing that,  
improvise.”   Lone Wolf stepped backwards over the body of  
the Knight.  She had the longer range.  She told herself that the  
Knight wasn't a human anymore, it was a lump of meat, an  
obstacle that gave her the advantage of range and position.  
Maybe her opponent would trip over the corpse in his next  
attack

As she maneuvered behind the knight's body, the Helghast  
charged. As it came at her, she felt a searing pain shoot  
through her head and she gasped in pain.

LW 22/25

The Helghast was attacking her with the power of its mind even  
as it closed to rend her to shreds with its claws. As it neared,  
she frantically tried to recover your senses and ward off its  
attack.  As the world began to blur, she planted her spear in the  
ground and lowered it in the direction of the charging creature.  
She gripped the spear, not feeling the metal against her skin,  
registering this as a concern somewhere deep in the back of  
her mind.  Her vision faded to black.
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DIE ROLL: 8

Pain awoke her.  Claws that felt like hot pokers on her skin were tearing chunks of her flesh out of her  
arms and chest, ripping into her tunic.  The Helghast was reaching around her spear to strike at her.  
Lone Wolf exhaled her fear in a quick gasp and drove the spear forward, pushing herself away and  
stabbing at a distance. The Helghast shrieked in fury as her spear slashed at its chest and arms. No  
doubt the magical weapon felt much to it as its horrible touch did to human skin.

LW 20/25; Helghast 18/30

Lone Wolf set a wide, powerful stance and pushed her brief advantage, aiming a thrust at the heart of  
the Helghast, eager to put an end to its foul existence.  She leaned her weight into the blow, carrying  
her off balance but putting momentum behind the strike,

DIE ROLL: 9

Like a bloated spider whose abdomen is stung by the wasp it seeks to ensnare, the Helghast convulsed  
madly on the end of Lone Wolf's spear.  Had the creature a heart it would've burst from the force of the  
blow. Instead, black blood spilled from the wound and sprayed across Lone Wolf's face with a smell  
that reminded her of the rotting corpses of her countrymen beneath the Monastery's fallen stones.  The  
Helghast did crumple and die as she had hoped. Instead, it released another piercing cry that drove the  
pain in her head even further into her senses, giving her a momentary flash of blindness.

LW 17/25; Helghast 7/30

Lone Wolf summoned her willpower and pulled herself back into the waking world even as the  
Helghast tore itself off the spear, leaving behind long strings of flesh and muscle that continued to  
pulse and sizzle on the end of the weapon.  It's pain filled shriek filled her with a sense of bravery even  
as it shook her to her core.  She was prevailing.  She would win this fight.  The Helghast leapt at her, a  
powerful sprint that attempted to break through her defenses for a final blow. Lone Wolf spun to the  
side, hoping to catch the beast off balance and drive her spear into the back of its skull.

DIE ROLL: 5

The red of pain bled into her mind as a claw dug a deep line into her side and again her head exploded  
with pain.  Her own blow was caught by the Helghast's hand.  Even as the flesh of its fingers began to  
boil and melt, it increased its mental attack.  Her brain felt pressed, like it would leak from her skull if  
pushed any further.

SW 11/25 Helghast 3/30

Its eyes burned fire into hers.  Letting out a scream of her own, Lone Wolf ripped the spear free of the  
infernal grasp and raised it for an overhead stab at the creature's face.

DIE ROLL: 4
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Her vision went completely red as she made her final stab against the vicious spawn of Naar. Her mind  
had lost all control over its thoughts, all that remained was pain and a wish for that pain to end.  She  
felt as though her very brain was bleeding, melting all your thoughts away in the process. And then  
suddenly, the feeling was gone. The world around her was shockingly serene. Birds were singing in the  
woods surrounding the clearing. The sun shone a beautiful new dawn upon the world. Black flowers  
sprouted under her feet, except... looking closer, she saw these were no flowers but the blood of the  
Helghast, laying stabbed underneath her spear, the fire in its eyes finally gone out.

She should have been proud.  She was probably the only living person who could say she had defeated  
two Helghasts.  Instead, she was exhausted and frightened.

LW 5/25

LW: I has a magic spear!

GM: yes, you have a dread spear of the old days. However... you no longer have a horse. It fled during 
the battle. Not that you can really blame it. You notice the Helghast was wearing a small side bag.

LW: I'll check it out.

GM: The pack contains a scroll written upon a strange material that you eventually realize, with a  
queezy feeling in your stomache, is human skin. A message has been scrawled upon it, though only one 
word is in a language you recognize. That word is "Kai."

The pack also contains an evil-looking dagger with a black blade, exactly like the one used to stab King 
Ulnar. There is also a block of cold obsidian whose purpose you can't begin to imagine, and a vial 
stoppered with wax and made of frosted glass, so that you can't see its contents. All of these items bear 
the signs of the Darklords' craft.

LW: Whats the significance of obsidian?

GM: Obsidian is a black rock formed by extremes of heat and pressure. It has great significance in 
alchemist rituals, though you have no practice in those arts and cannot devise what purpose the 
Helghast intended to use it for.  Give me a roll of the die. Give yourself a +2 for mind over matter.

DIE ROLL: 9+2

GM: By concentrating on the Obsidian you are shocked to feel the touch of a powerful mind brush 
against your own. Quickly you retract your connection, remembering what happened at the Tomb of the 
Dead King. This was no Dead King you just felt though. You have a sickening feeling you just 
attempted to contact Darklord Zagarna, who now sits at Holmgard's gates, through the obsidian. Such a 
contact would not have gone well for you. But now, you feel that you know the Obsidian block's 
purpose. It was to keep the Helghast in contact with its dread master.

LW: Now I am fixed with a dilemma. The block could be both useful and bad. I wonder if I could ever 
use it to my advantage against the Darklord. But I also suspect keeping it with my belongings may alert 
him to my presence. I decide it would be better to bury it, along with the dagger. Would it be possible 
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to do a similar check on the vial?

GM: The only way to know the vial's contents would be to break the stopper and see what's inside. 
There's no way to do so without effectively releasing whatever liquid's inside. You could use Mind over 
matter to break the seal from a distance.

LW: I'll get rid of the vial as well, then try to put some distance between myself and this area before 
getting some rest. Or, would it be possible to track the horse? It may not have run off that far.

GM: Sure, you can track the horse. However, you can plainly see that it ran back the way you came. 
Going after it might mean a fruitless backtrack. Of course, it might also mean finding your horse, 
which would probably be worth the effort.

LW: How far am I from the city now?

GM: Hard to tell for sure. Probably about 25 miles to go. Maybe less. Could even be more, depending 
on how winding the road is. But around 25.

LW: I'll back track a short while to look for the horse.

GM: Let's have you roll the die on this one. This isn't for following the horse's tracks, you do that 
flawlessly. It concerns the horse's fate. Odds, you find it... evens, something has happened to it.

DIE ROLL: 1

LW: Great time to roll a 1!

GM: Well, you find the horse grazing peacefully in a small grassy clearing. You approach it carefully, 
but it seems to remember you and gives no complaint as you mount it. Rather than come back exactly 
the way you came, which was a meandering route, you decide to follow, based on your pathfinding 
skills, a rough track that goes through the brush and small trees, more directly towards Port Bax.

Horse riding doesn't provide the best of healing opportunities, but I'll let you make a roll of the die, 
with no additions.

DIE ROLL: 9

GM: Heal 9... lucky girl.

LW 14/25

GM: After a few miles, the track becomes tangled and overgrown, until all trace of it has completely 
disappeared. The ride becomes slow and difficult as you strain to avoid the bogs and potholes of this 
moor. Still, you sense you have made good progress up to this point. Crossing the moor takes you 
several hours, but it also takes you to the edge of Durenor's own Great Forest, called in these parts the 
Old Woods.
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Above the ferns, you notice a tall watchtower. A spiral of smoke rises lazily from a hidden chimney.

(The Old Forest is marked on the map as the stand of trees bordering the river by Port Bax. You have 
just entered it.)

LW: ok so I am pretty close at this time

GM: Fairly close. However, your skills of tracking tell you that the forest ahead is so dense you will 
have to abandon your horse here if you are to continue. You feel confident, though, that your tracking 
skills can bring you swiftly to Port Bax.

LW: aw, no more roads?

GM: Again, you feel no need for roads. You trust in your abilities from this point on. If you want, 
though, you could climb the watchtower to gain a view of the land about you.

LW: Ok I'll give that a shot

GM: The area around the watchtower door has been cleared of foliage, and the ground is well-trodden. 
You are looking for a lock or keyhole in the iron-clad door when it suddenly opens. Standing before 
you is a Knight of the White Mountain, a broadsword held in front of his face.

No fear shows on the knight's face as he says to you calmly, “State your purpose and mark your words 
well. My steel will be my answer if you lie.”

LW: I take a step back then respond as politely as I can manage, "I am sorry for the intrusion. I was on 
my way to Port Bax when I was attacked in the woods. *I'm probably nasty enough looking that it's 
believable* "I was just hoping to gain my bearings and then be on my way; I mean you no harm."

GM: The Knight lowers his blade. “Port Bax is through the woods yonder,” he says, pointing with the 
broadsword. “Hurry on your way and do not trouble me again.”

With that, he closes the door. You hear the click of the deadbolt on the other side as it slides into place.

LW: "Everyone I meet is so friendly. I wonder how Giak fair in social encounters," I mutter as I ready 
to leave.

GM: ha ha, would you believe they are even worse company?

LW: Hard to believe indeed!

GM: You push on through the dense forest for nearly three hours before you discover a track heading 
north, running parallel to the flow of the Rymerift, whose rushing waters are over one mile deep and 
said to contain the best-tasting fish in Durenor. This river is on the map, though the name placement is 
a bit misleading and seems to label the body of water below the river the Rymerift.

In the distance, you spot a bridge that spans the dark water at a narrow point. A small hut with a flat 
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roof has been erected in the centre of the bridge, on top of which stand two soldiers. A sign points 
across the bridge.  With relief, you see it reads PORT BAX.

Your sense of tracking tells you the bridge is the only path to Port Bax and the only crossing of the 
river for many miles, most like.

LW: Well it sounds like to the bridge I go.

GM: As you are approaching the hut in the centre of the bridge, the soldiers climb down, grabbing their 
spears. They advance towards you in a well-practiced formation. One of them shouts, “Password, 
stranger!”

LW: "You need a password to cross a bridge?!"

GM: The soldiers do not take to your reply kindly. “If you do not know the password, you obviously 
have no business being here,” the larger of them says. “Begone.”

LW: "I need to cross to Port Bax. I mean no harm - I just wish to pass and be on my way."

GM: Roll sixth sense

DIE ROLL: 3

GM: You sense that your words are not going to convince these men. You will have to try to get past 
them by some other means, whether it be a bribe or the drawing of your blade. You could also try 
showing them the Seal of Hammerdal. The legend of the Seal is said to be known by every Dureneese 
citizen, though it is also said that few citizens ever want to see it return.

LW: I call out to the guards "Would 10 crowns convince you otherwise?"

GM: The larger guard lowers his spear. “Let's see it,” he says.

LW: I show him the money, careful to not to let on that I may have a bit more on me.

GM: With the back of his gloved hand, the guard knocks the gold from your grasp and it drops into the 
dark waters of the Rymerift (lose 10 crowns).

“We would not sell the security of our land so cheaply,” he says. “Only a bandit or a fool would try to 
bribe a soldier of Durenor, and I fancy that you are both.”

In the same movement, the man makes a vicious swing at you with his spear, trying to knock your feet 
out from under you.

This has become combat. Which weapon are you drawing?

LW: I'll pull out my sword.
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GM: Okay, roll CS.

DIE ROLL: 5+base 9+2 for weaponskill= CS 16

GM: Okay, there are two guardsmen, but they will be separate battles, as they do not wish to get in the 
way of each other's spear blows.

As her first opponent moved forward, Lone Wolf forgot who she was fighting and instead focused on  
her opponent's abilities.  He was fast on his feet, she had to give him that. Worse, his spear outranged  
her sword. That, she decided, needed to be taken care of before anything else.  Instead of directly trying  
to dodge his first blow, instead she swung her blade at the shaft of his spear to shatter it.

DIE ROLL: 9

Her move proved to be a success, both blocking the blow and destroying the guard's weapon. In the  
same movement, she pulled her sword upwards, driving the hilt into the man's jaw in a vicious  
uppercut. He stumbled back, blood spilling from his mouth. With a roar he pulled free a sword and  
closed, the blade whipping around from over his head in a quick and dangerous maneuver that would  
cleave her in half if it connected,

LW 14/25 Guard 14/24

Lone Wolf held her ground, raising her own sword and meeting his strike with the sound of ringing  
steel. A thought formed in her mind, a dark fog meant to dull the senses and release a storm inside a  
opponent's head. She threw this out at the man and his sword slipped away from hers instantly.  He  
gripped his head in pain and confusion, calling out to his fellow that she was a Darkspawn in disguise.

DIE ROLL: 9

“My head is on fire!” the man screamed and suddenly leapt from the bridge into the rushing river of  
the Rymerift, disappearing quickly beneath the surface of the water. Lone Wolf didn't see whether he  
came up again, for the smaller guard approached her with his spear set for combat.

NEW CS ROLL: 2+11: 13 CS

Lone Wold could sense that this guardsman, despite being the smaller of the two, was actually the  
better warrior. He shuffled towards her rather than striding forward, keeping his feet planted to give  
him balance.  When he was within five feet of her, he struck with the swiftness of a snake, the spear  
rushing straight for her chest.  She sidestepped the spear thrust and tried for another disarm, grabbing  
at the shaft of his spear.

DIE ROLL: 6

The guard had already seen her skills at disarming and read her move as if you announced it. She  
grabbed for his spear, but it was already retracting, cutting her hand badly in the process of sliding  
from her grasp. She returned the hit, leaning forward to land a heavy blow on his armoured shoulders.
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LW 10/25 Guard 17/22

Lone Wolf jumped back as the guard came at her once more, moving fast for someone in armour, his  
spear whipping towards her legs.  She realized that there would be no fighting this man with a sword:  
he was too practiced with the spear to let her in under his defenses.  So she turned to her own long-
range weaponry.

DIE ROLL: 7

Like his fellow guard, this one had no defenses against her mental attack and had never before  
experienced the pain of such an assault. With a thought born from her own shock at having to fight  
innocents, Lone Wolf transferred her current fear and sense of danger to the man.  The force hit him;  
his knees buckled and his pristine fighting form fell into a drunken-seeming stumble.  She pushed past  
the spear with a simple sword swipe and backhanded the guard, hitting him across the jaw with the hilt  
of her blade.

LW 8/25 Guard 10/22

Anger and the heat of the battle burned through Lone Wolf.  Seeing the guard vulnerable filled her with  
the instinctual desire to press her advantage and run him through before he could recover.  The voice of  
Storm Eagle entered her mind, then, explaining in slow and patient words how the Kai stood for what  
was right in the world and how they must be a barrier against hatred and suffering always.

DIE ROLL: 6

Lone Wolf slowed in her charge at the last moment, hesitating to push her sword through the guard's  
chest.  In that half second, his spear flew horizontal and blocked the blow.  The two warriors collided.  
The guard fell backwards and Lone Wolf collapsed on top of him.

LW 5/25 Guard 4/22

Lone Wolf was tangled with the guard near the edge of the bridge.  The roar of the river below filled  
her ears along with the heavy pounding of her heart.  The guard was trying to free his spear from  
under her.  The point of the weapon was trapped against her thigh and scrapped the skin from it.  
Another moment of struggling and it would drive itself into the leg, crippling her. 

DIE ROLL: 5

Lone Wolf made her decision and moved, rolling her weight off the spear and freeing it for an instant.  
At the same time she brought back her fist and punched the guard hard in the face.  For only a brief  
moment, he stopped his struggle with his weapon and Lone Wolf reached up her other hand, now  
holding her dagger.  Tangling her fingers in the man's black hair, she pulled back his head to expose  
his throat then plunged the dagger into its soft skin.  She pulled back and rolled away, rising to one  
knee.  The guard also rose, but only to stagger forward twice.  His spear fell from his fingers, clattering  
on the stone of the bridge.  Soon he joined his weapon, sinking to his knees and then falling forward,  
dead.
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LW 2/25

LW: Well, I ended at 2, anyways.

GM: And I think that's where we'll stop for the night.  Good run through the woods tonight.  For 
reference, it's been 10 days since your journey began. Holmgard can hold out for barely a month more.

Session 5: Port Bax
GM: Okay, so last we left you, you had just forced to murder two Dureneese guards at the bridge to 
Port Bax.

LW: And am in desperate need of some healing.

GM: Unfortunately, you don't have time to heal right now. You flee the bridge, fearing that someone 
may catch you at the sight of your unwilling crime. For the better part of an hour, you jog through the 
forest, determined to put some space between you and the bridge. The forest track continues for over an 
hour before you arrive at a junction, where you see a signpost.

Port Bax- 3 miles

Thus it is that, at dusk on the tenth day of your quest, you arrive, mud spattered and out of breath, at the 
magnificent city of Port Bax. 

This city is the naval front of the Durenor kingdom. The towers of the city glimmer in the pale light of  
a waxing moon, a diamond set on the green, velvet, shore of the ocean. To the north is the harbour and 
the formidable war fleet of the Durenese navy. To the east, beyond the moss-covered city wall, 
stretches the forest of Durenor. And in the middle of the city, on the crest of a hill, stands a castle tall  
and proud, the crowning glory of this beautiful port.

Port Bax. Also known as the Fist of the Sea.

You enter Port Bax through an unguarded gate in the green city wall, and make your way through the 
darkening streets. You can recover 3 endurance points at this point.

LW 5/25

LW: I still feel as if a stiff breeze could be the end of me.

GM: It may.

It is said all roads in Port Bax eventually lead to the harbour, and so you find yourself soon smelling 
sea salt in the air and hearing the crying of gulls. As you turn into a tree-lined avenue, you notice the 
wide stone steps of a domed building to your right. You stop to read the brass plaque outside the door:

City Hall.
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Despite the late hour, the main doors are open. You remember your master in the art of Tracking, Wise 
Hawk. He was envoy to Port Bax for many years, and he knew and loved this city as well as any native 
Durenese. You recall him saying that the consulate overlooked Alin Square in the naval quadrant of the 
city.

There is a sign to your left pointing along the avenue, showing the way to the Naval Quadrant. If you 
can reach the consulate, you may be able to secure passage through Port Bax and to Hammerdal. 
Though you may have to show them your Seal of Hammerdal to secure passage.

LW: I'll try the consulate then, but Im going to be cautious over who I let know about my intentions. I 
still need to reach Hammerdal quickly

GM: Yes, and trying to go alone by foot would be dangerous and arduous. You follow the avenue to a 
tall, white stone building with a plaque above the door.

You can see that the cobbled street ends at a high 
stone wall. There is a large red gate in this wall 
and it is guarded by two soldiers. Beyond the gate, 
you can make out the masts of ships moored in the 
harbour.

You can either approach the watchtower or the red 
gate.

LW: The tall white building is the watchtower?

GM: Yeah; Harbour Authority.

LW: I'll head to the tower, then.

GM: The tower is empty of traffic this time of the evening. The large hall which serves as its reception 
room echoes eerily as you walk across its marbled floor. At the opposite end of the hall are two doors, 
each with a brass sign above them.

One is marked "White Passes."
The other is marked "Red Passes."

LW: I have no idea what either of those mean, but I like read, so I will approach the red passes first.

GM: You enter a large room full of ledgers and files. A man wearing the uniform of a Durenese naval 
officer is seated opposite at a large desk.  He peers at you inquisitively from behind a huge book and 
says, “You must have pressing business in the naval quadrant to apply for a red pass at this late hour. I 
shall need to see your access papers and proof of your commanding officer's authorization.”

If you are unsure about what to do, you can try activating sixth sense.
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LW: I shall

DIE ROLL: 7

LW: Lucky 7!

GM: Sixth Sense cannot tell you what a red pass does, but it can alert you to the intentions of others. 
You sense no malice coming off of this man. You sense he is just a high officer doing his job. It is 
probably safe to show him the Seal and explain your mission to him. The Dureneese officers would 
never think to betray a Kai to the Darklords. It would go against all they believe in.

"Here is my authorization," Lone Wolf said as she drew forth the chain on her neck that held the ring of  
Hammerdal.   "I need to get to Hammerdal, and quickly. The armies of the Darklord are attacking  
Holmgard as we speak."

The man stared at the Seal with a look of shocked dismay, his hand half reaching for it, as if wanting  
but afraid to verify it with a touch. When he was finally able to close his hanging jaw, he got up from  
his chair and beckoned Lone Wolf to follow him up a flight of spiral stairs that lead to a domed  
chamber.

The walls and ceiling of this circular chamber were interlaced with blue-coloured panes that allowed a  
cool light to fill the chamber as the fading sun struck the glass.  Here, standing above a cluttered desk,  
was the captain of the port watch. The captain was a heavyset man with peppery hair and a drooping  
mustache. He listened intently as Lone Wolf told of the war in Sommerlund and of her urgent mission.  
He seemed uncomfortable throughout the story, pacing on stunted legs and shuffling the papers on the  
desk aimlessly as if desperate for something to do with his hands.  When she had finished, he pulled at  
his mustache anxiously.

“I'm going to send you to the consulate,” he said.  “There you will find the Sommerlund embassy. They  
will be able to assist you.”

"If you don't mind,” Lone Wolf said.  “I would like to get through this with as few people knowing my  
presence as possible. If there is anything you can do for me without altering others that would be much  
appreciated."

The captain nodded his head. 'I understand your caution and it lays my mind a bit at ease to know that  
a lady of such responsibility carries this grave weight. I will inform no-one of your purpose. But I insist  
you speak to the embassy yourself. They will be able to provide you with an escort to Hammerdal. I'll  
not see the Seal leave this city without the best men to provide protection for it.”

"Alright then, captain. But one more question - there haven't been any recent additions to the  
consulate, have there? Pardon my caution, but I am sure you can understand why such a thing could be  
a concern."

The captain again nodded his head approvingly of her caution. 'There have been no additions,' he said.  
“'To gain a position on the consulate here takes many years of proven service to Durenor and her  
allies. The men who gain that position are well provided for and protected by Durenor's strength of  
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arms. They want for nothing, least of all to lose that position and their heads.  My Naval Commander  
will escort you to the consulate himself, so as to ensure your safety,” he added.

"Alright.  Off we go, then."

GM: The commander and you head off to the consulate together, you walking quickly to keep up with 
the commander's long strides.  At the harbour, you are quickly pushed through security and into an 
open square lit by the tall beacons lining the quayside. To your relief, you sight the marble pillars of the 
Sommerlund Consulate, and the familiar sun-flag of your country flying above it in the fresh night 
breeze.

Your senses tell you that this is an oasis amidst the dangers of your journey. Here, you are safe.

As you climb the stone steps, you are seemingly recognized by the Sommlending guards on duty at the 
main door. They disappear inside and quickly return in the company of a tall grey-haired official. His 
anguished expression suddenly 
changes to a smile of joy as he 
beholds your ragged Kai cloak and 
tunic.

LW: (I feel like I really need to get 
rid of those)

GM: “Hope beyond hope! Thank 
the gods that you live, my Lady 
Lone Wolf! The scant news that 
has reached us from the west has caused us great alarm.”

(if you smell bad, he gives no indication that he notices)

LW: I'm a little taken aback that he knows who I am, "So you've heard about me and the conditions of 
the west?" I ask, a bit suspiciously.

GM: “Of course we have, Lone Wolf. The crown sent birds ahead with the news of your coming, 
though it was just a name and a mention of the seal. We expected you two or three nights ago and have 
been watching the ports anxiously. We have watchers in Ragadorn who seemed to think you'd been 
there; that news troubled us greatly. And our last bird from the Capital said that the siege is going 
poorly. The Darklords are razing our countryside.”

The man's eyes light up with a mixture of rage and sorrow at the thought.

“But I forget myself,” the man adds. “It is the envoy you must be seeing, not a tired old captain. Let me 
show you to the chambers of Lord-lieutenant Rhygar.”

LW: I nod and follow him.

GM: At the top of a tower lies the chambers and offices of the Sommerlund envoy. Your first meeting 
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with the Lord-lieutenant comes as something of a shock.  You had half expected him to be a servile old 
man, as are the envoys of the southern lands that plague your King's court with their delegations, or 
perhaps a fat and wealthy merchant such as often come to represent their land's wealth and prestige.

The man clad in heavy chainmail standing before you is neither old nor servile and definitely not fat.  
You are soon to learn that Lord-lieutenant Rhygar is an exceptional man. Born of a Sommlending 
father and a Durenese mother, he has become something of a legend in this city. In the last decade he 
has led an alliance of the nations to victory against the invading Ice Barbarians of Kalte, stopped an 
invasion of Gourgaz, helped defeat plague in the coast cities, and helped rid the Wildlands of bandits.

Wise in peace, fierce in war, you could not have wished for better company on your quest for the 
Sommerswerd and immediately take a great liking to the man's hearty laugh and surprisingly calm 
demeanor.

LW: A bloody paladin!

GM: This man is a Sommlending, make no mistake! But yes, he maintains the honor of the Dureneese. 
He is also a gracious host. Rhygar orders that a sumptuous meal be served. It is by far the best food you 
have tasted since the war began. After the meal, Rhygar sends for his physician who attends to your 
wounds.

LW: ok now I like this guy

GM: Then he advises you to sleep, for you are to leave for Hammerdal in the morning. He asks you no 
questions of your journey, he just wants to prepare your body for the final road to Hammerdal.

LW: "I thank you for your hospitality, ser. And your discretion. It is much appreciated."

LW: Due to the administrations, you can make a healing roll and ADD 6 to the roll.

DIE ROLL: 8+6; LW 19/25

GM: The potions of the physician, combined with your heightened healing ability, leave you feeling 
whole again in the morning. Your hand still aches from where it was cut on the spear, and your side 
burns with the unnatural fire that rests in a Helghast's claws, but you feel strong and ready to begin 
your journey anew.
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Early the next day, you are taken to an enclosed garden at the rear of the consulate where four soldiers 
await you on horseback. One of them lifts his visor and you are shocked to see Rhygar himself.

“I shall see you to safety, my Lady,” he says. “There is no truer sword in the kingdom, when it is 
fighting for its homeland, and there is no place I would rather place it than at the throats of those who 
would do you harm.”

LW: "It shall be an honor to travel with you, m'lord," I say.

GM: “The ride to Hammerdal is a long one,” Rhygar says as you gracefully mount your horse. “Two 
hundred and thirty miles of road lay between us and the city. I hope your rest has served you well.”

LW: "Well enough. I am ready to travel.  Time is of the essence."

GM: The streets of Port Bax are just beginning to come to life as you ride through the town. Passing 
under the moss-covered city gate, you feel the morning sun upon your back. For the first time since 
your journey began, it seems to warm your body with the hope of the god Kai, instead of simply 
serving as a reminder that Holmgard is one further day under siege.

Yet, as always, Lady Luck will not be disallowed her die roll...

DIE ROLL: 6

GM: And that's where we'll stop for now.

LW: hehe! Cliff hangers!

GM THOUHGTS: I wanted to build up Lieutenant Rhygar more than he was in the original  
book, or rather to match and build upon the character that I think rests in all of our minds due  
to Joe Dever's original writing.  He's a great character and very fun to play because he's such a  
stalwart man with such an easy but noble through line to follow.  He gets to say cool stuff, like  
“I wish to lay my blade at the throats of those who would do you harm!”
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Session 6: The Long Tunnel

GM: For three days and nights you have followed the highway to the capital as it runs parallel to the 
River Durenon. The path is marked quite distinctly on your map. It is a wide highway, well used and 
lined with stones to mark it.  The river valley it cuts through is a wide belt of rich, cultivated land that  
climbs towards the Hammerdal Mountains, one of the highest ranges in all of Magnamund.

You can make another healing roll here if you'd like

LW: I would very much like to!

DIE ROLL: 7

LW: lucky 7!

GM: that brings you to full

LW: yep

LW 25/25

GM: During the ride you quickly become friends with your new companions. All four are great knights, 
on a par even with Rhygar, though none have toiled as diligently for Durenor as he.

Adrell is the youngest of the group, who has brought with him a small pipe that he proves to be 
masterful at drawing pleasant sound from. Ratch is the quietest of the group, but always seems to know 
when to come in with a particularly witty comment. Samdel is the oldest of the group, boisterous and 
quite the story teller. He has ridden with Rhygar on many of his adventures and tells the stories twice as 
good as the younger, if more decorated,  knight. He dotes on Rhygar as a father does on a son, or a 
brother on a younger brother.

Rhygar, of course, is a diligent companion and sees personally to anything you need. The fires are 
warm, the food and conversation pleasant, and the pace fast. Your spirits raise during the journey and 
your body, relived of its stress, takes more to your abilities of healing than it has throughout the entire 
journey.  You also begin to feel that your mission will succeed.  You can almost, for the first time, 
picture Holmgard as freed from the siege, though you wonder if even the Sword of the Sun will have 
the power to defeat Lord Zagarna.

It is on the morning of the fourteenth day of your quest, as you break you fast, that six cloaked men 
appear at the edge of your camp.  One, bearing a long staff, steps forward and waits.

Lord-lieutenant Rhygar was the first to draw his sword. With a voice of authority he demanded an  
explanation for the stranger's intrusion,  Lone Wolf stayed seated, her hood drawn up to hide her soft  
Sommlending features.  But she was making her own inquiries.  Her mind stretched newly formed  
powers like muscles long atrophied brought back to life as she tried to sense the purpose of these men.
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DIE ROLL 3

The sense of danger came, but too late.  Before she could make any move, the men had drawn black  
swords in unison.  Rhygar hesitated for a moment, struck by this display of unity, but as the first  
cloaked stranger advanced, he shouted to his men to prepare for combat.  Lone Wolf was already up,  
her dagger drawn.  She flicked her wrist and the weapon sped for the advancing man, aimed for the  
opening in his hood.

DIE ROLL 8

The dagger buried itself in the darkness of the  
cloak and the man stumbled to a halt.  Lone Wolf  
gave a triumphant cry.  But it turned to a gasp of  
horror when the man reached up, wrenched the  
blade free and tossed it aside.  With dread fear she  
realized the true form of the six men in front of  
her.  They were Helghasts.

Young Ratch rushed one of the Helghasts, not  
knowing he was rushing towards his death.  Quick  
on his feet, Ratch easily impales his target on his  
short sword.  But the Helghast is not an opponent  
who needs to dodge sword blows.  It took the full  
thrust of the sword and then, casually, grabbed  
Ratch's sword arm, pulling him closer to it.  The  
fear in his scream is short lived: another Helghast  
comes from behind him, grabs his other arm and 
the two creatures pull.  In a brutal display of  
strength, Ratch is torn into uneven thirds. 

"These can only be killed by magic weapons,”  
Lone Wolf shouted, pulling her Runic Spear from  
its sling on her back.  “Hold your defenses and try  
to disarm them, but only this spear can end their  
life!" 

A moment later she regretted her outburst.  They  
should be mounting and riding fast, not trying to  
fight the undead with base steel.  But a part of her  
could do naught but fight against the forces that  
had taken her brothers and sisters from her. In her  
burned a fire that demanded to be fed the corpses  
of the foul creatures that made up the Darklord's  
forces.

Rhygar roared his own battle cry in response to  
Lone Wolf's declaration. “Give no quarter!” the  
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Lord-lieutenant shouted as he attacked the cloaked staff-bearer. His sword sliced towards the staff and  
hit it with the sound of metal striking stone.  The staff held solid and was not dashed from the  
Helghast's hands as Rhygar had intended. A blue flame ignited at the staff's twisted iron tip and a  
searing blast of energy leapt towards Lone Wolf. There was a deafening crack as the bolt crashed  
against Rhygar's shield, who was instantly at the Kai Lord's side.

Blind.  Lone Wolf was blind.  She reached hands up to her face, waving them desperately before her  
eyes, but all she could see was a brilliant blue, the last impression of the bolt.  Lone Wolf only had the  
cries of Rhygar and the screams of the Helghast to guide her.  A hiss sounded in her ear and she took a  
step back, her stomache leaping to her throat as she felt the ground slope away from her.  She fell,  
feeling a brief shock of pain, and then all became silent.

LW 22/25

"Disarm them!"

Lone Wolf's own cry awoke her.  She leapt to her feet, her spear drawn, and charged forward to impale  
the creature with the staff, the spear pointed at its chest.  Only it wasn't there.  She was surrounded, but  
by trees, not by enemies.  The rush of adrenaline left her, leaving a noticeable hole in her enthusiasm.  
She realized she could see again, but the elation was dampened by her confusion.

Sounds of battle drifted to her and she looked around to see that she had fallen quite a ways down a  
hillside into a gully.  No one had hear her premature battle-cry. It was drowned out by the ringing of  
steel and the horrible cries of the Helghast echoing through the trees around her.

Suddenly the bushes parted behind Lone Wolf....

GM: It is Rhygar. His face is bloodied and his armour is battered and charred. He grabs your arm. “I 
fear we misjudged this foe, my Lady. We must flee these demons. Strength, steel, and honor will not 
avail us here.”

LW: Was he knocked down with me?

GM: Want to ask him?

LW: "How did you end up down here, and behind me?"

GM: Rhygar caught the accusation in her tone and backed away.  “I saw you fall and leapt to catch you. 
It was a mistake that cost me,” he clutches his side and grimaces.  “Another blast knocked me down the 
hill as well, though I'm glad to see that the fall took more skin off me than you. As for getting behind 
you, you must forgive me... these woods play tricks on directions. Let us hope that it similarly 
confounds those demons.”

(If you're still worried, you can roll sixth sense)

LW: yeah i will
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DIE ROLL 8

GM: You know that this is indeed Rhygar. The Helghast are still above you both, their minds bent on 
the slaughter of Adrill and Samdel. You can feel their bloodlust as you reach out with your senses. They 
are eating the flesh of Samdel, it tastes like... you quickly pull your mind away.

LW: "Alright, " I say, "Lets hurry and be away from here."

GM: For six hours you run without rest. The Helghast are on the highway and you are forced to make 
your way through the steep and wooded foothills to avoid the risk of capture.  Many times you feel that 
you just cannot go on, that the pain and the fatigue are too much to bear. But each time you falter, you 
are spurred on by Rhygar. You marvel at his endurance, for he is not a young man and he is clothed in 
the heavy armour of a Sommlending knight.

By nightfall, you have reached the entrance to Tarnalin, the western tunnel through the Hammerdal 
Mountains. Looking at the map, you will see there are three tunnels to Hammerdal. The three tunnels of 
Durenor were excavated during the age of the Black Moon, and each tunnel is over forty miles long. 
They provide the only access to the city.

LW: What is our condition to press on?  I'm a bit worried about the Helghasts finishing their meal and 
catching up, but I'm sure we're both exhausted.

GM: You are right to be concerned. At the edge of the tunnel Rhygar finally falls to his knees. 
However, a moment later, the knight props himself up against the entrance to the tunnel. He takes some 
bread and meat from his pack.

“Eat this, Lone Wolf,” Rhygar said, his voice still carrying the tone of command.  “You must sustain  
your strength for the journey to Hammerdal, for from here you must venture alone through the  
Tarnalin. I shall remain here and hold the enemy back for as long as I have the strength to fight. Do not  
argue--that your mission should succeed is the only thing that matters.”

Lone Wolf was young.  In later years, this was the only excuse she would be able to give herself for why  
she left Rhygar at the entrance to the Tarnalin.  It was also something she thanked the gods for, that  
she had been too young at the time to realize what it felt like to have someone die for you.  It would be  
the last time she would ever know peace from the feeling. Had she been older, she would've stayed with  
the man, and Sommerlund would have been lost.

Rhygar took a bottle of Laumspur from his pack and pressed it into her hand. “I was saving it in case  
any of my riders became injured, but it will serve you the most good now.”

"I. . . understand,” Lone Wolf said, her voice calm, her mind a flurry of confused emotions. “Thank  
you again, for all your help. Good luck to you, and I hope you yet survive this."

Rhygar smiled sadly.  “Godspeed, Lone Wolf. Stick to your course and don't let your thoughts stray  
back.'

But Lone Wolf was already turning, running into the tunnel.
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GM: Tarnalin is a wonder to behold. Over a hundred feet in height and width, the tunnel is bright as 
day from the many torches that line its walls.  Cleverly made holes in the ceiling, lined with glass,  
reflect the moon's light from outside the tunnel, thankfully full and clear tonight.  Ishir graces you with 
her presence.

The light shimmers as you make your way through the tunnel and you realize, with surprise, that you 
are crying. You know that Rhygar will most likely not survive this ordeal. Without a magical weapon to 
defend himself, the Helghasts will kill him as brutally as they did his companions... as brutally as 
they'll kill you if they catch you.

LW: I'm starting to feel like all the people worth saving are going to die in the process of saving all the 
scum like the fishermen and merchant that attacked me for money. 

GM: Such is often the way of life. The honorable and good and strong go to their deaths while the evil 
and wicked secure their places in society.

SW: I do really feel bad about this guy dying too, but I know I need to keep going. So I press on and 
bury my grief deep.

GM: Usually the tunnel is alive with the traffic of wagons and people to and from Port Bax. But as you 
walk, you find it deserted except for an overturned fruit cart. The torchlit road is empty and quiet.

Have the Helghast already come this way? Are they at Hammerdal in force, slaughtering its people? 
Has the power of the Knights of Durenor been thwarted?  Such thoughts fill your mind as you walk for 
nearly two hours along the tunnel.

Ahead of you the path splits into two, one tunnel heading off to the right, the other to the left. Your 
tracking skills have kept you pointed towards Hammerdal and thus you sense that the left track is the 
fastest route. There is something else you discover, however.  A large puddle sits in the middle of the 
junction. “More can be learned from a puddle than from any other track you may find in the wild.” 
Remembering these words of Wise Hawk, you kneel down to examine it.

You notice that two sets of footprints, about the size and shape of a man's boot, trail away from the 
water and lead off into both tunnels. The prints are still wet and you judge that they were made within 
the last twenty minutes.  You straighten but continue to look down, your brow furrowed.  Someone has 
been here before you. Someone, or something. Helghasts can wear boots, too, you grimly recall.

LW: So there are tracks leading down both tunnels?

GM: Yes.

LW: I'll head down the fast route and have my spear at the ready. I'm also doing my best to stay 
concealed in any shadows that may be present along the walls

GM: Excellent. Your Kai skill of camouflage should work nicely for that.

LW: That is what I am hoping!
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GM: In fact, disciplines only ever need rolls if I call for them. Mostly your benefit of having those 
disciplines is that you don't have to roll.  Many times, it's automatic success.  Unless, of course, you 
haven't mastered them, yet!

LW: Ah nice.

GM: You haven't gone far when, ahead, you can see a passenger wagon similar in design to those that 
use the coast roads of Ragadorn. The horses have been cut free and it appears to be deserted. Beneath 
the cart are the bodies of three soldiers. Their white uniforms are heavily bloodstained.

Roll for sixth sense

DIE ROLL: 7

GM: This isn't just an evil deed done and left. The murderer of these men is hiding inside the wagon 
and it senses that you are here.

LW: Well if it knows I am here then there is probably no way around it. I'll use my mind over matter 
skill to create a distraction and try to lure the murder out. I'll create some disturbance near the wagon, 
as if someone were passing by.

GM: What kind of distraction? What are you hoping to move with your mind?

LW: Hm.  Well, it's a derelict wagon, I'll move part of the hitch that the horses were attached to, so it  
sounds like someone stepped on them or something.

GM: You focus your entire attention on the hitches that are attached to the wagon. Your eyes go out of 
focus and for a moment you feel as though you are standing next to the wagon jostling the hitches. As 
they clatter and jingle you come back to your senses in time to see an abomination climb from the 
wagon.

It was another Helghast, its grossly muscled face red in the torchlight, fangs bared, allowing a hiss of  
air to pass through them. It came out at the sound of the noise but almost instantly its bright eyes  
moved from the jangling hitches to focus on the Kai Lord standing across the tunnel. Though just a  
shadow, it sought Lone Wolf out through the gloom

 No battle shout broke the air this time.  Silence reigned as Lone Wolf moved forward, rushing the  
creature.  She grabbed the shaft of her spear and thrust it upwards into the rib cage of the Helghast. It  
screamed in agony and rage and whipped backwards from her, ripping the spear from her grasp. It  
continued to writhe and scream in the wagon, as trapped  as the Helghast Lone Wolf had first retrieved  
the spear from.

LW: I'm starting to get good at this.

GM: Um... are you running now, though? It's not dead, but it is stuck.
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LW: I'm not sure leaving my only weapon that is effective against these guys behind is a good idea. 
While it's pinned I take out my sword and move to decapitate it, even if that won't kill it I figure being 
headless will slow it down.  Weapons seem to stick in them well enough, even if they don't hurt them 
so much.

GM: Your blade cuts through the skin of its neck with no resistance. With mounting terror you realize 
you've left no wound behind to mark your path. The creature still has its head and now it turns its 
glowing eyes to you and you feel the burning of the spear inside your own abdomen, its cleansing 
power paralyzing you...

... with a scream you tear yourself free of the Helghast's mental attack and stumble away from 
the cart.

LW: 18/25

GM: (ah that lovely mindshield...)

LW: yeah, I really need to pick that up.

GM: Although you always have to question what your next adventure will be when making your 
choices. Sixth sense was a good one to start learning this time, with all the dangers and uncertainty 
surrounding you.

Anyway, action?

LW: Pulling my spear out, I'm going to try stabbing it into the creature again, before it can get up.  I am 
hoping it will be easier to stab it into the creature's head - right through that screaming mouth and out 
the back of its head.

GM: Roll sixth sense.

DIE ROLL: 4

GM: The minute you place your hands on the spear you get a intense feeling of fear. You know that if 
you remove this weapon, the Helghast will be on you in an instant. These creatures do not have the 
same physiology as a living creature. Head, heart, lungs... they have nothing except muscle and Naar's 
will keeping them together. No matter where you stab it, the effect will be the same.

LW: Ok, I guess I'll run for my life leaving the creature pinned.  And I'm really hoping I do not run into 
another one!

GM: Alright, erase the spear from your special items, and bid it a fond farewell. It was a good 
companion.

LW: Indeed it was...

GM: The gruesome death-cries of the Helghast finally fade but you do not stop running. Losing your 
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spear has made you feel weak and defenseless. Again your mind drifts towards Rhygar, alone at the 
tunnel entrance, but you push the thought away.

You have covered nearly three miles when you see a group of wagons in the distance. They have been 
strung out across the underground highway to form a barricade. Soldiers in red uniforms line the roofs 
of the wagons and a large crowd of people have gathered behind them. You can hear their excited 
chatter echoing along the tunnel. As you get closer, there is a sudden silence as all eyes turn to stare at  
you. Suddenly soldiers are all around you, blades leveled at your throat. A voice echoes in the tunnel.

“Now we have you, traitorous darkspawn!”

GM NOTES: This area of the game is infamous for its “magic spear” dilemma, where not  
having the spear almost always gets you killed (unless you have animal kinship).  I reworked  
the section where you get the spear so that she had to go there and moved some of the traveling  
options ahead of that section to flesh out the forest.  Another thing I was never satisfied with  
was Tarnalin.  It's such an interesting location.  It always reminded me a little bit of the Mines  
of Moria, but before their fall.  Or, in this scenario, during their fall.  And yet the descriptions  
in the original books never tell you that  
much about it or its construction.  I tried  
to make it a little grander, though  
looking back I would have liked to have  
extended the journey a bit.  For one  
thing, I am sad the noodniks never  
showed up.  I think the player would  
have really enjoyed those little guys.  A  
entire civilization of funny-speaking  
mice that steal your shit?  That is made  
of pure joy.

Session 7: A New Ally, a New Nemesis, a New 
Sword

GM: The soldiers are taking their orders from a 
tall knight in fine armour, with a sky blue cloak 
thrown over his shoulder, marking him as one of 
the sworn knights to the King himself.

LW: "Wait," I call out. "I am no agent of the 
Darklord, might you just give me a moment to 
prove it?"

GM: “Hold your blades,” the knight says. ''The 
Durenese believe in the chance for justice. Speak 
your piece.”
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LW: "I come from Holmgard on a mission of great importance," I motion to the commander and show 
him the ring.

GM: It is as if you've struck all the soldiers a blow at once. A great cry of dismay goes up from the 
entire circle of men and the blades fall away from your throat as if you'd willed them away with a great 
show of Mind over Matter. The knight steps forward and raises the visor of his helm, sheathing his 
blade.

“You will come with me,” he says. “We are not yet at the end of Tarnalin, but I shall speed your 
journey.”

The man leads you through the wall of wagons. Beyond, you can see a horse-drawn carriage waiting in 
the centre of the crowded tunnel.

'Back to Hammerdal without delay,' he orders the driver, and you are thrown back in your seat as the 
coach moves off at breakneck speed.

Lone Wolf soon learned that the knight was Lord Axim of Ryme, commander of King Alin's personal  
bodyguard. He had been on his way to Port Bax when the Helghast entered Tarnalin. He and ten  
soldiers were the only ones to survive a deadly encounter with the evil creatures.

“All the kingsworn men carry blades forged long ago,” the stately knight explained. “From before the  
Ulnarians came north. The making of their magics has been forgotten, so these blades are treasures of  
the realm, passed down from each kingsworn to the next of that line.  Also, there are other tools for  
injuring the demons of the dark, such as fire and the crushing weight of boulders.”

From his grim smile Lone Wolf gathered that he had had plenty of opportunity in the last 24 hours to  
test these theories.  Lone Wolf turned her lips in an equally dour motion, her mind filled with thoughts  
of the Darklords and their minions writhing under a barrage of fire arrows.  The arrows filled a night  
sky like a thousand falling stars.  Where an arrow struck a Giak or a Drakkar, the evil minions turned  
into the forms of her Brothers and Sisters, all slain and unburied at the Monastery.

A Kraan floated softly to the ground, it's wings pierced with no less than twelve of the burning shafts.  
Out from under its broken body crawled Oggdyn, wearing the much stained cloak of her mentor Storm  
Hawk.  

“40 days,” the old councilor said, waggling a finger at her.  Lone Wolf opened her mouth to answer,  
but she was distracted by the sound of hooves striking the ground in quick rhythm.  She turned in time  
to see a white mare bearing down on her.  She leapt out of the way and struck a blow at its rider with a  
sword that had suddenly appeared in her hand.  The rider turned, showing her the profile of Prince  
Pelathor.  He said nothing, but continued to ride his horse across a dark bridge into a white fog.

Lone Wolf ran onto the bridge.  A voice hailed her from the river below.  Captain Kelman sailed past  
on a long boat, shaking his head over a board of Samor.  Dark shapes rushed past her.  Rhygar got to  
his feet outside of a long tunnel as the twisted shapes closed in around him.

A bright light burst through the tunnel, racing for her with a heat she wished to avoid but couldn't, The  
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heat turned into cool and cleansing burn. A voice spoke out of the fire. “You are come at last, Lady  
Kai...”

Lone Wolf opened her eyes, looking at the dawn creeping through the windows of the coach.  Hunger  
and exhaustion had given her strange dreams,  
she told herself.  This was all. There was nothing  
to concern herself with.  It was morning now.  
She sat up and adjusted her eyes to the light by  
bringing her face closer to the window.  When  
she realized what she was seeing, she sucked in a  
deep breath of calming air.

It is early morning on the fifteenth day of your 
quest when you open your eyes to the 
breathtaking spectacle of Hammerdal, the 
mountain city.  The capital of Durenor, unlike 
other cities in the Lastlands, does not need man-
made fortifications. The encircling peaks of the 
Hammerdal range offer a far more secure 
protection to the people within.

LW:... and good skiing!

GM: The carriage speeds through the lush 
farmlands surrounding the city, heading down a 
paved highway towards a gathering of towers 
centered around a sloping hill. These towers, and 
the streets and buildings they guard, make up the 
ancient city of Hammerdal.

In the very centre of the hill stands the King's 
Tower, a magnificent structure of glass and stone. 
As the carriage halts at the tower gates, you 
suddenly realize for the first time that as a 
wielder of the Sommerswerd, your destiny would 
not only be to save Sommerlund, but to become 
part of the oldest legend of the Lastlands and part 
of a history beginning with the overthrow of the 
greatest Darklord to have ever walked 
Magnamund. Darklord Vashna.

Before long, you enter the king's tower and are brought before the ruler of Durenor. King Alin IV sits 
alone in his domed tower, viewing his mountain domain through one of the many portals of tinted 
glass.  You and Lord Axim are formally announced as you enter the chamber.

Lord Axim turns to you. “May we have back what was freely given?” he asks solemnly, obviously the 
words of some ancient rite referring to the Seal of Hammerdal.
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LW: I nod and hand over the ring.

GM: Lord Axim at first does not seem to want to touch the ring. It is considered an omen of extremely 
poor luck in Durenor. However, he soon enough takes it from you gently and brings it over to his King.

King Alin takes the ring more readily, though as reverently as Lord Axim. He stares at it for a long 
time, turning it every which way, as if making sure it is real. Then suddenly he stands.

“This object that you bring me spells out the advancement of doom upon our lands and the beginning  
of the end of Durenor's long peace. Many feel that it is the ancient relic of the Sun which has brought  
our kingdom such luck throughout the long years. It is said that with the sword goes Durenor's future.  
Why should we entrust that future to you, girl?”

The king's voice was solemn. He was neither mocking nor threatening the young girl who stood before  
him, her eyes like those of a wild animal's, calm with unconscious confident and yet wary with the  
experience of one who has been hunted.  The eyes told him what the answer would be before the voice  
did.

"Because,” the girl began, her voice so young.  “If you do not then the the Darklord's army will  
eventually reach your own city and then you shall surely know war. If given to me, perhaps I can help.”  
She hesitated and the eyes took on a touch of feral pride.   “And because there is no one else who can  
wield it."

“Ah,” the King sighed as if struck.  “Therein lies both our hope and our fears. Can a lone warrior  
stand agains the combined might of the Darklords? You realize, girl, that this is a heavy burden you  
take on. No one will mock you if you turn away now from it. You could flee this land, head south and  
forget that you ever came from these troubled parts.”

The King moved to a silver pitcher of water that sat near his throne and poured a splash into a crystal  
glass.  With it came thinly sliced lemons and a scent of rosehips.  The King cradled the glass and stared  
at his tired reflection in its crystal mirrors.

“If you take this burden, you must know that you will carry it for the rest of your days. Your life will no  
longer be your own. It shall be given over to the gods to defend Magnamund against the forces of evil.  
You will know great things that no other man or woman will ever know but you will also never know  
the simple joys that come from a simple life lived well. Your thrills will be found in battle and your love  
will be for no person of flesh and bone but for a country made up of rolling hills and green trees, of  
shimmering lakes and dry deserts. Your pleasures will never be found in sitting by the fire with old  
friends, but only in service to your people.  Can you accept such a responsibility?”

Again the feral pride.  Again that unwitting confidence.  "If I do not then all will be lost to the  
Darklords. And so I believe I have no choice in the matter, I must accept."

The King drank and set down the glass reverently. “It is a sad day when a young girl must give herself  
so young to her gods. I had hoped that my reign would be remembered for nothing more grand than  
public service or perhaps the building of a new wharf. But it seems it is not to be.”
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The King removed a golden key from the pocket of his white robe and inserted it in a marble dais  
standing in the centre of the chamber. A gentle humming filled the room, as the stone cover slid back to  
reveal a set of stone steps.

“Follow me, Lady Kai,” the King said, heading down the stairs while Lord Axim stood guard at the  
entrance.  Lone Wolf followed the King in silence; a silence he filled with explanation.

“This is the chamber of the Set Sun,” he explains. “Only the King is allowed here and then only twice  
in his life. Once, when his predecessor gives him the key to the room. And once again, when he shows  
his successor the room. You are not my successor, but still this will be the last time I shall ever see the  
sword or use this key.”

At the bottom of the stairs lay a small room. Sun poured into the room through stained-glass windows  
set into each wall, marking it in a sea of muted colours.  In the center of this crisscross of tints and  
shades sat a stone block from which  
protruded the hilt of a golden sword.

The King motioned her forward and spoke  
with a mixed sense of curiosity and sadness.  
“Take the sword, Lady Kai. It is foretold that  
only a true child of Sommerlund can release  
the powers that lie within its blade.”

Lone Wolf barely heard the words.  For her,  
this was no trial. She had already drawn the  
sword, somewhere deep inside of her.  This  
weapon, and its burden, already belonged to  
her.  Without looking at the king she stepped  
to the sword, grasped the hilt and pulled.

GM: As you grasp the glowing hilt, a tingling 
sensation runs up your arm and radiates 
throughout your body. At the same time, your 
sixth sense sends a flurry of images into your 
mind.

You are in a forge, working on a blade while 
the Moon Goddess stands behind you, 
watching.

You are at the battle of Maakengorge, 
slashing a flaming sword through the minions 
of evil.  A gargantuan beast with a hideous 
canine visage approaches you, a giant mace 
clutched in one hand and a dagger wreathed 
with black fire in the other.
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You wear the sword at your belt as you survey the creation of a monastery where students will learn 
how to defend their country from evil.

You are part of a group of Kai, delivering the blade over to a brown-bearded King, who hands you a 
silver seal in return, the Seal of Hammerdal.

And suddenly you are Lone Wolf, standing in the room of the Set Sun, with a golden blade in your 
hand and power coursing through your body.

You instinctively raise the blade above your head where a shaft of sunlight suddenly catches upon its 
very tip and floods the chamber with a blinding white glow. At that moment the true power of the 
Sommerswerd is revealed to you.

This weapon was forged long before the Sommlending, the Durenese or the Darklords dwelt in the 
Lastlands. Its makers were of a race that men would now call gods. To release the power that it 
contains, only a Kai Lord may wield it. Should it be bent to anyone else's will, its power will fade and 
be lost forever.

Now some logistics... the Sommerswerd is a special-weapon like the magic spear, which means it does 
not count towards your two weapon limit. It can be wielded either one-handed or two-handed. When 
wielded with one hand, it adds +2 to all damage done in combat. When wielded with two hands, it adds 
+3 to all damage done. It is the bane of the undead, and always adds +4 damage to undead creatures.

LW: Nice.

GM: It has the ability to absorb most combative magic that is cast against the bearer, excepting the 
most powerful of spells. It is also the only weapon in all of Magnamund that can kill a Darklord, aside 
from the creations of their own twisted forges, and for this reason the Darklords are bent on thwarting 
your quest.  Let's be fun and say it does +5 against undead.

LW: Ha!  Crazy powerful sword

GM: Finally, sometimes the blade will catch flame and then it becomes a truly fearsome weapon,  
adding +8 to your combat skill and +4 damage no matter how or who you wield it against.

LW: Just sometimes, hehe?  Seems like a weapon not meant to be lost!

GM: yeah, not really one for losing.  But it also comes with a pager in case you lose it, and GPS!  Of 
course, you also get your weaponskill bonus with it, too.  So mark the Sommerswerd on your sheet, and 
make note that it does +2 to +5 damage.

Finally, you lower the blade, feeling strengthened by its power. You know now the blade is a part of 
you. You can swing it as easily as you swing your arms.  You body has also gained power from the 
blade. Restore all of your Endurance points and add +2 to your total. So you should be at 27/27 now.

You now realize you hold the only power in Magnamund that can save your people. Slowly the light 
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starts to fade and you become aware of King Alin's hand upon your shoulder.

“Come Lone Wolf,” the King says. “There is much preparation for your return to Sommerlund.”

LW: I'll return with the King, remaining silent.

GM: The muster of the army and the preparation of the Durenese fleet takes fourteen days to complete, 
during which time you remain as a guest of the king in Hammerdal. As each day passes, you think on 
your besieged countrymen of Holmgard and pray that they have enough strength to resist the Darklords 
until you return.

Every day of your reluctant exile you devote long periods to exercise and meditation. You are also 
visited by a Durenese herbwarden called Madin Rendalim, who is famous throughout the Lastlands for 
his knowledge and skill in the healing arts. Indeed, he is considered the greatest herbalist to have ever 
lived.

He gives you a potion of his own making, calling it his "elixir." It can restore 6 endurance points when 
used outside of combat. Mark it on your sheet as a backpack item under elixir +6 Endurance.

He is also the bearer of some sad news. The body of Lord-lieutenant Rhygar was found in the forest 
near to the entrance to Tarnalin. His neck bore the marks of a Helghast's claws.

LW: While expecting this, the news still grieves me.

GM: Indeed, as Rendalim tells you the news, you realize that you have already known Rhygar is dead. 
You've known for days in fact. How? You have noticed during your rigorous training exercises with the 
Sommerswerd that your Kai Discipline of Sixth Sense has become more sensitive than ever before. 
Somehow contact with the blade has increased its potency and your mastery of it.

(Congratulations, due to the Sommerswerd, you have mastered Sixth Sense early. You will no longer 
need to make rolls when using Sixth Sense. Take it off the learning chart and add it as a known 
discipline.)

LW: Nice.

It is early in the morning of the thirty-third day of your quest, when you ride into Port Bax with Lord 
Axim at your side.

The preparations for war have been completed. The galleons of the Durenese war fleet lie at anchor in 
the harbor, impatiently awaiting the order to set sail for Sommerlund. On board each ship are many 
brave soldiers from the mountain kingdom, a toughened army of veteran warriors, eager to face the 
Darklords in battle. Each man has sworn to avenge and bring freedom to their besieged allies, or die in 
the attempt.

These men all view you as a martyr or prophet. They bow as you pass and listen attentively whenever 
you speak. You realize after some time that they feel that to die for your cause would be to grant them 
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favour in the eyes of the gods. You sense these people have come to love you with a religious fervor. 
They would die for you just to gain your favour.

LW: I'm not sure I like that feeling, I'll try to avoid too many public appearances for now, I'm not yet 
comfortable with being revered.

GM: You find it somewhat difficult to avoid your adoring men-at-arms, but you do your best to avoid 
their idolization. You focus on the preparations for the journey.  You are to sail back to Holmgard 
aboard the flagship Durenor, a warship whose great curving prow and tall masts emphasize its sheer 
power and strength. You and Lord Axim are taken aboard and welcomed by Admiral Calfen, 
commander of the fleet, and then the fleet prepares to set sail.

However, there is one final disturbance before you leave port.

You are watching the horizon, thinking of Holmgard, when you hear shouting from the gangplank. 
Looking over, you see a young man trying to board the ship, but being barred access by the soldiers 
manning the plank. The man is young and handsome, with the blue eyes and bright blond hair of a 
Sommlending.  More striking, however, are the robes he wears.  They are bright blue and plastered 
with stars and sigils. Around his neck hangs a singular pendant in the shape of a moon and star made 
out of crystal. Only one guild uses such a symbol.

This man is a member of the Brotherhood of the Crystal Star, who control the city of Toran to the north 
of Holmgard. They are longtime allies to the forces of good and the crown and were also allies to the 
Kai before their massacre. The Brotherhood are powerful mages who developed the mental tools to be 
able to see through a Helghast's disguise. It is because of them that Helghast haven't taken over the 
entire continent. At the same time, no Helghast or minion of the dark could wear their rune spun robes 
or, especially, their singular pendant.

The wizard is saying he needs to get on board this ship, as it is the only one headed for Sommerlund 
and he needs to rejoin his brotherhood. The soldiers are not about to listen to him, however.

LW: I'll intervene at this point, heading over to get involved and greet the mage.

As the soldiers saw Lone Wolf approach, they adopted their usual attitude of deference, which she  
greeted with an embarrassed nod.  One of the guards, an older superstitious man whose name she  
couldn't remember (she thought of him as “Grey Beard” for reasons that should be obvious).

“Sorry to disturb you, my Lady,” Grey Beard said.  “We'll chase this vagabond off at once.”

“Ah, hold there, Gr- my friend,” Lone Wolf said.  “This is no vagabond, I am sure. Do you not  
recognize his robes? This is a brother of the Crystal Star." She bowed slightly to the young mage.  
"Greetings. I take it you are in need of passage?"

The young mage (she thought he was about her age, maybe a little older) beamed at her. “Indeed I  
am!” he said, his voice jovially innocent, despite a tint of desperation that had entered into it. “My  
Brotherhood is preparing for war. They will soon go to aid Holmgard in her hour of need. I have been  
here apprenticing as a healer, but there is a need upon me to return and be alongside them in this time  
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of darkness.”

“And what do your masters here think of your plan?”

“Not much.  My masters were killed when Helghasts stormed Tarnalin,” the young Brother said.

"Ah, I see." Lone Wolf felt a bit of sympathy towards the mage at this point, but her sympathy was  
injured by a streak of paranoia. She had been gone a month from Sommerlund.  How far had the  
Darklords advanced?  If their dark magics had perverted the Brotherhood, if they had managed to  
break down the resistance Toran had to offer against them, then this man could be an imposter sent for  
a final attempt on her life, here on the border of success.

Her sixth sense touched the man's mind to find it young, innocent, and full of an exuberance for life  
that, little more than month ago, she would've believed herself as having. She also sensed a hidden  
power to the man, a great power to do good in the world and to work magics against the onslaught of  
evil. He would be a boon to you upon your seaward journey, for her sixth sense had also warned you  
days ago that the journey would not be without risks.

"War is not a game," Lone Wolf warned the Brotherhood- was he a Journeyman? an initiate?  She  
didn't know the Brotherhood ranking system. "I would hope you examine well your reasons for wanting  
to seek it, for once you start down this path, there is no turning back. It is not a warm, friendly, or easy  
life. Besides you may be needed here, in Durenor."

“I am needed by my brothers,' the man insisted with a familiar stubbornness that brought an unbidden  
smile to the Kai Lady's lips.

"Very well, if it is what you truly wish." She turned to the guards. "Let him board, he may be a great  
help on the journey and for what awaits us when we reach Holmgard."

The soldiers obeyed without question and the man rushed onboard to eagerly shake his female  
compatriot's hand in a sign of friendship.

“Thank you, my Lady! Truly., I thank you.  My name is Banedon, and though I am but a journeyman in  
my order, I shall place all of my skills at your disposal!”

Greybeard watched this exchange with a look of distaste on his face. “Is this man bothering you, my  
Lady Kai?” he asked, his voice implying that he'd be all too willing to remove him from her presence.

"No, no, I'm fine." Lone Wolf gave the guard a slight smile and a nod, silently saying she appreciated  
his concern.  She gave it no more thought, but Banedon's mouth fell open as he witnessed the  
exchange.

“Kai?” he said, his voice dry.  “Then it is you... you are the last of the Kai!” For a brief moment he  
looked back to shore, as if he'd suddenly rather be there. But the gangplank raised a second later.  The  
other ships were now leaving harbour and, in less than an hour, the domes of Port Bax were now  
merely dots on the horizon.
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GM: I know it's getting late, so I'll give you the option of stoping here for the night if you wish.

LW: I'm not really tired so I'm good either way.

GM: Okay, let's push on, then! I want to give you a chance to use that nifty sword.

LW: Ha, alright!

GM: But first, as with any sea voyage, Lady Luck rolls her die...

DIE ROLL: 10

GM: For three days and nights the mighty fleet of Durenor steers swiftly towards the Holmgulf, a 
strong wind filling the sails of the warships. But although the voyage is fast, the soldiers' confidence 
and eagerness for battle has slowly faded as if their will has been drained by some invisible vampire. 
Your presence no longer inspires the bright smiles and smart postures it did on shore. Only Banedon 
seems to remain cheerful, but his exuberance does little to raise the soldier's spirits. Even Lord Axim 
seems close to despair. With a sinking feeling of dread, you recall that it was near the Holmgulf that  
your last sea voyage ended so abruptly.

“This black mood that haunts our decks is the evil work of the Darklords,” Lord Axim confides to you 
on the deck of the mighty ship The Durenor one evening. “I know of their power to turn a man's mind, 
but the curse that befalls us is a sorcery we cannot even see to destroy. How I pray that this spell would 
end, for even if we arrive at our destination, I fear that we are too weak in mind to break our foe.”

LW: I do not know what I can say to improve spirits.  I am feeling the dark touch of fate myself.

The next day you awaken to find a dread chill in the air. A veil of sea fog has rolled across the still  
ocean from the broken spine of land known as the Kirlundin Isles. Strange dark shapes hide within this 
mist. They are growing larger, and slowly the distinct outlines of ships become plain.

“Prepare for battle!” The admiral's cry is repeated along the many decks of the Durenese fleet: “All 
hands on deck!”

LW: I'll run up to assist with the battle, pulling on my Kai cloak as I go.

GM: You run up to the deck to see black ships approaching through the fog and the men shaking and 
cursing, frightened to their bones. Some give up horrendous wails as the ships appear, and with good 
reason.  They are death-hulks, sunken ships crewed by the living corpses of drowned sailors.  These are 
the horrors of legends. They have been summoned to the surface of the sea by great wizardry, and they 
are closing for battle. Suddenly the fog vanishes, and you can now see that the death-hulks bar the 
entrance to the Holmgulf. In the centre of the line is their sinister flagship. Swiftly it sails towards you, 
a huge ram protruding from its black prow.

LW: This will not end well.  How many ships are in both fleets?

GM: I am poor with exact numbers, but the death hulks outnumber you nearly two to one. And you are 
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about to be one ship less.  As the 
lead death hulk rips its way 
through the hull of the Durenor, 
you hear the admiral's last 
desperate order: “Abandon ship!”

You are now in the thick of the 
enemy fleet and The Durenor is 
sinking fast. You could jump onto 
the hull of the enemy flagship or 
dive into the sea and from there try 
to swim to a friendly ship.

LW: I'll play hero and jump onto 
the ship. I have a suspicion that 
there is something close by 
controlling these ships, and that it 
likely is aboard the flag ship.

GM: Your tactical mind always 
jumps to good conclusions. It's 
kept you alive this far.

You take a mighty leap and land 
gracefully on the deck of the death 
hulk, rolling as you land. Suddenly 
you hear a yelp and someone lands 
next to you. It is Banedon, who 
seems to have followed your 
example.

I send him an icy glare, trying to 
give off that I disapprove of him 
putting himself in danger, though I 
am also a bit grateful for the 
assistance. However, those 
sentiments are short lived as I draw 
my sword and prepare for battle.

GM: Battle is to be had all around 
you. You hear Banedon curse softly 
as you see the deck of the ship 
covered with bloated corpses, 
swollen with seawater yet walking 
this unholy deck.

You take a step forward to engage 
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them and step onto some rotting timbers. You crash straight through to the deck below. You are 
unharmed by the fall, but the stench of decay that fills your nostrils is overwhelming. Four ghastly 
zombies stagger out of the gloom, their twisted hands extended towards your throat. You must fight.

LW: I glance around quickly to see if Banedon crashed down with me, hoping he's not still stuck up 
there.

GM: You think he's above you, still on the deck.

LW: Dammit.  I can't protect him, then.  But at any rate I have zombies to behead now, so I'll charge in 
and attack the nearest one, swinging my blade with hopes of decapitating it (best way to deal with 
zombies, no?)

GM: Okay, roll CS. I assume you are using the Sommerswerd?

LW: I think I would be a moron to do otherwise.

GM: Yeah. And also very boring.

DIE ROLL: 7

GM: CS for this one is +11, because of your weaponmastery with sword. So 18.

She had the advantage.  Her opponents were slow moving, swollen with pus and sea water.  Her blade,  
now free of its sheathe, seemed to bring light to the area.  The zombies halted as one as the sword left  
its scabbard, sensing perhaps an end to the unnatural life that had been granted them.  

DIE ROLL: 9

Her blade seemed to seek out the necks of these undead of its own accord. She could feel the righteous  
joy of the sword as it spilt black blood for the first time in centuries. Three of the undead crew died in  
twice as many seconds. The fourth came up behind her wielding a rotting piece of plank wood, but the  
blade pulled her arm around in a backwards stab past her left hip, impaling the creature. She spun out  
of the cut, slicing the zombie in half and leaving a splash of ichor to mingle with the rotting water  
playing against her feet.

GM: Results: instant win, no damage sustained.

LW: oh, wow.

GM: Still, this vile hold reeks of death, and sea water splashes through the rotting holes in the wood. 
The ship is kept afloat by some dark magic, but it won't stop you from drowning in the foul water if the 
hold fills.

Suddenly, your sixth sense comes alive.

Something is approaching the door of the hold, a being of immense evil. The only other way out of 
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here is by climbing up through the hole you made, but that would leave your legs vulnerable to attack.

LW: That and I jumped here to find this evil, I'm not gonna run from it now that I am here!

GM: Oh this isn't even THAT evil. You sense THAT evil is somewhere above you... but this one is still 
PRETTY evil.

LW: I'll rush the door, hoping to catch the monster as it opens the door and give myself the first attack.

GM: The door opens and two Helghasts enter the hold. However, they are not prepared to meet their 
old enemy, the Sword of the Sun. The first Helghast screams as you cut it from shoulder to hip bone in 
a vicious cut. It collapses into the foul water with a scream. The other Helghast approaches you, hissing 
loudly.  Helghasts are Vashna's creations.  The secret to their making has been lost and this one was 
present at the battle in which the Sommerswerd felled its dark master, over a thousand years ago.

DIE ROLL FOR CS: 6+11

A Helghast is a fearsome opponent for any warrior, but now Lone Wolf had a blade it feared. The  
tables would be a little more even this time, she suspected. She held the sword in front of her, keeping  
its pure light on her opponent and taking a moment to evaluate her environment.  The ship rocked back  
and forth and she was in knee deep water.  He who lost his footing in this battle would also lose their  
life.  Suddenly her senses, heightened by the sword's powers, screamed a warning: she ducked low and  
sliced towards the Helghast's ankles as it leapt forward.

DIE ROLL: 5

Lone Wolf took the low road and the Helghast took the high road. Claws raked her cheeks, yet her  
sword burned into the Helghast's skin. It doesn't fall, however she had dealt a severe blow to it.

SW 23/27 Helghast 11/20

The ship rocked back and forth, creating a moving arena for the two fighters. However, a Helghast is  
an unnatural creature which will seek to upset any advantage its opponent might have.  Tiring of the  
fight to keep its balance, it crouched and leapt to the wall, then pushed off, flying directly for Lone  
Wolf, trying to take her down into the water.  Lone Wolf sensed the move, and made to respond.

DIE ROLL: 10

What would have been a dodging roll on the hard ground of the forest was a splashing sideways crouch  
and slide here in the flooded hull of the ship. Lone Wolf cut through the water using her shoulder to  
spearhead her movement. She took to her feet more or less steadily and had an open shot at the  
Helghast's exposed back. She drove your blade down into its middle and was rewarded with its death  
shriek.

Helghast dead

She wasted no time in thoughts of victory.  Her mind was on the evil controlling this ship and on the  
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fate, too, of the young magician she had been separated from.

GM: You turn to the door and are shocked to see someone standing there. At first you go into an attack 
position, but then you see that the newcomer is Banedon. He's breathing heavy and covered in blood... 
black blood, not his own.  He raises a shaky hand as if in greeting.

LW: "Impressive," I say with a slight smile.  “But there is still much to be done, we must find the 
'captain' of this vessel, and fast."

GM: Suddenly a bolt like lightning lights up the entire hold and electric energy arcs from Banedon's 
outstretched hand. At the last moment, the bolt changes direction, darting over your shoulder, and you 
hear a cry behind you. Turning, you see the first Helghast you struck down falling back into the water, 
its body burning with a pale blue flame.

'They... don't like to stay dead, do they?' Banedon says with a grimace.

LW: Now I'm definitely very impressed.  "No, they don't," I say.

GM: Banedon seems in pain after casting his magic and you recall Storm Hawk once telling you that 
the Brotherhood powers their magic with their own life force.

LW: "Come on, " I tell him. "And careful with that, no need to cause yourself more harm than 
necessary”

GM: Together, you and Banedon make your way up a flight of stairs and onto the crowded deck. Fierce 
battle rages all around you as the Durenese fleet is engulfed by the rush of ghostly death-hulks. 
Suddenly a flash of searing flame shoots from a tower at the rear of the death-hulk you are on, and 
explodes into the side of a Durenese warship less than fifty yards away. You watch with horror as 
soldiers leap from the deck, their clothes and hair in flames. The ship slowly sinks into the sea.

LW: This sight only spurs me on faster, I head towards that tower to find what ever is driving these 
beasts on.

GM: Two zombies try to block your passage but you cleave them in half with one sweep of the 
Sommerswerd. You are soon at the foot of the tower and you can now see a hunchbacked man in 
crimson robes above you. He wears a tall, curved, Tokmor, a magician's head-dress. It bears the 
emblem of a black serpent. In his right hand is a dark oak staff.  Beside you, Banedon stiffens as he 
catches sight of the man.

LW: "You know anything about him?" I ask, looking for a way up the tower.

GM: “By the gods and the stars!” he exclaims. “That's Vonotar the Traitor!”

Banedon goes on to explain...

Vonotar the Traitor is a renegade wizard from the Brotherhood of the Crystal Star. At one time poised 
to take over duties as a Grandmaster of the Brotherhood, he instead chose to betray his country for the 
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powers that could only be offered him by the Darklord's own sorcerers, the terrible Nadziranim.

“You do know the price he paid for that power, don't you?' Banedon hisses.  “Vonotar gave the 
Darklords everything they needed to know about Sommerlund's power in order to strike. He told them 
where to strike, how to do it, and with how large a force. He told them that the Kai would be gathered 
for the feast of Fehmarn and how many would be needed to overwhelm them. He empowered the 
troops with his dark magic so they could overwhelm the Kai.”

“It is Vonotar who is responsible for the death of your brothers and sisters, Lone Wolf.”

LW: "Then it is Vonotar who will answer for their deaths," I growl.

GM: I will assume that combined with that growl is a move to scale the tower and attack this evil  
wizard.

LW: Yarp.  Ha, sorry its a bit late and now i have a cat in my face!

GM: Well, we can end there. That's not a bad stopping point.

LW: Aw, but i wanna kill this Vonotar fellow!

GM: That settles it. Perfect place to leave you in 
suspense.

LW: You are very cruel!

GM: Nah, I'm just teasing you!

LW: No no, play your cruel games.

GM: Shall we leave it there or continue? I leave this 
decision up to you, Lone Wolf

LW: Let's finish the Traitor!

GM: Alright then! We'll end when those Death 
Hulks are sunk!

Continuation: A Desperate Plan

GM: The climb up the ladder to the tower is very 
difficult, for you have only one free hand--the other 
holds the glowing hilt of the Sommerswerd in 
readiness to cleave Vonotar's head from his 
shoulders.  Banedon seems to be pleading with you 
to ignore the wizard, for he is extremely powerful, 
but you cannot hear him through your rage.
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You eventually reach the rim of the tower and quickly hook a leg over the narrow ledge. You are about 
to jump into the tower and attack when a thin voice makes you freeze.

“How I shall delight in the irony of your death, Lone Wolf, after all my useless Serpents failed to kill  
you!”

The sorcerer was standing in the far corner of the tower, his left hand pointing at her head and a cruel  
smile growing like a fungus upon his twisted face.   His hunched back shook as he laughed at Lone  
Wolf, his eyes fixed upon her as the eyes of a hawk are fixed upon the mouse it is about to devour.

“A little girl!” he spat. “They entrust the blade of the sun to a little girl!”

"A little girl who is about to end your life!" Lone Wolf shouted back, catapulting over the railing and  
landing mere feet from the wizard.  He made no response, unless the slight shift in his weight was a  
slight wince away from her rage.

'Your quest ends here, girl! I shall set your heart ablaze from within your very bones!'

A blinding flash of orange flame accompanied this curse, erupting from his hand towards her face.  
Instinctively, she ducked with the foolish hope of the berserk that she would survive.  Banedon, below,  
knew with dire certainty that the girl had been too hasty.  The bolt would catch her and kill her and her  
words would be the only blows struck against The Traitor who murdered her kin.

Neither had remembered the power of the Sommerswerd.

In a fraction of a second, the searing burst of flame changed direction and was drawn towards the  
blade of the Sun. The bolt of energy disappeared into the golden blade like water into a drain.  A  
moment later, that same sword cut deep into the wizard's side and he collapsed like... like a piece of  
cloth. For that is what Lone Wolf had somehow cut at and was now pulling off the Sommerswerd in an  
almost blind rage. Where the wizard once stood remained now only a cloud of acrid green smoke. Her  
Kai ability of healing immediately warned her that this was a poisonous cloud, some trick set up by the  
Wizard, no doubt.  She put her hand over her mouth; she couldn't flee yet.

Her senses expanded, reaching the tendrils of her searching mind across the deck of the deathhulk.  
Finally, as her lungs began to scream for air, she felt a touch on her mind and turned to spy a glimpse  
of the sorcerer as he frantically paddled a small boat away from the death-hulk flagship.  You was  
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forced a moment later to grab a hanging rope and ungracefully fall to the deck below to avoid the  
poisonous gas.  She landed in a heap of sword, splintered wood, and rotting rope.  ,Banedon was  
nowhere to be seen.

GM: At this point you could jump into the water after the wizard, or go look for Banedon.

LW: How does the battle look?

GM: The Death hulk you are on is currently surrounded by other Death Hulks. You cannot see the 
Durenesse ships, but assume they are fighting outside this tight circle.

LW: So the wizards spell is still holding strong?

GM: Thus far, though your sixth sense tells you that it can only hold if he remains in the battle. If he 
flees, his spell will break. However, you don't know if he is fleeing or simply retreating to another 
Death Hulk.

LW: Is there any way to reach him?  He's paddling away, I really doubt I could swim to catch up.

GM: It would be a battle against the sea and a tough one.  Like the one we did against the river.

LW: Alright I guess I'll look for Banedon, cursing the escape of my new nemesis.  Recently revealed 
nemesis, I guess I should say.

GM: It doesn't take you long to find Banedon. You follow a burst of light and soon see him on the 
lower decks.  He has been cornered by three Drakkarim soldiers, the powerful human knights of the 
Darklords. Banedon yells out a power word and one of the knights is killed as his armour contracts and 
collapses in on itself. However, the move has cost him dearly and he collapses in pain as the other two 
Drakkarim approach him.

LW: I'll run in to his rescue, wielding the Sommerswerd!  I'll take a swing at the exposed space 
between armor and helm on the first guard I reach.

GM: How are you holding the Sommerswerd... two handed?

LW: yeah

GM: I'm gonna give you a surprise attack on one of the Drakkarim. Roll.

LW: Hell yeah

DICE ROLL: 9

Lone Wolf drove her sword into the dark knight's armour.  Her triumphant yell was cut short by a  
backswing aimed at her face.  She stumbled, pulling the Sommerswerd free.  The Knight's armour had  
been cleverly designed. Made by the greatest warring nation on the planet, its blackened scale plates  
fell and shifted to cover up the dent she had made, like shark's teeth falling into place to cover up holes  
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in the gums.

Drakkarim ambusher 21/35

Nimbly, she dodged out of the way of this unexpectedly quick counter and prepared for the next  
inevitable attack.  Her eyes darted to Banedon for only a fraction of a second: another Drakkarim was  
currently attacking the age,, though he seemed to be protecting himself with some kind of magical  
shield. Even this short glimpse was noticed by her opponent. He strode forward to catch her off guard.

DIE ROLL CS: 6+9+2 (weaponskill)

The Drakkarim are deadly foes. Raised as warriors in a vicious culture where only the strong survive.  
The comfort of the womb is the only comfort they get. From every point following their birth, they live  
a life of war.  This warrior would give no quarter and expected none to be given. However, Lone Wolf  
was on mission to finish what she had started. Banedon's presence lent inspiration to her arm as she  
made an aggressive  thrust at the Drakkarim. She would not let the young mage be a blight upon her  
conscious. If she could not save one man who was an arm's-length away from her, then how could she  
save a nation still a week's journey afar?

DIE ROLL: 4 

Her attack, made with a speed that flowed from every pore in the Kai's body, was as natural as air to  
the Drakkarim. This man was raised in a culture of aggression. He turned his body to take the blows to  
the least vulnerable parts of his armour. However, he had not counted on the power Lone Wolf wielded.  
The Sommerswerd was forged of powerful magic and he felt each hit she landed with the full intensity  
of this power.  His planned counter-attack fell apart under this volley and he managed only a weak stab  
to her calf that drew blood but could not quench her fire.

LW 20/27 Drakkarim 12/25

Lone Wolf slashed and breathed in a hurried gasp of air.  The Drakkarim was visibly weakened by her  
assault, though he refused to give any position.  Suddenly, Lone Wolf fell to one knee, utterly exhausted.  
The Sommerswerd clanged dully against the wooden deck.  The Drakkarim roared in success and  
brought his sword crashing against her neck...

DIE ROLL: 8

… and in doing so, fell right into her trap.  The Sommerswerd moved, the tiredness evaporating before  
the Drakkarim's stunned eyes.  The sword stabbed upwards, slipping underneath his armour and  
impaling him like a hog stuck through for a camp fire.  She shoved the man off her blade.  He was dead  
before he hit the deck and she was up, ready to fight the next Drakkarim.

This Drakkarim wielded a heavy two handed broadsword and did not seem used to balancing its  
weight while on board a swaying vessel.  He cursed in a tongue that made the outburst seem all the  
more vile.
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DIE ROL CS: 6+11

Lone Wolf did not wish for a long battle.  She aimed for the Drakkarim's legs, hoping to use his  
imbalance against him.  He was a giant in black armour; she was a mouse in green.  But the mouse  
will bite the cat if cornered.

DIE ROLL: 1

The black broadsword slammed into the deck, point downward, blocking her attack.  The Sommerswerd  
met the blade harshly.  A lesser blade would have broken against the impact of the broadsword.  A  
better strike would have broken the Drakkarim's blade.  This was the Sommerswerd, after all, and both  
Drakkarim and Kai Lord were feeling its power for the first time.  The vibration that ricocheted  
through both their bodies was filled with a righteous malice that they felt in their very souls.

LW 15/27 Drakkarim 19/26

Now the Drakkarim was frightened.  It was not an  
emotion he was used to.  As a child, this man had  
seen friends who showed terror more than a few  
times forced into combat against hungry bears in a  
deep pit.  This man had seen times when the bears  
lost.  He'd seen times when they had won.  Now, for  
the first time, he felt like he'd been placed in that  
horrible pit,  Rushing him was what should have  
been a mouse but which roared like a lion.

DIE ROLL: 5

This Drakkarim, larger than his comrade, was  
obviously not used to having people rush him. Lone  
Wolf raised her sword above her head and brought  
it crashing down in a wide swing against his chest.  
It was like felling a tree. The man held under the  
blow, though something creaked, groaned, and  
broke inside of him.  Lone Wolf's charge crushed  
her against his armoured chest a moment after her  
blow had landed.  She bounced back, the wound in  
her calf spurting blood at the stressed movement.  
She steadied herself and, before the Drakkarim  
could move, struck again, at the same place.

LW 13/27 Drakkarim 8/26
DIE ROLL: 4

The Sommerswerd found that Drakkarim steel had  
improved since the days of the Dark Muster and the  
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battle of the Maakengorge. It could not bite through the Armour to rip at the damaged soul beneath it.  
It crushed the chest inwards, though, and with it the quickly beating heart of the soldier. The man  
swung one last time, a blow to the Kai Lord's shoulder that bit deep and caused her blood to splatter  
red across the rain soaked deck of the ship.

LW 10/27; Drakkarim dead

The Drakkarim were dead.  Banedon had been able to hold his shield for the duration of the attack.  
Lone Wolf fell to her knees, for real this time, and pulled out a potion from her backpack.  Smashing  
the lip of the bottle with her blade's hilt, she splashed the Laumspur down her throat like a man too  
long away from the tavern.

LW 16/27

LW: Now I need to check on Banedon see if he is still living so we can get off this boat

GM: Banedon is indeed living and says that you've saved him just in time. He couldn't keep his shield 
up for much longer. But when you say you have to leave the boat, he shakes his head.

“I can take down this ship, Lone Wolf!” Banedon said. Drawing out a vial from his sleeve he held it up  
for Lone Wolf to see. It was a large vial filled with black powder, reminding her of the substance that  
destroyed the Alema bridge. The explosion of the bridge reached across the ages to rock her soul.

“Boreese fire powder,” Banedon was explaining. “I got friendly with a couple of the dwarves who  
came to trade in Durenor. I speak some Boreese,” he added, with evident pride.  Years later, Lone Wolf  
would learn that Banedon was the premiere linguist of his order, despite being considered only an  
average worker of magic. “With this, I can take down this flagship. But I need your help.”

"Alright, what do you need me to do?”

“When you were fighting the wizard, I came here to get a look at the Death Hulks. I'm beginning to  
understand how Vonotar works his magic. This is but one of the flagships. The other is the one over  
there.” He pointed to a swift looking vessel not far away. Lone Wolf noticed, with interest, that the  
vessel was tied to a number of other ships by chains and ropes. Banedon saw her notice this detail.

“He's keeping the ships roped together so that they don't get spread apart and make his magic  
impossible to work. But it will be his downfall. If you can tie this ship to that one, we can take both  
Flagships out at once. It will drag down the entire fleet and destroy his magic.”

"How do I do that?"

“Get to the wheel. Steer that ship into this one. Vonotar's magic can only do so much while he's not on  
the ship. You should be able to move it with the wheel. They aren't that far apart. Then the fire will  
spread easily. After all, the dead burn quicker than the living.”

The sheer audacity of the plan impressed Lone Wolf.  It was the kind of thing heroes in the stories of  
her childhood had done. Leaping across ships, striking down the denizens of evil with a sword given by  
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the gods. With a lurch in her stomache that wasn't entirely due to the rocking of the ship, Lone Wolf  
realized that she was wielding a weapon out of legends.

"Alright,” she said, and clapped Banedon on the shoulder as a show of camaraderie.  If she was to be  
in a legend, she wasn't going to be in it alone.  “Make sure to get off the boat before it burns down,  
ok?"

Now how am I getting over there. . .?

GM: You could swing on a free rope.

LW: ah ok.  Then I shall do that!

GM: Roll it.

DIE ROLL: 5

GM: “Wait, Lone Wolf,” Banedon calls. “You should take this.”

With a deft motion, he slips the crystal pendant off his neck and hands it to you.

“In the Brotherhood, we give our pendants to those who render us great service. You have saved my 
life twice... once for each Drakkarim.” He smiles grimly. “Take this as a sign of my gratitude. It will  
bring you luck and protect you from evil.”

 LW: (this means he's not planning on living, I take it?)

GM: Not at all! Brothers are known to give the crystal as a sign of gratitude. It's an honor to receive 
one and a sign of life long friendship. It's the best way he has to pay you for saving his life. And a sign 
that he trusts you will meet again.

LW: I take it and thank him: "Just make sure to get to safety before this all burns."

GM: “Make sure those Dureneese sailors don't leave me behind when this all comes crashing down! 
Now go! And godspeed! I don't want to have to wait long for you!”

LW: And with that, I leap!

GM: Okay, the swing over is not as difficult as you'd feared it would be. However, as you let go of the 
rope, you catch sight of the side of the swift vessel you are aiming for and your heart skips a beat.

You land, roll, and get to your feet with the Sommerswerd in hand. But you can't clear your mind from 
the sight that just crossed your vision. On the side of the ship, its name was printed clearly:

"The Green Sceptre”  LW: "I had a feeling this wouldn't be the last I'd see of you."

GM: And unfortunately, that is where I must bow out for tonight. Tiredness overtakes me. But I think 
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it's an appropriately vicious cliff hanger.

GM NOTES: It'd be hard to have a more epic session than one starting at Tarnalin and ending  
in the Holmgulf.  I got to make a lot of changes in this session that I'd wanted to enact in the  
series, as a fan, for a long time.  The Sommerswerd having a damage bonus instead of a CS  
bonus just makes sense to me.  CS is your “combat skill,” governed by abilities like weaponskill  
and mindblast.  Weapons shouldn't give CS bonuses, or rather, changing this to a damage  
bonus in a LW-RPG makes stat setting so much easier on a GM.  Funny, because in these  
adventures I've continued to use Joe's original stats, which were all over the place because of  
the Sommerswerd bonus.  So it almost seems like fixing one problem to create another.... but  
actually it ended up working quite well, making the difficulty much more balanced throughout  
the books.  I attribute this to the fact that the amount of END hurt caused to an enemy remains  
about the same between the CS bonus and my damage bonus.  It's just that my Silent Wolf takes  
more damage herself, evening out the playing field, except against beasts like the Chaos Master  
but you'll see I touch those fights up quite a bit to make them playable.

The other thing I added in this session was a new introduction to Banedon.  I'd been working on  
this since Book 1, when Silent Wolf failed to meet the famous blonde-haired wizard in the  
woods.  I actually think this introduction ended up creating a closer bond between the  
characters, since they survived not just a single combat but an entire battle together and had a  
chance to come up with a plan and enact it.  Rhygar was around so briefly that Banedon really  
became this series' first comrade.

Session 8: Fire on the Water

GM: Okay, last we left you, you had just leapt onto 
the deck of the ship that is chained to the majority of 
the ghostly fleet. And had discovered, to your rising 
horror, that this ship is the Green Sceptre, the ship  
you left Holmgard on weeks ago, raised from the sea.

So what's your action?

LW: So quick recap of what I'm supposed to do – it's 
to tie a rope to this ship, right? or steer it next to the 
other one?

GM: You're supposed to head for the helm and steer 
the ship into the larger ship where Banedon is setting 
up his alchemy.

LW: ok, then I'm going to head to the helm of the 
ship.
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GM: The ship seems devoid of life until you reach the helm, where a heavyset figure is manning the 
wheel. As you approach, it turns around and your blood runs cold.  You are staring into the hollow eye 
sockets of a walking corpse. Twisted and disfigured though he is, you recognize Captain Kelman.

The dead captain extends a broken hand towards you and in a ghastly voice begs you to lay down the  
Sommerswerd: “Your sword burns my soul, Lone Wolf! Please... place it down so I might be spared its  
torment!”

LW: Knowing that this is not truly Captain Kelman, just his corpse being controlled by the Wizard, I  
respond, "I'll end your torment, but I shall not lay down my sword!" and then I'll attack.

GM: As you raise the glowing blade, the zombie captain pulls an evil-looking dagger from inside his  
tattered jacket and sidesteps your first blow. A rasping chuckle escapes the captain's lips. “Your words  
are as fair as ever, Kai bitch. Let me do you the same kindness you would me, then!”

DIE ROLL CS: 5+11

The captain's blade had the shorter reach.  He lunged for Lone Wolf, closing the distance between them  
in but a few bounding steps.  This undead creature knew no mortal fears and was charging, heedless of  
her deadly blade.

DIE ROLL: 10

Lone Wolf made use of her sword's reach to get a swing in on the creature before it reached her. She  
had aimed for the hand, hoping to disarm the captain and remove the immediate threat of his blade.

The captain was charging you too fast for her to make a good attempt at disarming. Instead of hitting  
the hand, the cut she made entered at the captain's shoulder, slicing clean through bone and muscle in  
an awkward half circle that pierced the heart and came out somewhere beneath the lung.  Some evil  
magic kept the captain's body together even as he stumbled and fell past Lone Wolf down the stairs she  
had ascended.

Zombie Captain 2/20

A wet sound.  A groan.  A hissing breath and then the captain was turning, the holes of its eye sockets  
dripping seawater as they sought her out.  Lone Wolf took the first step and then propelled herself  
towards her former ally.

DIE ROLL: 5

The two met at the points of their blades.  Lone Wolf twisted mid air, taking the cut on her side.  The  
captain stood still and the Sommerswerd cleaved his head from his shoulders.

LW 14/27; Zombie Captain dead.
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LW: I'm running back up to the helm to steer this ship against the other.

GM: Getting up from the captain's corpse, you see the macabre faces of the other crew members. They 
are surrounding you. There are at least twenty of them and they are armed with cutlasses and axes. 
Your time is running short. Knowing this is your last chance to pull off Banedon's desperate plan, you 
run back to the helm.  Roll a die.

DIE ROLL: 8

The wheel seems to be a living thing, taunting your every effort to force the ship to move. However, 
when you think of the sacrifices made on your quest so far and recall how the forces of darkness would 
twist those sacrifices to their own cruel ends, such as using the good captain's body as a vessel for evil, 
you find strength coursing through your muscles and with a cry you wrench the wheel to your will.

With a mighty crunch, the Green Sceptre smashes into the hull of the Flagship. You are knocked from 
the helm by the impact and land heavily on the deck below.

LW 12/27

When you stand, there are four zombie crew members surrounding you. They move in to cut you to 
pieces.

DIE ROLL CS: 7+11

Rained suddenly poured down upon the deck of the Green Sceptre.  Or no... it had been raining for  
many minutes, but she hadn't noticed.  Her skin was numb to everything except the fire burning in her  
left hand, which gripped the hilt of the Sommerswerd tightly.  She raised it towards the raging storm  
and shouted, "For Sommerlund, and the Kai!"

The zombies halted briefly, as if they sensed that this was the blade that would cleave them into the  
abyss.  Lone Wolf took advantage of the hesitation and spun the blade in an arc, planting one foot  
forward and leaning into the strike to increase her reach.

DIE ROLL: 5

Three of the zombies fell dead at her feet. The last grabbed her face with its clammy hands and  
prepared to sink its teeth into one of her cheeks. With terror, she recognized one of the castaway  
fishermen they had picked up before the Sceptre sank.

LW 10/27; Zombies 5/19

Her hand went to the dead man's face, pushing it away with a strength that was barely enough for  
whatever magic powered its sea-bloated neck.  She felt teeth close around her skin and she screamed  
as the flesh began to tear.

DIE ROLL: 4
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Blood rushed from her cheek as the fisherman released his jaw.  He looked down and something like  
surprise registered on his greying face.  In the next instant, he sank to his knees and slid off the point of  
the Sommerswerd, embedded in his stomache.  Lone Wolf backed away, breathing in hurried gasps,  
realizing she had saved herself by instinct alone and nothing else.

LW 8/27

GM: You hear cries and moans as more zombies make their way around the helm's deck to attack you. 
There are too many to kill. Suddenly, you feel an arm on yours and turn to see Banedon standing next 
to you, his face black with soot and smoke.

'The powder took faster than I'd thought it would in this rain,' he says. “We only have seconds, Lone 
Wolf. It is spreading fast.”

As he speaks, an orange glow lights up the sky and you notice the flagship burning behind Banedon.

LW: "Lets get out of here, then."  I'm ready to go!

GM: Your only avenue of escape is a rope dangling from the snapped mast. It should be enough to 
swing you to the nearest ship.  Seeing as how it's either that or death by burning (or worse), you grab 
Banedon, tell him to hold on, and make the swing.

Unfortunately for you, the rope has been nearly cut in two by a sword blow, and it is likely to snap 
under your combined weight. Make a die roll and hope your luck holds

DIE ROLL: 9

LW: bwahaha!

GM: Luck is with you, for the rope holds and you and Banedon swing clear of the Green Sceptre and 
land on the deck of another death ship. Dead Dureneese and zombies litter the deck. You even step over 
a few bodies of Helghast, taken down with fire, their corpses still burning.

From here you finally get a sense of how the battle has progressed. It seems the death hulks, tied 
together, moved as a massive force against the Dureneese warships. When the fleets collided, zombies 
and Drakkarim from the death hulks tied the Dureneese ships to their own and then continued moving 
forward as they slaughtered the soldiers and sailors aboard those ships.

In this way, the Death Hulks grew in number rapidly, for as the soldiers fell, they rose again in service 
to Vonotar. However, the wizard's absence and the burning of the flagship has thrown this plan into 
disarray. Now the Drakkarim and undead are desperately trying to free their ships from that of the 
burning Sceptre and Flagship.

Then you spot the Kalkarm, a Durenese warship. The soldiers here have been involved in a desperate 
battle but have fought off the enemy and are cutting the grappling ropes that hold their ship to the 
death-hulk you are on. They are almost done.
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LW: Time to try to leap aboard that ship and hope we make it.

GM: Just as the last ropes are about to be cut, you are spotted, and ushered aboard the Kalkarm. The 
ship is a near ruin, with its mast gone and small fires burning here and there while soldiers try 
desperately to quench them. From out of the smoke strides Lord Axim, his face bloodied and his shield 
badly scarred, but otherwise seemingly unhurt. Seeing you he gives a sigh of great relief.

“Thank the gods you are alive, Lone Wolf. The fight has been bitter and our losses are high, but I am 
heartened indeed to see you standing before me now.” He leads you to the ship's rail and points. “Look 
yonder, their flagship is ablaze.”

LW: "Aye," I say, "We have Banedon here to thank for that."

GM: “Indeed?” says Lord Axim, eyeing the journeyman with respect. “Then thanked he shall be, once 
we reach port. Think well on what you would ask from King Alin, young man. For it will be granted.”

Smiling at the redness spreading across Banedon's face, you turn back to stare out at the Death Hulks.

As the Kalkarm drifted from their mass, through the fog of war Lone Wolf could see that the huge  
death-hulk was slowly sinking beneath a plume of dense black smoke and taking the others with it.

“Their sorcery is broken. We have won this battle,” Lord Axim said quietly.  A few minutes past, not  
one of the death-hulks remained afloat.  There was an air of reverence about the scene as the final  
death hulk disappeared back into the sea. Those ships and the men they had carried had finally been  
allowed to rest.

Presently the flags of Durenor were raised and the remaining ships rallied to the Kalkarm. Seventy  
Durenese warships had left Port Bax.  Only forty remained. Of these, ten were damaged badly enough  
that they would turn from the fleet and head for Ragadorn, there to be repaired.  These ships would  
carry the wounded from the battle. Banedon informed Lone Wolf that he was going with them.

“The wounded will need my skills. If I go, we may save twice as many of these men than we would  
otherwise. I am sorry, Lone Wolf. I had thought my place was with my brothers and those who would  
fight at Holmgard but Sommerlund needs more than warriors. That is your path. It needs healers, too,  
and those who would preserve life. That is my path. I hope, though, that one day those paths will cross  
again.”

Lone Wolf smiled and put her hand on his shoulder, "Thank you again for all your help. Maybe we  
shall meet again. Until then, good luck."

Banedon held her gaze for a moment and then touched his hand to his chest, a silent reminder that the  
pendant around her neck marked her as his friend and ally.  She watched him until he boarded the  
other ship and the blue of his robes were lost amongst the sailors.

LW: How far are we from Holmgard?
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GM: Not far at all. You will make it in time.  The battle, though, has claimed many brave men 
including Admiral Calfen, who died aboard the flagship Durenor, the first ship to be sunk. Lord Axim 
is coming to Holmgard with not even half of the force he had intended to.

“It won't be enough to liftthe siege,” he confesses. “I believe that is going to be up to you.”

Still, despite the heavy loss, a great victory has been won, a victory which inspires the Durenese 
soldiers with new strength so that the past ordeal of both the voyage and the battle are now forgotten. 
As their optimism and determination return, all are eager to reach Holmgard and raise the siege.

(You'd probably like some healing about now, huh?  Give that die a roll and add 9 to the result.)

DIE ROLL: 9

GM: Max healage, nice

LW: I'm starting to feel like I'm cheating somehow.

LW 26/27

GM: Naw, you put your healing powers to good use. Your mind has never seemed so clear. You can feel 
Holmgard getting closer and, beyond it, a dark presence that you must face.

The Darklord Zagarna awaits.

Session 9: Holmgard Revisited

GM: It is dusk on the thirty-seventh day of your quest when you sight the spires of Holmgard on the 
horizon. The city still stands defiantly against the army of Darklords, although it is constantly under 
siege. Flickering in the darkness you can see the small fires which burn throughout the capital in the 
aftermath of some attack.

Lord Axim joins you at the prow, confident despite the loses of the sea battle.  “The moonless sky will 
aid us this night,” he says.  “We shall enter the harbour unseen. Come the dawn, my men will scatter 
the wretched foe like dead leaves upon the wind of a storm.”

LW: "I admire your confidence, m'Lord. Just remember to not underestimate the foe. They will not be 
easily defeated." 

LW: (yarr)

GM: (yarr? Do you growl at Lord Axim?)

LW: (that was me not LW...)
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GM: (Ah... yarring at your own words...?)

LW: (Yep)

GM: (Sometimes you gotta do that)

LW: (I just felt I needed to make pirate noises)

GM: Holmgard has suffered much since your departure. Many of the shops and houses you remember 
passing on your way to the quay are little more now than heaps of ashes. The Darklords' army with 
their deadly engines of war surround the walls and Kraan fill the air. Small fires burn everywhere in the 
aftermath of the Darklord's attacks on the city.

The people fight the fire as best they can, but they are hungry and exhausted and close to surrender. At 
first, as it enters the harbour, the fleet is mistaken for the enemy and cries of despair can be heard all  
along the quay. But as the first of the soldiers set foot in the city and unfurl the royal arms of Durenor, 
the news of your return spreads quickly. The cries of despair have changed to a chorus of cheers: “The 
Kai Lord has returned!”

Oggdyn greets you in the city streets. His face shows exhaustion, but also hope.

“I've been awaiting your arrival for three days, Lone Wolf. The seers told me they saw you walking 
across the Holmgulf with a blazing sword in your hand. Where your feet touched the water, fire sprang 
forward. Fire on the water, they said. Such are the way of seers, always so dramatic.”

His voice drops to a whisper after this.

“Is it true, my Lady? Does the Sommerswerd return to her homeland?”

LW: I nod, "Aye. What is the situation here? Aside from despair, I mean.”

Oggdyn moved to take Lone Wolf's arm and began to lead her towards through the throngs of people  
that had gathered to cheer her coming.  He talked as they moved, the smile on his face becoming more  
wooden, a mere mask to give the people hope and not cast a blight on Lone Wolf's return. “Zagarna's  
amassed his full force. It is much larger than we had ever feared. We cannot count the number of  
soldiers, but it is thought to approach a million, possibly as large as two million. He must have emptied  
the entire Darklands for this invasion. It is easily the greatest host that Magnamund has ever seen and  
it sits at our doorstep.”

Oggdyn halted briefly as a woman ran forward to kiss the back of Lone Wolf's cloak.  This time his  
smile turned real for a moment, as he noted the Kai Lady's embarrassment.  But it quickly lost its  
laughter.  “That the walls of Holmgard have kept the foe out this long is a testament to her  
construction. Zagarna himself has put his tent upon a hill outside our gates and comes forth at Sunset  
every evening to mock us and cast fear into our hearts with his awful visage. Toran sent word that they  
would come to our aid with a contingent of their Brotherhood, but we have seen no trace of the Crystal  
Stars. We fear they were killed or, worse, that Toran herself is under siege as well.”
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Oggdyn mopped his brow with a lightly dyed handkerchief. “The true numbers of the army is probably  
closer to 300,000 thank the gods. But it's still too great. We'll never push back such a force without  
defeating Zagarna himself.”

Oggdyn *ring* turned to *ring* see that *ring ring* Lone Wolf *ring* ah christ what's going on over  
there?!

LW: sorry, my phone.  Have to make some phone calls, eeepp.

Session 10: An unexpected ending, a new beginning

GM: So, you up for gaming still?

LW: Yeah - let me read what I missed while making mad phone calls.... so the Darklord taunts every 
evening and the Brotherhood hasn’t shown up yet *nod*

GM : Did you catch the bit about the numbers being smaller, too? (not that that's super important now... 
it's still a huge army)

LW: ok so the army is around 300,000, not two million

GM: yeah, rumour has blown the size out of proportion, but it's still plenty strong enough to take 
Holmgard.

"There must be a way to take out the Darklord," Lone Wolf mused. "if we can eliminate him, then his  
armies would prove less effective"

“Less effective?” Oggdyn chuckled incredulously.  “I imagine they would flee altogether! Never since  
Vashna's time has a Darklord been killed... and it's rumoured that Vashna's soul still wanders the  
Maakengorge. But can we kill the Darklord? And how to engage him? I'm afraid the day will be one of  
long council, Lone Wolf. We should continue to the King. Dawn is coming.”

At the mention of the dawn, Lone Wolf felt a shiver of anticipation.

“Where is the tallest spot in the city,” she asked.

“What?  The tallest spot?  I'm not sure I understand.”

“I'll join you with the King, shortly.  First I'd like to see the army for myself."

“Not advisable, my Lady. The Kraan fly low these days and the spitfires of the Darklords are often  
active.”

"I'd like to see the foe I face, I'll be fine...”
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Lone Wolf trailed off as she said this.  Looking in the distance she had spotted a massive watchtower  
pointing into the air, rising even above the palace towers on their hill. It stood quite near to the city  
wall and would give her a direct view of the army below.

"I'll join you at the castle soon, " she said, not hearing Oggdyn's protests, and began to hurry in the  
direction of the tower. Her heart pounded blood through her muscles, already jittery with adrenaline.  
She had felt the call when Oggdyn had mentioned the dawn. She knew that when the sun rose, she had  
to be at the highest point in the city. This was the moment destiny had set aside for her. But destiny was  
not flexible: if she did not come as called, it would not turn its face towards her again.

GM: The streets of Holmgard are far easier to travel this time, you mark grimly. The jostling crowds 
have been replaced by piles of the dead. The many buildings and homes that blocked streets have been 
reduced to rubble, allowing you to walk through their burnt shells to make a fairly straight path towards 
the tower. As the dawn grows nearer and the stars begin to disappear with the day, you walk faster, 
feeling drawn towards destiny.

Suddenly, the air is split with a howling of many horns. The few citizens walking the streets near you 
cry out in dismay. It is the sound of the alarum, and it is soon followed by another sound: that of 
crashing as the spitfires launch their burning payloads into the city streets.  Fire is falling all around 
you. Citizens are running for shelter. Action?

LW: I'll run towards the tower!

GM: You are running when suddenly your sixth sense warns you to jump aside. Looking quickly up, 
you see a great boulder of fire falling towards you. Roll die.

ROLL: 3

LW: ouch

GM: Fire and shrapnel bursts all around you as the boulder hits mere feet from you and your cloak 
takes flame. You put out the fire, but it leaves you with some injury. Still, you sixth sense has saved you 
from demise.

LW 22/27

LW: I get up quickly and continue to run.

GM: You are in a long empty street when you hear the familiar cry of Kraan above you. The cry does 
not panic you as it once did. You have grown since your run through the woods. Now you simply 
recognize the danger that such a beast represents and ready your weapon for attack. However the Kraan 
is not swooping down on you. Indeed, it is still high in the air, but it has let go of something from its 
claws. The bundle falls quickly and you hear screams from within it. As it smashes to the pavement in 
front of you, you see that it is a net containing a dozen Giaks. The ones on the bottom of the net have 
been killed instantly by the fall or are dying painfully, paralyzed while their black blood fills the street.  
However, five of the Giaks have survived and now tear themselves free of the net, blocking your path 
and wielding their cruel blades.
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This is a CS roll.  What weapon you using? Need I ask...

LW: My bare hands. . . just kidding

CS: 16

GM: Are you using the Sommerswerd two handed or one?

LW: Two

GM: (from now on I'm going to assume you are using the Sommerswerd two-handed unless you say 
otherwise)

LW: until I get a shield, essentially.

GM: (the benefit of using it one handed would be to have either a shield or a second weapon in the off-
hand. Usually that will give an increase to your CS or positioning, just so you are aware of your 
options. Another note, there isn't much of a downside to using the Sommerswerd. The one time you 
will not want to use it is when you are traveling incognito, as nothing screams LONE WOLF IS HERE 
like the Sword of the Sun)

Okay, so you added +11 to your CS?

In this fight, she could see that, though lightly armoured Giaks such as these were easy enough to kill  
with the Sommerswerd, five was still a large number of opponents. Giaks were hardy creatures,  
dangerous in groups.  They threatened to overwhelm her.  She also remembered the Alema bridge and  
the way that the Giak's spirits broke when enough of them had been slaughtered.  If she could kill a few  
of these, her mindblast would probably give her a great advantage over the remainder.  The Giaks  
approached, spreading out into a half circle and hissing at her like cats daring the mouse to run.  No  
time to thin their numbers.  She began to concentrate...

DIE ROLL: 9

Under most circumstances, her mindblast was best against single opponents. However, in this hour of  
need, Silent Wolf sent out a wave of her tension that slammed into the Giaks like a hammer against a  
block of ice. Two of the Giaks died right out, bleeding from their mouths and nostrils. The rest  
staggered backwards, giving her the chance to make the next move.

Giaks 13/24

“Nice hit,” Silent Wolf complimented herself and squared her shoulders for a charge.

DIE ROLL: 3

The Giaks were used to the torturous conditions of the Darklands. They recovered from their stun as  
quickly as they had recovered from the 100 foot drop that landed them at your feet.  They met her blade  
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to blade. She took some cuts, but she barely felt them in her need to meet her destiny. Her attack killed  
all but the last Giak, a small one wielding a long spear who made one final stab at her, squealing in  
fright, the sound reminding her of piglets on a farm.

LW 18/27 Giaks 5/24

DIE ROLL: 4

She dodged and closed in for a final attack. The blow was dealt, but the Giak got in his last stab, as  
well, catching her on the leg. Again, the pain was a dull thing compared to the burning in her mind as  
dawn approached.

LW 15/27

GM: (are you drinking that Laumspur or just continuing on?)

LW: I'll drink it

LW 19/27

GM: You leave the bodies of the slain Giaks around you, step gingerly over the still twitching net, and 
continue on your way.  At last you come to the square before the city walls. Here the fighting is at its  
worst. Kraan flood the skies, most carrying more of the Giak nets, some mounted by Drakkarim or 
Vordaks. None can land, though, or get close to the ground without being felled by a massive company 
of archers led by a familiar face.

Ser Armadalus stands calmly amidst the bodies of slain Giaks and Kraan, shouting directions in a cool 
voice to the company of archers, himself holding a great yew bow whose arrows never fail to fell a 
Kraan when it comes too close. Beyond them lies the tower you are aiming for.

LW: I'll run up to Ser Armadalus and ask him to give me some cover while I ascend the tower to get a 
view of the army.

GM: If Ser Armadalus is surprised to see you, he makes no sign of it. Nor does he ask you what your 
purpose is in the tower. His eyes are on your blade, you notice, rather than on you. Perhaps such a man 
feels that he can obey a blade more than he can obey a woman. Or perhaps he is thinking of the move 
he made to save your life in the king's court. You don't know and you don't care at the moment. 
Armadalus orders a small contingent of his archers to cover the tower and gives you a curt nod to let 
you know that you may ascend when ready.

LW: I run off towards the tower to climb it.

GM: The tower is an ancient structure, and you guess that it was built at the same time as the city wall,  
perhaps to oversee its construction. It bears the same white stone and is as impressively massive. The 
inside is a great hallowed out area with a spiral staircase that winds about it, spiraling up past the point  
of vision.
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LW: I'll enter and begin to run up the stairs.

GM: Heading up the tower, you eventually came to a grand room. It is the top of the tower, domed to 
fit the shape of its roof. There are no windows, but a great lattice covers the open spaces, permitting 
you some cover while you stare down at the armies of Zagarna.

Thousand upon thousand of the black-clad enemy are massed around the city wall, huddled like beetles 
in the trenches that cover the plain. In the midst of this horde, a great red tent has been erected bearing 
the symbol of a broken skull. It is the mark of Zagarna, Lord of Kaag, a Darklord of Helgedad. His 
great ambition is the destruction of Holmgard; his fiercest desire to lead his armies to victory this day.

Dawn has not yet come.

Suddenly you hear a great screeching. Just outside the tower, a Kraan is hovering. Its rider is a 
powerfully built Drakkarim wearing red platemail dotted with elaborate red ruins and insignia. The 
Kraan screams as arrows pierce it from below. The beast swerves and heads straight for the tower 
lattice.

LW: I'll back into the tower, I'd rather it not crash on top of me.

GM: With a final scream, the Kraan slams into the lattice, crushing its beautiful construction. Its rider is  
unhurt by the crash; he leaps off and kicks his mount away from him, knocking its body down to the 
courtyard many feet below. Then he sees you and gives a roar of delight. He draws a wickedly serrated 
blade and prepares to attack you.

Dawn is almost here.

LW: I draw my blade as well.  So these guys are weaker during the day?

GM: No, but you sense that the dawn will bring with it your destiny.

Roll CS for this guy

CS ROLL +11: 17

Silent wolf sensed that the man before her was well acquainted with death and a veteran when it came  
to dealing it. He wouldn't make for an easy opponent. She looked at her environment; it was a veritable  
arena set above the city.  In this, too, her opponent would have the advantage, as his reach was longer  
than her due to his great height. “And speaking of heights,” she thought to herself, “don't get too close  
to that edge...”

The Drakkarim took his blade in one hand and whirled it around in circles, a show of his prowess.  
Silent Wolf smiled at the man (she felt suddenly drawn to her old name, as if this battle somehow  
required her old self, still indebted to her dead masters, to be present) and then charged while he was  
still demonstrating.  The warrior was closer to the edge, now, than she was and she wanted to keep it  
that way.  She pulled herself short before her charge could carry her into him and launched into her  
first attack.
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DIE ROLL: 8

She advanced at a quick step, but retained full control over her attack. Her blade, wielded two-handed,  
was truly a terrifying weapon. It smashed into the Drakkarim's armour with deadly force. She dodged  
nimbly out of the way of his retorting blow, though the effort took its toll on old wounds, her muscles  
complaining about the speed she was forcing upon them.  Somewhere deep inside of her, she felt the  
presence of the thing she had met under the graveyard of the ancients.  It was stirring, waiting for her  
to make one mistake.  The Dead King wished to claim his bride and, she realized with a mounting  
dread, believed this could be the battle to bring her to him.

SW 18/27 Drakkarim 19/30

The Drakkarim aimed a punch at her.  Her Sommerswerd batted the wrist away with a disappointing  
clang (she had hoped to cut through the armour).  She moved to press her advantage.  The Drakkarim,  
however, had reached down to his waist and pulled free a dart. He aimed it at her chest with a flick of  
his wrist and then moved in after it to deal her a massive cutting blow.

DIE ROLL: 5

She dropped to one knee, the hard marble floor cracking against her knee cap.  The dart struck her in  
the shoulder and she felt the arm go numb.  Her hand fell to her side.  Poison?  Or just the shock of the  
attack?  She clenched her teeth to the sudden flare of pain as feeling came back to the shoulder.  She  
had to meet the Dread Captain's charge. The blades locked and then she was falling backwards.  The  
Drakkarim was actually surprised by this: he had expected her to hold up longer against his attack.  
Too many years campaigning against larger warriors had rusted his technique for dealing with a  
smaller foe.  As he stumbled, Silent Wolf raised to her feet and, one handed, brought the Sommerswerd  
down again on his wrist.  This time the armour cracked, and so did bone.

SW 14/27 Drakkarim 11/30

“Now,” she thought, “now while he's distracted.”  She moved in and attacked from the side, her blade  
splitting the air as it maneuvered for the Drakkarim's chest.

DIE ROLL: 3

The clang of metal on metal never came.  Instead she heard a soft thwack and looked down to see the  
serrated side of the Drakkarim's black blade buried in her chest.  She looked up into the warrior's  
helmeted visor, its ceramic mask a grin of fury.  The Drakkarim had surprised her by switching his  
blade to his other hand so that he could defend himself.  He was ambidextrous, a rare skill prized by  
the Drakkarim. Suddenly the Drakkarim pulled back his blade and then pushed it forward again, the  
serrated edge acting like a saw against her chest.  She screamed and pulled back.  Blood sprayed the  
Drakkarim's red armour, becoming almost instantly lost.  How many foes had bled upon that gleaming  
metallic surface?

SW 9/27 Drakkarim 11/30
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Suddenly, with a light that spread an orange glow across the armies of the Darklord and sent tendrils  
of fire through the lattice of the tower where she dueled... the dawn arrived.

Silent wolf  felt a quiver run the entire length of her body and a burning heat spread through every  
nerve in her arm. Even the Drakkarim felt something unusual in this dawn and halted his attack to  
stare as the Sommerswerd roared into flame. The rays of dawn seemed to be pouring fire onto the  
blade.

GM: (your CS for this fight has increased by 8 and your blade now deals 4 extra damage. You are 
holding the Sommerswerd in its truest form, that it gains only in times of extreme need, and only in the 
fire of the sun)

She was only shocked for a moment and then she attack the Drakkarim with a newfound fierceness,  
cleaving at his mid section, her own wound aching like acid poured over her muscles.  She ignored it.  
She was beyond caring about her life.  In this moment, only the fire in her hand mattered.

DIE ROLL: 8 

Finally the Drakkarim reacted, raising his blade to counter her attack, the same blade whose edge just  
moments ago left a ragged and burning cut across her chest. That blade now shattered into a dozen  
pieces as the Sommerswerd met it. On the second cut, Silent Wolf burnt a hole through the Drakkarim's  
armour as well, and he stumbled back, clutching at his wound for several seconds before crumpling to  
a heap on the ground.

GM: Turning from the Drakkarim's corpse, you move to the gap in the wall the Kraan made. From 
here, you are looking directly down upon Zagarna's camp. Victory is not to be his this day.
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Raising the Sommerswerd high above your head, a shaft of dawn sunlight catches upon the tip of the 
golden sword and the flame which runs the length of the blade gathers at its tip. The power of the 
Sommerswerd electrifies you. Your senses reel and now your body reacts instinctively. You lower the 
Sommerswerd and point the blade towards the tent of Lord Zagarna. There is a mighty roar as the 
power of the sun-sword is unleashed in a searing white beam. The tent explodes and a brilliant fireball 
of white flame mushrooms skyward. A long and terrible cry rends the air. It is Lord Zagarna. The leader 
of the evil army is no more.

SW: Take that, smelly.  Thats pretty crazy power!

GM: Yeah, that's the true power of the Sommerswerd. It doesn't like Darklords. Makes one curious as 
to why they gave it to Durenor in the first place.  I'll have to look that one up...

SW: For lasting peace, of course. . .

GM: Now, though, the Sommerswerd has returned and its rage at the audacity of the Darklords is 
evident. Its power and anger are felt throughout the Darklord's camp as the armies visibly shiver on the 
field. Gripped with fear and panic, the vast black army rises up and scatters in chaos from the city wall.  
The impossible has happened, their invincible master is slain. Again the Sommerswerd has returned to 
defeat them. Moments later, the gates of Holmgard are thrown wide and you see a marvelous sight. 
Two forces ride from Holmgard. One, marked by the white cloaks of Durenor, is led by Lord Axim. 
The other flies the colours of Holmgard and is led by Ser Armadalus.
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Together, the two commanders storm the panic-stricken enemy, forcing them to run blindly towards the 
Durncrag Mountains. The West holds an unexpected obstacle against the enemy's escape, however. 
Cresting the hill is a force of 500 Brothers of the Crystal Star. The magician's blue robes shine in the 
morning sun as they meet the enemy head on, forming a pincher attack with the knights that crushes the 
enemy in a blaze of steel and sorcery.

The victory is yours. Holmgard is saved and the threat to Sommerlund lifted. Your name will become 
that of the people's hopes. But as you stand, surveying the field of victory, you remember the words of 
King Alin. To carry the hope of a nation is a heavy burden and the time may soon come when you will 
have to take up its mantle again.

Indeed, your sixth sense tells you that the time will be sooner than you might like.

SW: Without a sound I'll head down the tower and head towards the castle, I said I'd meet Oggdyn 
there and so I shall.

GM: To cover all the adulations and thanks that are bestowed upon you would take many pages and be 
less exciting than you might think. Suffice it to say that all of Holmgard now honors you as a heroine. 
Probably the greatest honor you are given is that the King bestows upon you the rank of Fryearl of 
Sommerlund, a title equal to a Lord and quite rare to be bestowed upon one so young (you are sixteen).

As to your lands, he gives you the old Monastery grounds and a large portion of the surrounding Great 
Forest. He also promises you the funds to rebuild the monastery. And the workers.

He's essentially given you the means to rebuild the Order of the Kai, perhaps the greatest treasure he 
could have offered you. This is a chance to give the Kai a new beginning, starting with the construction 
of a new monastery.

SW: Thats another heavy burden for a lil kiddy!

GM: Again, remember the words of King Alin... he warned you that this would be your destiny, were 
you to take the Swerd.

SW: Yeah. I'll accept it, of course.

GM: Your acceptance of your fate effectively marks the end of this adventure.

GM NOTES: As an aside, I did do some thinking on why Sommerlund might offer up the Swerd  
to Durenor.  I do think that, politically, it would have been a powerful statement of trust. I also  
think that there must have been some fear on Durenor's part of the Kai becoming too powerful  
with such a weapon in their arsenal.  And maybe Sun Eagle feared that the blade would be  
misused after his death or fall into the hands of the much-too-close Darklords. What really  
interests me, though, is the possibility that the King of Sommerlund feared the blade.  After all,  
the Kai were a new power in Sommerlund. Politically, some must have wondered where their  
allegiances would fall.  I'm sure that removing the Sword of the Sun from their position made  
this situation a little easier.
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